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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Knoxville, Tennessee, January 2, 1939
To His Excellency, Gordon Browning, Governor of Tennessee.
Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, on behalf of the
Board of Trustees of The University of Tennessee, a report of the
work and expenditures of the Agricultural Experiment Station for
the year 1938. This report is submitted in accordance with the law
requiring that the Board having direction of the Experiment Station
shall annually submit to the Governor of the State a report of its
operations and expenses.
Very respectfully,
JAMES D. HOSKINS, President.
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FIFTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AGRI-
CULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, FOR 1938
JACK-STOCK AND MULE-PRODUCTION PROJECT
Reference is made in the report of the Animal Husbandry Depart-
ment to the jack and jennet breeding studies. This project, which had
its heginning in 1936, has been developed as rapidly as the circumstances
would allow. It necessarily is an expensive project, requiring land,
buildings, and special equipment, as "en as breeding stock. The project
was located on a farm adjoining the J\Iidclle Tennessee Station property
in :\[aury County. Nearly 130 acres of land was purchased in 1936 at
a cost of $40.00 pcr acre. Since there were no worth-while improve-
mcnts on the placc. suitable harns and othcr lmildings had to be con-
structed, the total expenditure being nearly $12,000.00.
The location selected is in the Central Basiu, a section of the Stale
which has long been rccognized as especially wen c\(\;\pted to livestock
a11(lwhich has more interest in mule prodnction tllan any other area of
similar size in the State.
A project of this kind would be expected to reqLlire several years to
furnish depen(lablc basic in formation. It is hoped that such information
will standanlize the industry on a higher level than has been reached up
to the present time.
SOIL SURVEY
During the year 1938 completed field sheets for Bed ford ,md Cum-
herland Counties have been receive(l and tabulations made showing the
extent of the varions soil series and types.
Field sheets, after being colored to show land-use classifIcation, are
matched, mounted, and bound in convenient form for use and reference.
During the year these maps have been prepared for use of the county
agents of Humphreys, Roane, Lincoln, and] lamilton Counties; also four
copies for the Tennessee Valley Authority, one for the Experiment Sta-
tion, and one for the United States Bureau of Chemistry and Soils.
Thirteen field men, giving full time, supported by the Tennessee Valley
Authority, were in the employ of the Experiment Station at the end of the
year. Four men from the Bureau at \Vashington also were engaged 111
the work.
During the year approximately 740,227 acres have been surveyed in
areas affected by, or in close proximity to, the dams at Gilbertsville,
-----------'------._---------., -------------
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Norris, 'Vatts Har, and Coulter Shoals. Much work ha-_ heen dune in
Decatur, Rhea, and Knox Counties, and work has commenced in Grainger
County. Samples of soils from all c(,mplde,1 counties h,l\'e heen recei\'Cd,
:lnd those from Jefferson, ] lamilton. I Iumphreys. Lincoln. 'Iud Ruane
Counties have been analyzed for lime, phosphorus. and jJotash. These
soil samples an,l analytical data arc IJl'ing' preserved in com'enieut form
for reference, and should he most helpful to persons iuterested in the
characteristics of the soils aud the developmeut a f better agricultural
practices.
LEGUME SILAGE AS A FEED FOR POULTRY
P. W. Allen and M. Jacob1
'Vhilc the practice of ensiling legumes as feed for cattle is wide-
spread and has great promise, legume silago as a feed for poultry has
not yet he en suggested, so far as the writers know, although it 15
especially suitable for poultry.
]n a series of experiments having to do with poultry sanitation at
the Tennessee Experiment Station during the last few years, it has heen
found that the severity of the action of intestinal parasites on in-
fected fowls depends to some extent upon the diet. A diet of sour milk
reduced the severity of attacks by pullortlm organisms. coccidia, ascaridia,
cecal worms, tapeworms, and other pests. It was assumed that this
henefieial effect was due, at least in part, to the lactic acid in sour milk,
and that other foods containing cons;derahle amounts of lactic acid might
well be considered in the feeding of poultry, as all poultry ha\'e more
or less intestinal infection. :\ccordingly, sanerkraut has heen tried as an
addition to the diet of poult ry and has heen fouud t.) he benellcial.
Sanerkraut, however, has little nutritive \'"lue and its usc canuot he ex-
pected to redtKe the amount of other fee,l required.
Tn the summer of 1937, some especially fermented legume silage was
fed to white leghorn cockerels. They ate this silage so eagerly that in
the spring of this year 4,000 pounds of le!i;ume silage was made, in
barrels holding about 500 pounds each, to be fed experimentally to
poultry. This silage was made by the addition of 70 pounds of black-
strap molasses to one ton of cut green legume. Set icea. alfalfa, and
red clover were made into silage.
It had been discovered in the cuurse of these experiments that there
are two different fermentations which may take plan' in tIll' making'
l)f legull1(' silage: Olle in \vhidl the cut legull1c r(,111~1ins hright alld ~TeCt1.
dn-elops a high lactic-acill conteut, and is a true form of pickling; and
the other iu which the cut legume becomes dark in color, with the top
half drying out eonsiderahly and tending to\\ard putrefaction and mold-
mg, Especial care was taken, in making the legume silage for this ex-
IN. O. Sjolander • .T. A. McBee. and 1. H. Smiley gave valuable a:5SiHtance inthis ,vork.
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periment. to see that the hright-green color an,l the lactic-acid fermenta-
tion \Yere obtained. 1\ sttHly of this type of fermentation is parth' com-
pleted an(l \\ill he reported later.
Fig. I-T~'pical cockcrels of ~TOUPS A. B. and C at end of experiment.
The fowls nsed for this legume-silage experiment were 45 white leg-
horn cockerels about h weeks 0 [age. All were from the same flock.
and averaged a little less than one poun(!. TIley were divided into :\
groups. as follows:
Group A consisted of 18 cockerels. which \\'ere given a standard
poultry mash, and in ad,lition as much legume silage. consisting of a
mixture of alfalfa, re,l clover. and sericea. as they wonld eat. The mash
and silage \\ere mixed together. and the average cockerel ate 4 ounces of
mash and 4 ounces of silage per day.
Group B consisted of 9 cockerels, which were given a standard
poultry mash, and in addition as much sour milk as they would eat. The
average cockerel ate 4 ounces of mash amI 4 ounces of sour milk. Ex-
cess mash was accessible at all times.
Group C consisted of 18 cockerels, which were given a stamlard
poultry mash and no other food. The a\'Crage cockerel ate 4 ounces of
mash. Excess mash was accessible.
Every factor which it was possihle to control wa.> controlled. Each
cockerel was kept in a separate cage. All ha,l the same kind of cage.
the same temperature and air movement, the same amount of sunshine.
thc same mash, and the same care. The glass roof of the poultry house
is made of "vita glass," al10wing 90 percent of the active rays of the
sun to enter. All birds were foun,l free from pUIlOrllm infection, by
hlood testing, at the beginning of the experiment
vVhile it is appreciated that a food advantage should be Liemomtrated
on a basis of 10 to 20 thousand fowls before final conclusions arc drawn,
initial experiments on 45 fowls, in which all factors arc carefully eon-
trollc(l. strongly indicate diredions, which cannot be ignol'("1.
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Fig. 2-PouItry house where experiment was carried all.
TABLE I-Postmortem data eO/leerllillg !o'Z('ls ill groll/'s ,I, n, alld C
Group
Gizzard
worms
Pel'eentage sho\ving- medium to heavy infestation with-
Tapeworm Ascaridia Coecidia
18 0 ()~O 0 1014 10 ~5
Cecal
\VQrms
A
B
C
o
~~ I ~
-- ..._-----
T,Ir:LE 2-Data eOJlcerJlllIg legume silage
Crop
1,000,000
100,000
300,000
Percent of acidity
as lactic acid Plate count
Bacteria Fungi
1.8
2.1
2.0
170,000,000
4,500,000
3,500,000
The data given in tables 1-3 show initial results, but were obtained
under such carefully controlled conditions that the chance for error was
not large. Taking all facts into consideration, there are some important
conclusions which can be drawn from this experimentation. vVhen. in
addition to a basic ration, poultry are fed a "lactic acid fermented bright
green legume silage," made from red clover, alfalfa, or sericea. and ha"e
become accustomed to it in their diet, they show the followiug favorable
results from the silage feeding:
1. Greater zest in eating and larger quantities of food consumed per
day.
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2. A remarkable increase in \\'eight over ponltry not receiving such
silage 111 addition to a basic ration.
3. A physical condition, as determined by appearance and action of
li\'ing birds and by post-mortem examination, which is definitely better
than that of poultry not fed legume silage in addition to a basic ration.
T,\BLE 3-Percelltaf!,e ganls made bv cockerel., from the sc,'ell th to tile
sixtcCllth '(('ccl~ . iIlClllsi'c'c.
GROUP A
i
No. of cockerel ·····1 113i 1191 1181 1154 1131 1144 1173 11i7 118i
Percentage gain I 171 17i 207 20i 264 162 186 180 133
1
No. of cockerel ··················1 1161 1118 11i8 114i 1116 1124 1122 1163 1168
Percentage gain ··············1 260 236 169 192 200 400 357 173 183
Average po'centag-c vain fo1' group A. 214.
GROUP B
I I
No. of cockerel I 1160 1172 1 1149 1158 1140 11fi6 1157 114fi 1192
Percentage gain i 176 166 1 244 161 178 24;') 300 218 25[)
Average percentage Rain for group B. 21:>.
GROUP C
i
No. of cockerel ······1 1138 1121 1151 1186 1169 1152 1164 116i 1153
Percentage gain ···············1 If);} 157 150 ]flO 190 ISO 8i 185 13i
1
No. of cockerel ······1 1165 1125 1175 1171 1159 1130 1189 11iO 1190
Percentage gain ...... ······1 209 UH 160 157 1,,4 1i2 191 230 13:1
Ave-raRe 1)(>l'C0n.tuge gain for QTQlIP C. 166.
REPORTS BY DEPARTMENTS
AGRONOMY
H. P. Ogden
WEATHER CONDITIONS
The weather in 1938 was characterize(l by mild temperatures and ex-
cessive moisture during the first half of the year and a serious drouth
from the middle of September through early November. Such a season
was favorable at first for all winter crops, but growth was too rank in
February and March. Freezing weather April 3, 4, and 10 caused con-
siderable injt1ry, especially to early-blooming varieties of barley. Warm,
(lamp weather through J\lay and June was responsible for a severe attack
of stem rust of wheat. resnlting in low yields <1n(1poor Cjuality.
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Pastures and hay crops were exceptionally good. hut the weather was
unfavorahle for sa\'ing hay'. Korean lespedc,a was hetter than usual
and not as hadly infested with doddcr as it often lS.
Corn and other intertilled crops were good on the Station farm. but
on many farms were weedy.
Early fall seedings germinated well. hut later ones either failed en-
tirely or were destroyed after germination h\' se\'erc drouth. Others
failed to come up till the No\'('mhcr rains and wcre not ahle to make
enough growth before the very cold weather at Thanksgi\·ing. I leaving
"'as worse than usual during Deecmhcr, ICJ3B.
SMALL GRAINS
Varietal trials of wheat. oats. and harley were conducted alol1(; the
usual lines. \Vheat yields wcre low in this locality. hut were fair on the
Station farm, although the quality was vcry poor and weights per bushel
werc low, dne to stem rust. which rarely attacks wheat here. hut was
rather had in 1937 and much worse in 193B.
Late varieties suffered worst. Casta, the earliest \'ariet,\·, made ex-
cellent yields. leading all varieties in 193~. This \·arict.'· often yields re-
markably well, but the kenlels are small and not attractive in appearance.
The milling quality of a variety of wheat is important in determin-
ing its desirability. Te,ts were conducted, and will he continued over
a period of years, in cooperation with the Federal Soft \Vheat LdlOratory
at \Vooster, Ohio, to ohtain data on the quality' of certain \'arieties of
wheat when grown in Tennessee and when grown in other parts of the
country.
Yields of barley were below the average, due to freeling weather in
April. The very early varieties, such as :VI issouri Early Heanlless and
Tennessee No.5, were in hloom when the free/e occnrred. and suffered
worst. Polders C. T. 3213 had not headed, and cscaped inj nry. Such
experiences as this indicate- the importance of continning' varietal trials
over a period of years. For example. the yield of l\1 issouri Early Beard-
less was highest of all in the test in 1937, hnt in 193~, due to the free'e.
it was lowest.
Varietal trials with oats have rcvealed two very valuable \'arieties
produced in the crop-improvement work carried out hy N. T. lIancock.
These are Fulwin and Tennex, fonnerly known, respecti\'e1y, as Ten-
nessee 1945 and Tennessee 1884. The origin of these new varieties IS
g:iven in the Crop Improvement report.
These varieties are exceptionally winter-hardy. Their ability to en-
dure low temperatures is shown in table 4.
Other Tennessee selections were included in these tests. They rank-
ed as the first 5 in the 1933 test. In the 1937 test the Tennessee selec-
tions 11eld the first 4 places and the (),h and 7th. ] lowel'er. these other
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Tennessee varietie~, whilc pcrhaps morc colel resistant, have failed to
yiehl as well as F111win amI Tennex.
The remarkahle winter hardiness ui thcsc two varieties IS shown III
Fulwin (Tenne:-;:-:;ee IH45)
Tennex (Tennessee 1884)
Hairy Culberson
Winter Turf
Winter Fulghum 6n9-~011
Cokeri"' 3~-1
TABLE 4-Percentage survi'val of oats in cold-chamber tests'
I
In3 I 1935
Percent I Rank Percent I Rank
-----.------.----+I....::..c:.c....:-- _ .. --\- ---
1 75.(l 73.1 1 :1
I 74.~ 68.3 I 7
68.~ 8
6(l.(l 11
53.1 ~(l
57.8 13
Variety
lThcs€ tests were conducted by Dr. H. C. Murphy, of the U. S. Division of
Cereal Crops and Diseases, in ('oopel'ation with the Iowa Experiment Station.
TABLE 5-l'crccntage Sllr'vi'vaI and rank of oats in 'i(rintcr-lwl'diness test
-------------
Variety I 19:36-87 I 1937-38-----_ .._-
Percent I Rank Percent Rank
Fulwin
i i
(Tennessee 1!14,,) I 9~.8 76.1
Tennex (Tennessee 1884) i a l.D 75.6
Hairy Culberson i. 90.8 4 71.8 7
Winter Turf 86.6 l~ 67.6 14
W-inter Fulghum 699-2011 ··i 88.4 9 71.4 6
Cokers 32-1 i 87.9 10 70.1 11
i
TABLE 6-Yiclds of grain of !"ul",in and Tcnncx at Kno.\-<;:rille,Jackson.
and Columbia, in mean bushels per acre.
c=~=--=====
KNOXVILLE
1!183- IH\34- I 1985- l!l86- I' 1937-1938
1!134 HI85 I 1936 l(la7 Seeded I Seeded
______________ ---'-1 1 '1-------'c'i s':'.:e::'.]):.::t.:.-1:.:6:"~lo::.:c:.::t:.-.3~0
i Bushels I Bushels i BushciH i Bushels i BushciH 1 Bushels
. 1 ,'I.~ i 4:1.1 i 19.1 1 87.0 i 46.0 i 88.:1
! ~8.6 : 4~.2 : 16.5 I 86.0 I ·18.5 1 40.7
i :1!/.61 37.1 1 7.4 1 61.5 1 ·1·
i :18.:' i ~2.6 i ~.8 1 54.8 1 :16.1 I
1 ' 23.8' 6.:1 i 70.1 i 48.8 1 11.4
I.. ~~4.7 ~.5: (i2.9 I 41.7 I 34.5
_________ 1 _ I i I
Variety
Fuhvin (Tennessee 1945)
Tennex (Tennessee lR84)
Winter Fulghum 699-~011
Virginia Gray Ttl]'f
Lee
Cokcrs 32-1
Variety
.----.------ -----_.
Late seeding,
Oct. 16, 1987
JACKSON COLUMBIA
1936-37 19:17-:18
Fulwin
Tennex
Winter Turf
Lee
Coker" 32-1
Bushels
82.5
78.:3
47.4
Bushels
75.8
81.7
4:1.3
61.7
57.;j
Bu:-;hels
25.0
84.4
17.2
70.1 13.3
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tables 4 and 5, giving the percentage .<nrvival and rank in a uniform
winter-hardiness nnrsery test condncteel by the t'. S. Di\'ision of Cereal
Crops and Diseases, cooperating with the Tennessee ,mel 27 other state
experiment stations.
They also have out-yielded other gOOlI varieties gTO\vn in the State,
as shown in table 6.
The extremely low yields at Knox\'iIle in 1935-.'16 were dne in part
to plant lice in the fall of 1935, hnt more partiC\l1arl~ to co],l injury
during the winter. The table a Iso inuicates the pos<ihility of sceding
these new winter-hardy strains later in the fal1 tl';m is safe for other
varieties.
They arc comparatively early and al'e bred fOl- l'<lnsickrable straw
so as to attain a fair height on less fertile land (ligures ,'1 and -+), On
very rich land they are likely to lodge.
Fig. 3-Fulwin oats (Tennessee 1945) on the left and Virginia Gray Turf on the
right. May 21, 1937.
Note especially the diffc'l'E'IlCC in earliness.
\Vhile these varieties are not resistant to smnt or rnst, they mature
carly and thus escape serious rnst inj my in Tennessee: an,l since smnt
is easily and eompletcly controlled with New TmprO\'Ccl Ceresan dnsr,
it is not a serions matter. These varietIes arc not recolllmended for
states farther <onth, where rnst is often more serions.
On the whole, these two ncw varieties of winter oats arc a dis-
tinct improvement over any other winter oats tested hy 1his Station.
Limited amonnts of seed are expected to he available in the snmmer
of 1939.
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Fig. 4-Fulwin oats (Tennessee 1945) on the left and Tennessee 1922. a dwarfy
strain .• on the right. May 21, 1937.
WINTER PEA IMPROVEMENT
The principal activity on the winter pea improvement pt-oject \\as
the testing of breeding material supplied by the Division of Plant Ex-
ploration and Production, U. S. Department of Agriculture, in the at-
temjJt to find a strain resistant to ascochyta blight. None was found.
but crosses were made with those strains that showed somc tolerance
to the disease. All strains, however, were badly infected, and most of
them died before ripening seed.
OVERWINTERING OF SUGAR BEETS FOR SEED PRODUCTION
.\n experiment was begun in the fall of 1935, in cooperation with
the Division of Sugar Crop Investigations, U. S. Department of Agricul-
tllre, to test the possibilities of seed production in this region. Seeding
is done in the early fall, and the small beets are allowed to remain over
winter where first seeded instead of being dug, stored, and replanted.
Various dates of seeding and cultural methods were included in
the experiments. A wide range of results were secured during the 3
years of the test. lVIore work will be needed before a thoroughly de-
pendable method can be announced.
WINTER LEGUMES SEEDED ON SOD
This ""as the second year of the experiment with winkr 1cgun1l'oi
seeded on sod. _\ number of winter annual clovers and other legumes
were seeded on lcspcde>ea stubble, Bermuda grass closely mowed, and
Bermuda grass burner! off.
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Seedings of Crnl1Slln clover either hulled or unhulled. Austrian
winter peas, aud v-etch gave fair to good stands iu almost all cases,
Austrian winter peas, however, were very much better when worked into
the ground, even though just enough to cover them, while crimson clover
generally gave good results even when left on the suriace, \Vhile in
some cases better stands of crimson clover were secured hy sowing
unhulled seed, this was not always the case.
I10p. cluster, Persian, and white c1o\'ers were successful ouly vd]ere
the sod was thin and short or where it had heen burned. This was true
also of black medic and sweet clover. llm clover seeded in the bm in
September failed to make enough growth to elHll1re the winter. The
tll1ly successful seedings were from hulled seed sown in Septemher or
unhulled seed sown in August. Only the hop clo\'ers were successful on
poor aud unlimed land, and even these failed where the soil was bare,
A smooth, or "button," hur c1o\'er. J!cdicogo orhiclI/aris. found
grow111g wild in the "cedar gladcs" at Lebanon. Tennessee, made a good
showing in these tests, especially when ,:own on a good seedbed and
properly inoculated. It]5 a much later variety than the other bur
clovers.
These tests were made on the Experiment Station farm and also
with cooperating farmers.
ALFALFA NURSERY
Nursery rows of over 40 strains of alfalfa were seeded in 1937 in
the hope of finding a strain resistant to leaf spot and leafhoppers and
also fully winter-hardy. This test will be continued to determine some-
thing of the length of life of the different strains.
One very interesting strain known as "creeping" alfalfa was added
in 1938. It is said to spread by underground stems as well as seed, in
Iudia, ami is therefore of interest as a possible pasture plaut. \Vhile
the plants grew well, there were no underground stems the lit'st year,
although many of the stems are of a trailing habit of growth.
SOYBEANS
The usual varietal trials and culture tests of soybeans were made;
also a test of shattering. The shattering test was made by harvesting
only one row of each variety when the seed was ripe and leaving an-
other row to harvest in January.
There were 59 varieties in the test. Interesting differences v\ere
found in the percent of shattering and also in the quality or soundness
of the unshattered beans. Some had "popped out" 100 percent; others
not at aiL Seed of the non-shattering type ranged from perfectly sound
to completely rotten inside the pod.
Five non-shattering varieties developed by the Experiment Station
were grown in acreage in Middle ane! \Vest Tennessee ill order that
their behavior under farm conditions might be observed and the supply
of seed increased. Limited amounts of seed of 3 of these strains will
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be available for seed increase, and will he distrihuted by the Ten-
nessee Crop 1mprovement As,mciation. 1n hahit of growth they resemhle
Tokio, being erect and branching, having dark-green foliage, with gray
pubeseenee, or fuzz, on leaves and stems. They are like Tokio also in
being late.
For 10 years the Experiment Station has tested seeclings of soybeans
in late March on fall-sown small grain. Laredo soybeans seeded shallow
with a grain drill in March have made good yields of hay with the
minimum of labor and apparently with no injury to the wheat. In 1938,
tests were made on the wheat fields of 9 cooperating farmers in ad-
dition to the test on the main Station farm. In 8 of the fields the
yields of wheat were slightly greater on the plots where soybeans were
seeded.
GREEN-VEGETABLE SOYBEANS
In 1933. 80 varieties of green-vegetable soybeans were received and
put on test for yield, earliness, and ('ooking quality. The less desirable
varieties were Cjuickly eliminated. In 1938, only 8 of the original lot
\vere still in the test. These included the better-yielding and better-
quality varieties, ripening early. midseason, anc! late. \Vhile yielding
ability is determined fairly accnrately, differences in quality were not
easily obtained, due to the personal tastes of the judges. As a matter of
fact. many judges found the differences hetween varieties too slight to
detect; even the differences hetween [,eld varieties and "vegetable·'
\'arieties were not great.
CORN
Effects of thinning and !"eplanting on stands and yields of corn w'ere
continued, as were trials on the residual effects of sodilJm chlorate
used the previous year to kill Johnson grass.
In the varietal trials. Yolo corn, grown for the first time at this
Station, proved to be unadapted to conditions here.
ANNUAL LESPEDEZAS
In varietal trials of annual lespedezas, the recently introduced variety
F. P. I. 81742 does not seem to have a place in this State except possibly
in the more northern sections of the Cumberland Plateau, where its
earliness may be of advantage. It resembles Tennessee No. 76 in it;;
upright habit of growth and line stems. It is about 3 weeks earlier than
Korean. It made poor yields of hay but good yields of seed when com-
pared with Korean, Kobe, and Tennessee No. 76.
PERENNIAL LESPEDEZAS
Seeding experiments with sericea were continued.
The problem of improving the feeding value of sericea was attack-
ed from a number of angles. The effects of frequency of cutting on
yield and quality of hay, and on the vigor of the plauts, were studier1.
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The study of factors affecting tannin content of sericea was con-
tinued.
An effort was made to llnd companion crops that might sen-e to
reduce the percentage of tannin in the mixed ha\·. The results \,-ere
not encouraging, except in the combination of sencea and Johnson grass.
Scricca was seeded in Johnson grass in 1932. I;oth havc done \\"cll. The
proportions of grass and sericea apparently ha\·e remained about the
satne.
rcspcdc.~a birolor, seeded in 2'h -foot rows in 1936, \vas cut for
silage and also for hay. The grcen material was mixed with molasses
and packed in small containers. It made silage of excellent ljuality. The
hay was very coarse, but seemed to be fully as palatable as sericea hay.
or more so, when fed to mules. 11igh yields were obtained from small
plots.
Seedings made on galled areas in 1936 produced a fair stand. Tn
1938 these plants ranged up to 6 feet in height where phosphate and
limestone \Vere used. while annual lespede/as. beggenn'e(1, and many
other soil-improving crops failed entirely.
Hicolor is a ,-ery ngorous bush-type perennial lespede/a, ,,"it], promise
of being valllable In soil conservation and possibly as a forage
Fig. 5-Timoth)r and red clover in the thirty-third year of' a 5-ycar rotation.
Plot on left received an average of 41h tons of manul'e per acre; plot on right.
none. Roth plots have l'eeeived GOOpounth.. of Hupcrphosphatr· and ] 00 vounds of
llllldate of potaJ-:'h pel' a(~re eVCI"y r; years sinee the I'otation W<l:-; startf'd in 190!'i.
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crop. The seed was obtained originally from 1Tanchuria and has pro-
duce,l planb; of widelv differing types.
Fnrther \\'ork in seeding and utilization of bicolor is plauned,
FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS
Fertilizer experiments 111 connection with crop rotations were con-
tinued.
The hay crops shown in figure 5 illustrate the great importance of
manure e\Tn on land of naturaJ1y high fertility, despite the fact that
600 pounds of superphusphate and 100 pounds of 111nriate of potash have
been applied during each 5-year cycle of the rotatiun. Both plots han'
been fertili'l'd in this way every 5 years since 1905 The pInt on
the left received in addition 22% tons of mannre during each 5 years.
while the plot on the right received no manure.
J n addition to these tests on the Experiment Station farm, there
\vere trials of different phosphate carriers on hundreds of plots. on :'-\
different suil types. representing the principal crop land of East Ten-
nessee and the Cnmberland Plateau. Figure () shows the effect of 3
tons of dolomite per acre on one of the';c soiltypcs (:\Tontevallo silt loam).
Standard snperphosphate \\'as tried in comparison \vith triple supel"phos-
phate. metaphosphate and f nsed phosphate. These were used a lone and
111combinations \\"ith nitrogen. potash, and dulomite.
This is the fifth year of these e"pel"iments, which al"e condncted
111 cooperation \\"ith the Tennessee Valley !\uthority.
Fig-. 6-Rcd clover and timothy seeded in wheat on Dandridge silt loam.
The wheat 011 both ]llot;.; with HLakcHreceived ~oo pound::; of Rupel'pho;';llhate }Wl'
:!ere. The plot on the rig;ht l'('c'eived in nddiiion :1 ton." of J..n"Olllll] do)omitf>.
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CORN BREEDING
Cooperative with U. S. Dept. of .\gT.
L. S. Mayer
SEASONAL WEATHER CONDITIONS
The growing season in 193i-l was generally favorable to the corn
crop, though not so good as in 1937. The early part of the season was
very favorable, with abundant and weB-distributed rainfall through May,
June, and July. Prolonged periods of hot. dry weather in mid-.\ngust
and in September tended to reduce corn yields materially'.
CORN HYBRID PRODUCTION
The production of double-cross hybrids of )J eal Paymaster inbred
lines was considerably enlarged this year. Through the cooperation of
25 farmers in Williamson County, 5 in Obion. 3 in Hamblen, and 1 in
Giles, and 28 students of vocational agriculture in 10 other counties, ap-
proximately 20 acres in lAo-acre plots were plantcd with single crosses of
Neal Paymaster lines, at the ratio of 2 females to 1 male. All of these
plots were inspected and passed for certilication by the Tennessee Crop
Tmprovement Association, through whose agency also the donllle-cross
seed was put on the market. Approximateh' 400 busbels of hybrid seed
corn was obtaincd. The various recombinations permitted the making
of 16 different hybrids, which have been designated serially-Tennessee
hybrid No.1 to 16. These hybrids will be tested for yield in uniform
test plots at Jackson and .\Iartin, in \Vest Tennessee: Columbia and
Clarksville, in Middle Tennessee: and Knox\'ille and Greene\·ille. in
East Tennessee. The results of this first effort at commercial produc-
tion of Tennessee hybrids arc most gratifying. :\t the time of making
up this report all available double-cross seed has been disposed of to
farmers. This seed was put up in peck bags, tagged and sealed by' the
Crop Improvement Association, and priced at $1.60 per peck, of which
the grower receives $1.50. The lO-cent differential colers the cost of
the bag, tag, and seal, which are furnished by the Association. Upon
this price base it is estimated tbat the \VilliamsOll County cooperators
stand to gross $200.00 per acre.
YIELD TEST OF DOUBLE CROSSES
The Neal Paymaster double crosses made in 1936 \vere tested again
this year. The crosses were planted in :2 x l5-hiB plots, 4 replications,
and randomized.
In the first group of 10 doubles having the female parent (~3S x
85A), 5 arc better than the open-fertilized Neal Paymaster bl' 16 to
33 percent. In the second group having the female parent (R3S x l04R),
7 are better by 12 to 28 percent. In the sixth group there are 7 donhle
crosses better by l(i to 25 percent. Of these double crosses. 5 were tested
by the Experiment Station of North Carolina. at T~ocky Mount. Clayton,
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3.nd Swannanoa. in that State. Dr. Paul H. Harvey writes. "Of al1 the
hybrids \I-e hacl in test yours [the Tenn. ?-oJ cal Paymaster hybrids]
showed the most promise. All were prolilic and had good husk pro-
tection."
Of the 68 crosses tested for the two years 1937 and 1938, 15 were
better than the parent variety by 10 percent or more. Several of the
inbred lines involved in some of these double crosses have been dropped
becanse of their poor performance in the 3-year top-cross test. Others
that did not enter into the double crosses this year will be so nsed in
1939.
VARIETAL YIELD TEST
The yield test of varieties inclnded again this year the standard
Tennessee varieties and strains, Corn-Belt hybrids from commercial
growers, and other hybrids from the V.S.D.A. and elsewhere. The plant-
ings were randomized 2 x IS-hill plots, 4 replications. The high-yielding
Russell strain of Neal Paymaster again ranked first, making 48 bushels,
with U. S. 177 a close second. The Kentucky Station hybrids, which
ga"e good resnlts last year, though not significantly better than the
Russell Paymaster, fell considerably below Paymaster this year. The
out-of-state hybrids in general were again much below the standard Ten-
nessee ?-oJ eal Paymaster. Among the yellow varieties and hybrids, the
new Tennessee Yellow Paymaster gave a top yield of 46 bnshels, only
2 bushels under the white Neal Paymaster and much snperior to any
other yellow variety tested.
TWO NEW VARIETIES
1''''0 new varieties were produced this year for introduction 111
1939. These have been officially named by the Station, "Tennessee
Yellow Paymaster" and "Tennessee Early Yellow." The former has
gi"en excellent yields in the preliminary tests, is of the same seasonal
period as Neal Paymaster, and is the only yellow yet available that is
apparently able to compete with Neal Paymaster. The Early Yellow
has not yet been tested for yield. J t is a short-season variety and will be
useful as a yellow corn on the Cumberland Plateau and other high eleva-
tions, or where the corn crop precedes fall grains. The available seed
of these two new varieties will be placed out for increased seed pro-
duction in 1939.
SWEET-CORN HYBRID
The sweet-corn hybrid lleveloped by the writer a few years ago is
now being grown commerciallY in Knox County and is increasing in
favor. One commercial cannery has become interested and is planning
to make canning tests during the coming season.
STATION POLICY ON HYBRID PRODUCTION
The increasing interest in hybrid seed corn and the enlarging program
of commercial production of Tennessee Paymaster hybrids have necessitat-
ed the following policy by the State Experiment Station: (1) No inbred
Classer
Fibrogmph
33.7
34.0
Jackson
3~ds in('h
33.9
33.6
Tiptonville
3~ds inch
34.2
34.0
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lines developell in the cooperative project will he released, except to other
station or Department hreeders; (2) single crosses will he released to
the hybrid-seed prodncers at cost through the Tennessee Crop Im-
provement .\ssociation; (3) the maintenance of inhred lines and single
crosses will be nndertaken hy the Station throngh the leasing of isolated
plots within a short radius of the Station at Knox\'ille.
CHOP IMPROVEMENT
N. I. Hancoek
COTTON
\Vithin the past 10 years, considerahle
the staple length of cotton in Tennessee.
longer cotton is being grown.
impn,,·elllent has heen made in
The tahle 1 helm\' slll)\\s that
Staple lenRth
Inches
Below] g1 I;
1')11; to n1l~
Above 1~3~
l!J~S
Pcrccnt
l!J3S
Pel"('cnt
62.4
34.1
3.5
14.2
66.4
19.4
This change has come ahont as a result of increased interest on the
part of the farmers in growing hetter and fe\\·er varieties, and from the
fact that in most instances the planting seed were ohtained £rom the
breeder. This improvement will continl1e as long as the preminms for
the longer cottons remain within rea"onah1e limits, snch as tho"e of the
p~st year, or as long as the farmers make an effort to retain the
purity of their seed stocks.
Experiment Station trials demonstrate that staple length is a con-
stant character. Neither the classer at l\lelllphis nor the tihrograph (an
instrument for measnrIng staple length) ga\'e any large differences on tbe
same varieties grown at the three places. This is shown in the tahle
below, where averages of 50 samples are given in .12ds of an inch.
Knoxville
;):~ds in('h
Circl1lar No. 61, "c\ New:\[ethod of Delinting Cottonseed \\·ith Snl-
fnric Acid," was published in Jnne. In this circular a method is 'Je-
scribed which the small farmer may use. Thongh tIle grower may not
care to take the trouhle to <!clint the seed, he will lind it pro!itallle to
dust them with Ceresan. especially if the seed have he come infede<l with
disease.
Strains of the Stoneville variety, and of Deltapine IIA continne to
lead in the trials and are recommended for this State.
IThese data were taken from g-raue and staple estimates of the Economics De-
partment of this Station, cooperating with the U. S. Division of Cotton Marketing,
a;; of December 1 each year.
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OATS
Of tbe winter-uat selections, 4 were tried 11ll(ler field conditions tbe
past year. T\Hl of them were found to he promising and their records,
for introduction, are gi\'Cn in the .\gronomy section of this Report.
They 11;1\'e heen named "Fulwin" for Tennes5ee 1945, and "Tennex" for
Tennessee 1~~4.
Both Fulwin an,l Tenne,", arc straight-line selections uut of 'Vinter
hllghum W9-2011 '. In 1930 this \'aricty was ohser\"ed to he \"Cry winter-
hardy, hut it contained many u!i'-type plants. One thow;aml heads, or
panicles. were selected and planted: and ,1gain in 1931, 20nO selections
were planted. At the same time a 1ll1mher of the county agents sent in
panicle selections, hut practically all of these proved to he out of \Vinter
Turf or of the spring type. Thus Fulwin came from the 945th heall-row
selection planted in 1931 amI Tennex came frum the 884th row.
Fig. 7-First generation of oat ('rosscs, or hybrids, growing in the greenhouse.
It will be Reel1 that they g"l'OW very tall and must he titaked.
Tennessee 1922, a dwariy strain, and Tennessee 092, a strain of
more compact panicles, have not been named yet, and are heing tried
fnrther at the stations as well as under liehl conditions.
BARLEY
Eight fairly pr0l11lsmg strains of the smooth-awn barley cross, Lion
X No. 52. have heen chosen and placed in the regular barley varietal
trials. There were 2500 head rows planted in 1937, and 400 of these
were selected and repeated 3 times in rod rows for. the 1938 plantings.
lFulg-hum 699-~Oll iH a strain ol'hdnated by T. R. Stanton, who is at the head
of the U. S. oat inve~tigations.
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Out of the 1500 head rows of hooded barley. 100 selections were saved
and are repeated 4 times in rod rows.
IMPROVEMENT OF GRASSES FOR I'ASTUHAGE
J. K. Underwood
The conversion of unproductiYe and eroded lands into productive
grasslands, and the improvement of our present grasslands. arc obvious
needs. These objectiYes finally have heen adopted as part of the national
agricultural program. The United States is far hehilll[ other countries
in this phase of agriculture. Hence, there is pres:;ing demand for 1111-
proved grasses for the yarious types of soil, climate, and exposnre.
Most species of grass arc compo:;e(l of many strains. which "ary
greatly in date of maturity, vigor, leafiness, seed production, palatability,
nutritional Yalue, and other characters too numerous to mention. A
pasture is the sum of the individual plants in it. The improYement of
a pasture, therefore, depends upon the isolation of as many strains as
possible, by work with individual plant:;, ju,t as IS the case with
practically every other farm crop.
A project on the improvement of grasses for pastures has been
organized by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station. through
which it is hoped to isolate strains from the natiYe or naturalized grasses
that show promise. This pasture project is broad enough to include the
following phases for selection and hreeding: (1) Regulation of aggres-
siveness; (2) tolerance to various types of soil and exposure; (3) in-
crease in vigor and Cjuick renewal of growth after grazing or cutting;
(4) increase in longevity; (5) increase in yield and viability of seed;
(6) increase in tonnage per acre; (7) increase in palatability and
nutritional value; (8) increase in resistance to freezing temperatures,
and winter-hardiness; (9) increase in drouth-resistance; (10) adaptability
to soil-erosion control; (11) resistance to diseases.
A large number of seed samples were secured during the summer
of lQ3i'. These came from all parts of the country. Tn addition. seed
wcre collected from grasses native to this State and from acclimated
naturalized species; anc! progeny rows will be maintained and ~elections
made according to the objectives.
Special attention is being given to the improvement of the English
anc! Italian ryegrasses, Kentucky bluegrass, tall oatgrass, timothy. rescue
grass, and Dallis grass.
A number of intergeneric and interspecific crosses are planned. It
is hoped by this means to seClne a greatcr numher of Yariations, from
which desirable strains may be isolated.
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EFFECT OF PHOSPHATING ON LOSS OF SOIL BY EROSION
Cooperative with TV.~l
K. B. Sanders
In the spring of 1936. on the farm of Mr. Roy French, Knox County.
it was noted that the wheat crop on Montevallo silt loam soil had made
much greater growth on an an,a which had been fertilized with phosphate
and nitrate of soda tha'j on an adjacent area which had been ferti.lized
,vith only nitrate of soda. The question arose as to whether the phosphated
area with its heavier crop cover would hold the soil the better against loss
by erosion.
In April of that year. 2 small plots for an erosion study were es-
tablished. one on the phosphated area amI the other on the unphos-
phated area. Each plot was separated from the rest of the field hy strips
of sheet metal placed at the upper end and at the sides. This scheme
prevented any runoff water from other parts of the field from getting
into the plot; and any rainfall on the plot itself. if not absorbed hy
the soil. would have to run off the plot at its lower end. where arrange-
ment ,vas made to catch it in large metal cans.
Fig. 8-The runoff fronl the plot~ was caught in large metal cans.
The unphOSDhated plot is shown on the left. and the phosphated plot on the righ L.
Periodically, from April to November, inclusive, the quantity of
runoff from the plots was measured and the soil content of the runoff
ascertained. The crop cover and soil losses during this period are shown
III table 7.
1Mr. A. L. Kennedy, Agricultural Engineer, ('oopel'ated in the inRtallation of
the runoff-measurement equipment and in other ways.
...... , 4.88
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TABLE 7-.'loil losses per acre fr011l 11101'Ie','allo silt IO<lm of (i ,"crcclli
slope, for 7 monlhs, ""ltril-N,t,'cm!Jcr, 193(,.
I
Plot No. I
I
Crop covce and fertilizer treatment Soil losses
I
I
3 I
I
I
I
I
Tons
Wheat follo\\'ed by lespedeza. Nitrate of Hoda.
150 lwunds vel' acre, applied to wheat
Same as l)lot 3. except that the equivalent of
:WO pounds pel" Here of 16 percent :-iuperphosphate
was applied to wheat. in addition to the
nitrate of soda.
These data show that. dnring this 7-mont.hs period soil ,,"as washed
oFf the 11l1phosphated plot at the rat.e of 7.99 tons per acre. hnt off
the phosphated plot. at the rate of onl,' 4.88 tOJ1'; per acre. The greater
protection against erosion affordell hy the phosphated pl"t. was dne,
apparently, to the increased crop growth, resl1lting' from the phosphate
fertili"ation.
Tn Ko\'emher, 1936, 4 additional plot:, were estahlished and nlanted to
small grain, to he followed hy lespedcza. Two of these plots \',erc on
the original phosphated area, one heing planted to small grain in 8-inch
rows on a seedhed, and the other to small grain in 1I,-inch contour
fLtfroWS in 1esl'edeza stnbble. Two similar plots ,,"ere estahlished on the
original unpllosphated area. The 2 p10ts nsed in the lirst stndy \\'cre
continned in !espedeza, making a total of (i plots. Phosphate a!; \\ell
as nitrate of soda was applied to the " plots on the original phosphatee!
area, while on1,' nitrate of soda \\'as applied to the other" plots.
Snbseqnently, crop growth on the phosphated plots \\'as decidedly great-
er than that on the nnphosphated, or check, plot:;, as shml'1l in Jignre 9.
Check plots Phosphated plots
Nos. 1, 2, 3 (left to right) Nos. 4, 5. 6 (left to right)
Fig'. 9-Crop con'r of lSmalI grain and lespedeza.
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The annnal erosion losses from thcse (; plots arc sho\\'n in tahle il
T.\BLE il-Soil losscs /'i'r (10-,' /1'0/11 Jlolllc','allo silt 100/11 of (i /'trceul
slo/,e for OIlC ye(lr, X o','cmller 7, 1936, 10 X o'i'ember G, 1937,iIlClush'c.
I
Plot No. j
I
Crop eovcl' and f~~l't.ilizel' tl'eat!1l~ntt Soil losses
I
I
3 I
4 I
I
I
I
I
I
i
Le;"'lledeza !-itubhle followed by lcspl'dcza
Same aR vlot 3, except. phosphated ··········-1
I,
Tons
3.27
1.23
Small g-rnin in contour fUITOW;'; in lesp2deza stuhble,
follo\ved by lespedeza
Same as plot I, except Ilhosphated
Small gTain on :-::eedbedfollo\ved by lesPtdcz::-l
Same as plot 2, exeept vhosphated
17.43
6.23
INitrate of soda at 150 llounds pel' aCl'e ww.; top-dressed on all 6 plots. On
plots 4. 5, and 6 the e(luivalent of ~oo pounds PCI' acre of 16 percent sllperllhosphate
was applied. The phORphate was applied in the drill for the small g'l'ain. and tOI)-
dressed on the lespedeza.
The data in tahle R show that (a) with each of the :I cropping
practices the phosphated plot lost I11nch less soil than the corresponding
unphosphated plot: and that (b) when the :I Cl"opping- practices are
compared, either with or without phoshate fertilization, the lespedeza plot
lost the least soil during the year, the plot with small grain in contour
fnrrows lost considerahly more soil, and the plot with small f!.'rain on
seedbed lost the most soil.
The greater protection against erosion afforded hy the phosphated
plots was again apparently due to the increased crop ~Towth resulting
from the phosphate fertilization.
The following question now arises: Arc these results, ohtained with
}[ontevallo silt loam, applicable to other soil types: Obviously the
amount of increase in crop growth l'eslI1ting from phosphate fertiliza-
tion depends jointly on the kind of soil and the kind of crop. If it is
known that the nse of a particnlar kind of fertilizer on a gi ven crop, on
a gi"en soil type, will cause an increase in crop !2Towth, it seems
reasonable to assume, from our <hta and from data of other experiment
stations, that the nse of the particular fertilizl'r prohably will result
in smaller erosion losses. Some information on the question may he
gained by a study of existing data on fertilizer trials with different
crops and soils. It appears, howe\'cr, that before g'eneral conclusions
can he safely drawn, actual ero,sion measurements from phosphated and
unphosphated, or fertiliced and unfertilized, areas of other major
Tennessee soil types should be made.
Measurements of erosion losses from differently cropped plots on
Talbott silt loam at the (;reencville Station and from strip-cropped plots
at the Knox"ille Station arc now heing made,
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STRIP-CROPPING PROJECT
Cooperative with TVA
N. D. Peacock
SITE
During the spring of 1937, a slope was selected for the soil-erosion
project. It faced to the southwest and was comparatiYely uniform, with
approximately a 10 percent grade. The area had been in chicken
ranges for several years, without cropping-, and the surface soil, there-
fore, was in better than aYerage condition. Over a period of veal's.
howeYer, there had been a decided movcmEnt of soil to the bottom
of the slope, so that the depth of top soil ranged from () or 1) inches
in the thinnest area near the top to 18 or 20 inches along the hottom
of the slope. The soil is a Cumberland loam with more than an average
snpply of organic matter.
PREPARATION OF THE SITE
In order to secure a uniform minimum depth of top soil and a
uniform 10 percent grade, the entire surface of the area was worked
by hand with WP A labor. A concrete walI was cOllstruc-tcd at the top
and at the bottom of the slope, allowing 120 feet as the length
of the slope to be considered. Between these \valls the top
soil was removed and piled. The subsoil then was graded to a
uniform sub-grade 6 to 8 inches below the surface, and the surface soil
was replaced, leaving a uniform 10 percent slope from top to hottom,
\vith a minimum surface-soil depth of 6 inches. The area then was
divided into six 1/20-acre plots. Thesc were scparated with a 1 x 8
cypress hoard placed on edge and half hnried. leaving approximately 0.1-
inches above the surface of the ground. Each of the 6 plots, therefore,
was 18112x 120 feet in size. Below thcse plots, concentration trougils
were constructed of concrete in such a \vay as to carn' all runoff of
soil and water through the sampling apparatus.
PLAN OF COMPARISON
To determine the influence of strip cropping on soil and \vater loss
was accepted as the purpose of the experiment. Sod strips and culti-
yated strips of varying widths were alternated in 3 of the test sections.
These alternating strips were 20, 30, and 60 feet \vide, in sections I, 2.
and 3, respectively. Section 4 was put entirely in sod, and sections 5 and
6 were entirely in cultivation. In section 5 the soil was plowed and
smoothed in the fall, while in section 6 it was plowed and left rough.
Irish potatoes were used in all cropping areas. An early crop of
Irish Cobbler, foIlowed by a late crop of Jersey Redskin, was grown
during 1938.
ESTABLISHMENT OF SOD STRIPS
The soil for the sod strips was prepared uniformly and an appli-
cation of 600 pounds per acre of 3-9-6 fertilizer, prepared from am-
monium sulphate, muriate of potash, and triple superphosphate, was broad-
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cast during the soil preparation, al1,1 an ,q)plication of 120 pounds per
acre of nitrate of soda was made as a top-dressing. ".\ mixture of
tall oatgrass, 10 pounds per acre; orchard grass, 7 pounds; and red
clover, 10 pounds, was seeded Septemher 10. A volunteer seeding of
ryegrass came irregularly in the sod areas, and fOl' that reason the en-
tire area which had been seeded was reworked to remove all the grass.
The area was plowed with a 3-foot plow, smoothed, and reseeded
October 14. The seed mixture was \'aried to suit the season, the follow-
ing being used: rye, 70 pounds per acre; timothy, R pOUlHls; and re,1
clover, 10 pounds. Following this seeding, a comparativelv uniform stand
of sod was secured in all plots. Duriug tbe summer tbe grass on all
sod plots was cut and removed at sufficiently frequent intervals to pre-
vent lodging and to encourage tbe formation of a close sod.
CROP MAl'iAGEMENT
The irish potatoes for the tirst crop were planted Marcb 14, ap-
proximately I%-ounce seed pieces being ,-paced IS inches apart in the
row, with the rows 3 feet apart. Certified Irish Cobble! seed. cut with
two eyes per piece, was nsed. Under tbese potatoes, 600 pounds per
acre of (j-9-6 fertilizer was used. The rows were marke,! with a wheel
hoe, the furrow was opened with a bulltongue. the fertilizer was dis-
trihuted and mixed with a wheel hoe. The seed was dropped, carefully
spaced, and covered by hand. The middles then were worker! with a 4-
shovel cultivator. A splendid stand of potatoes resnlted. They were
given normal culti\'ation tbrough the growlt1g seasou. The lirst crop
of Irish Cobblers was harvested Julv S. The yield record is gIven It1
table 10.
After harvest, the big weeds were pulled by hand, aud the soil was
worked witb a double-shovel, followed hy a 3-shovcl cultivator. The
areas were cultivated after each rain to put the soil into good condition:
and the second crop, the Jersey Redskin variety, was planted August 6.
The same fertilizer application, planting mdhod, ami plan were follow-
e,1 as reported for the ljrst crOJl. A uniform stand was securecl' it
was given normal cultivation ancl was harvested November IS. The yield
record is shown in tahle 10.
Following the second harvest, all crop areas were plowed and
left rough except in section 5, where the area was harrowed, leaving
a comparatively smooth surface.
SOIL MOVEMENT
At the end of the Jlrst year it is plain that there has heen a con-
siderahle movement of soil away from the lower- edge of the sml strips
and an accumulation at the upper edge. The increased soil movement
on section 5, where the soil was smoothed in the fall. has been clearly
evident. Data showing both water and soil losses for the year 193R
arc reported hy K. B. Sanders in table 9.
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PLAN OF STRIP-CROPPING SECTIONS
Sec. 1 Sec. ~ Sec. 3 Sec. 4 Sec. ;) Sec. 6--'~----- ---- ----- ---- -_ .... _-
SOD son--------
CROP CROPGROP --------.- SOD
SOD
SOD CROP SMOOTHED LEFT
--- ----
AFTER ROUGHCROP
SOD AFTER(;RASS FALLSOD ----- CROP FALL----
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- - -- - -- - -- --- ----------------
CROP CROP I
SOD --I CROP
CROP SO])
SO;-I----
----- CROP
__ ~ROP_I
SOD SO])
SOD
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SOD
SOD
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AFTER
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PLOWING
----.- -----
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CROP
1942 and 1943
SPRING-
PLOWED
CROP
I-----I--S-'O-D---
------- --- - 1-
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CROP
son
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NOT
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AFTER
HARVEST
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SOD
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NOT
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AFTER
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AFTER
FALL
PLOWING
SOD
GRASS
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'L\IlLE 9~Total Lelater (lila soil losses for the year 1938.
Cumberland Loam, 10 percent tiJope, Knoxville Station.
Plots 120 ft. x 18.15 ft. = 1/20 acre'. Data obtaincd by K. B. Saunders.
Section II Soil ('ouditions _~~~w~a_t_e_r_I~lo_s_se_s_'~~~~ \
Runoff Runoff
Soil losses
pel' acre
I I Inches I Pel cent I
---;--I-----------'-I--~I --~I-____,_!--~--fl--'I--
I IAverage I IAverage I IAverage
Six 20-ft. strips-alternate I I I I I iI cultivated and grass ·······1 b.72 I 10.~ I I 15.68 i
I Four 3U-ft. strips-alternate i II i \ I
II:cultivated and grass. ············1 1.~2 :1
1
5.U5 ~.3 II ~.6 1 20.33 I 17.5
Two 60··ft. strips-alternate I I
I cultivated and gmss \ 4.51 I 8.6 \ 16.38 I
~ 3.92 i 7.4 \ 0.81 !
TOllS
All gTRSS
............. 1 8.61 III _'.'." 10.3 I 50.6" II '" I 1<1.1 I 45.6
····1 6.2,,' 11.9 11 10.,,1 I
! I I
All cultivated
All cultivated
__ I~ -
152.68 inches total rainfall.
TABLE lO~Yields of potatoes, per acre.
1'V" inches & 0\'e1' Ilh to 1% inc_~~~~ I Less than II!:?inches
Spring Fall Spring I Fall Spring I Fall'
crop (Tal) crop crop ('rop crop------.-------;-------'--- '------'----;----'---C I
I Bushels Bushels I Bushels
\ ] 3.80 6.00 [
1 I
I I
! 12.60 ~.OO I
I I
Sedion and plot
Bushels Bushels Bnshels
Plot ] 60.00 17.70 21.00 3.70
Sec. 1 Plot 4 86.00 "
I
16.04 20.00 18.70
Plot 6
I
117.00 , ·IS.80
I
21.00 21.30 10.00 23.58
Plot 22.67 9.52 6.67 1~.13
Sec.
Plot 4 24.00 24.S3 11.33 31.~3
I
184.33 I 76.11
I
See. 3 Plot 28.00 21.95 12.00 26.S7
1
134.83 I
I
Sec. 5 5~.81 28.33 23.67 12.67 2n.6~
I
141.00 I 70.10Sec. 6 28.50 22.33 13.67 2S.07
lThe late planting- and the long- period with lack of rainfall, followed by favor~
able ('onditions late in t.he season, resulted in large number~ of newly formedpota-
toes about the size of marbles at dig-going:. These are not included in the wch~hts.
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HOME PRODUCTION OF FOOD SUPPLIES
Crossville
J. J. Bird
The 12 Homestead farms whIch completed the 1938 dietary and farm
study averaged 36.7 acres, an increase of 12.7 acres over the 1937 average.
Se\'en changes were made ;n the personnel of the cooperating farm
families at the beginning of the year. which resulted in the increased
acreage. The farms averaged 18 acres of cleared land an,] ranged 1t1
size from 20 to 59 acres. Prior to 1938, one unit had been farmed 2
years, 9 had been fanned one ,'car, and 2 were new-lal·d farms.
At the beginning of the year the original set-up of 6 diets in duplicate
was changed to 4 diets, carried throug'h in triplicate, the principal food-
quantity allotments being established on a high-low variation instead of
the high-medium-Iow variation of the 1936 and 1937 schedule.
The adult equivalcnt cstablished for each family 011 the basis of
calorie consumption by ages averaged 4.48, ranging from 2.6 to 7.2. At
the end of the year, food consumption averages were based on an
adjusted family adult equivalent to compensate for ""tra meals sened
throughout the year.
DIETARY
The chid food variables, aud variations in percentage of calories
furnished by the major food types, were established as follows: Cereal
34-20 percent: irish potato 14-3 percent: soybeans 10-0 percent: meat 30-
20 percent; garden 4-2 percent: sweetpotato and milk remaining constant,
at 3 percent and 20 percent respectively. Detailed records of food con-
,;jjmed were kept on 5 uninfluenced check families. Dietary No. 1 was
low ccreal, high potato, high soybean, low meat, and low g;'rc!cn:
dietary No.2, high cereal, low potato, no soybean, high meat, and low
garden: dietary No.3, low cereal, high potato, no sOI·bean, high meat,
and high garden; dietary' No.4, high cereal. low potato hi"d, soybean,
low meat, and high garden. The No. 1 dietary contrasted sharply \vith
the typical dietary of the region and varied as much in its healthful-
ness. Dietary No. 2 was somewhat typical of that pre\'ailing on the
Plateau. Detailed records of food consumed here during 1936 and 1937
indicatell that many families obtained between 50 and 60 perccnt of the
calorie intake from cereals and pork. In this (ype of diet, lard con-
sumption at the rate of 78 ponnds per ad nit eqnivalent was recorded 111
the case of one check family.
All gronps conformed closely (0 the cereal allotmcnts, the 34 per-
cent gronp obtaining 34.5 percellt of the caloric intake fro111 cereals, the
20 percent group averaging 26 percent. One family in a low-cereal
group reached the low of 22 percent without great difficulty or ill ef-
fects.
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The low 3 percent diet of irish potato approximated the average
consumption of this commodity throughout the region and required the
consumption of 2 bushels per adult equi\'a1ent. The relatively wide
range of 3 to 14 percent was determined on the dietary value of the
irish potato in a subsistence diet and its adaptation to local growing con-
dition". The 6 families all the 3 percent potato diet av'eraged 3,5 percent.
The 14 percent group averaged 10.5 percent, an extreme variation as a
group. The high family in this regard consumed 7.2 hushels per adult
equivalent.
j\Ii]k consumption was higher than the stan(lard 20 percent al10ted
iu all diets. The high meat families consumed less milk, a variation clue
largely to differences ill production of the ;ndi\'idual cows.
:\Ieat consumption was irregular, due in p"rt to the new families
ha\'ing irregulat' amounts of meat for use. Little difficulty was ex-
perieuced in getting the families adjusted to the low meat diet.
The soybean was the great unknown to all families working with
it for the Jlrst time, Four of the 6 soyhean diets were given to 4 new
families. As a whole, the 193:\ families were hetter adapted to giving
the soyhean the necessary trial than the pre\"ious gronps. Some very in-
teresting reactions \\"ere ohservcd throughout the year. Once the families
overcame their hlind ohj edioll to the dietary use of the soybean, through
special preparation of the hean and ohset'vation of experimental methods
of making it attractive ullder the supenision of l\Iiss Kemmer, Fx-
periment Station Home !':conomist, it,; desirahility was generally ac-
claimed. One famil~' vvhose dietary did not include soyhean iusisted on
adcIing it. At the request of a group of Homestead women. assistance
\I"as given in a demonstration of soyhean food preparation. ,-\n average
consumption of 19 pounds per adult equivalent was attained by the new
families, while an a\'erage of 32 ..:; pounds was consumed hy the 2 families
hav'ing had previous experience with soyheans.
The consumption of garden vegetahles was relativciy uniform, al-
though 6 gardens were twice as large as the other 6. Three groups
averaged 3 percent an (I one 4 percent. The irregular amouuts of canned
vegetahles on hand iu the case of the new families had some hearing on
this. The low garden allotment of 2 percent ~orrespouded to the size
of garden generally recommeuded for the an'rage farm family. The ef-
licieucy of ultilization of products from the 2 g-arden sizes was indicated
hy the production )ler adult equivalent of 219 pounds on the 2 percent
garden and 370 pounds on the 4 percent. From the small garden, 93
pounds per adult equivalent was canned, and from the large g'ardell
237 pounds.
FOOD CONSUMPTION AND COSTS
The cash value of total food consumed and food purchased PCt'
adult equivalent varied little among the dietary groups. The average
\'a1tte of food consumed at present prices per adult equivalent was $109.0G
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for the controIled families and $123.08 for the 5 check families. The
average cost of food purchases per adult equivalent per year \\'as $2:--\.57
and $80.20 respectively, the latter based on the records of 8 uninfluenced
diets. In 2 of the controIled families the cost of food purchased was
less than $15.00 per adult equivalent per year. The families under con-
troIled diets consumed 25 percent less cereal, 19 percent more irish
potato, 33 percent mm-e vegetable, 11 percent less milk, 40 percent less
lard, 66 percent less poultry meat, 27 percent less eggs, and a little less
sugar than did the check families. The caloric consumption of the
check families was 14 percent higher than that for the 12 contro!1ed-
diet families and higher than that recommended for health. The extra
calories were obtained largely from cereals and lard.
The cash cost of the home-produced foods varied from $8.64 to
$33.56, making a total average food cost of $47.83 per adult eqnivalent. The
lowest total cost recorded during the year was $32.67. This correspond-
ed to a yearly cost of foods produced and purchased of approximately
$130.00 for an average family of 3 children. Further progress t,)\\"arrl
practical subsistence off the land may be expected in 1939. when the
new families wiIl be fully adjusted.
The average cost of clothing, medical attention. education. and all
foods purchased or home-produced was $71.08 per adult equivaleut. Car
ownership cost $30.56 per adult equivalent in the 9 families having cars.
HEALTH
Monthly weight-gain records were obtained on 37 children. Of these,
32 were 16 years of age or under and were fairly well divided in dietary
groups, numbering 8, 9, 7, 8 in groups I, 2, 3, 4, respectively. There
were 11 children in the check families in the same age group. The
average yearly gains per child in the 4 groups anll check families were
as foIlows:
1. Low cereal, high potato, high soybe,an, low
meat, low garden
2. High cereal, low potato, no soybean,
high meat, low garden .
3. Low cereal, high potato, no soybean,
high meat, high garden .
4. High cereal, low pot,ato, high soybean,
low meat, high garden
Check families
8.Gl pounds
3.72
7.21
8.94
4.30
Since there were 2 groups high and 2 low in each principal food
schedule, the children may be further gToupec1 accordingly, aud gains
indicated as follows:
High Lav.'-
Cereal G.32 pounds 7.91 pounds
Potato 7.92 " G.33 "
Soybean 8.78 5.47 "
Meat 5.47 8.78 "
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SUBSISTENCE CROPS AND LIVESTOCK
A total of 75.8 acres were planted to subsistence crops, an average
of 6.3 acres per farm. lri,.;h !lotato and sweetpotato yields were hig-her
than the expectancy, while corn and wheat averaged lower. Milk pro-
duction per cow ranged from 3200 to 5000 pounds. Few cows producea
5000 pounds. Several family cows in the group showed marked symp-
toms of depraved appetite, similar to that caused by phosphorus de-
ficiency. All cows were furnished a phosphorus supplement in the
form of dicalcium phosphate. An extreme example of this condition was
indicated by a high-producing Jersey consuming 25 pounds of dica!cium
phosphate overnight. She ~uffered no serious ill effects. This cow had
been eating all available paper and cardboard boxes.
T\\enty-three acres of clover and grass were seeded in August,
largely on the new-land farms. All subsistence corn land was seeded
to crimson clover. Approximately Ph acres of sericea were seeded in
June on steep land on each of 9 farms, with a view to the fnture en-
siling of this legume.
EXPERIMENTAL CROPS
\Vith the average subsistence area cut to 6.3 acres per farm, the
largest part of the No. 1 land was available for plot experiments. A
total of 63.4 acres was planted in this manner. Corn experimental acrt>age
was 30.8; potato, 17.4; tomato, 7.6; sorghum, 3.3, besides 7 acres grown
for studies in commercial processing of sorghnm conducted byMr. (~.
A. Shuey; snap beans, 2; and beets, 2.3 acres.
Two of the new farms were not in condition to be utilized fuJly,
due to late spring breaking of new land. The experimental acreage cor-
responding to the eventual cash-crop land will be increased to the fn11
capacity of each farm in 1939.
CORN
The use of nitrate of soda had a decided effect on yield of corn on
land 3 years broken. Rates of 0, 80, and 160 pounds per acre resulted
in acre yields of 32, 39.5, and 4CJ11l1shelsrespecti\-ely. under 4 replication,
on each of 2 fanns. A similar treatment on 4 farms 1 and 2 years
broken had no effect on yield. The phosphate-rate tests resulted in ap-
preciable gains over checks only, 35 pounds of triple superphosphate
proving the most economical under the season's growing conditions.
Potash failed to affect the yield. The rare elements tried were zinc'
manganese, copper, and boron. All except boron seemed to have a
slightly depressing effect on yield. Boron did not increase the yield.
In the corn varietal trials the yield ranged from 31.8 bushels for Neal
Paymaster to 38.4 bushels for Hickory King. Corn topping is a general
practice in this region. On 2 farms corn was topped in the hard dough
stage, resulting in an average yield reduction of 9 percent. In one
case the reduction was 13.7 percent.
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SORGHUM
Sorghum cane yield on new land was influenced materially by the ap-
plication of nitrate. Applications of KO amI 1(,0 pounds of nitrate of
soda increased the yield 31 and 6S percent respectively~ \Vhere muriate
of potash was applied at the rate of 40 pmmds per acre there was an
increase in the yield of cane. Higher applications of pot<lsh resulted
in an increase of the sngar content of the juice.
POTATO
Standard superphosphate (16 percent), dica1cium phosphate, triple
superphosphate, <lnd calcium metaphosphate applications were made on
potatoes on 2 farms during" 1936, 1937, ,md 1938. No significant dif-
ferences in yield result ell over this period. Kitrate application on pota-
toes on 6 farms produced a yield increase of 52 percent up to 300 pounds
per acre of ammonium sulphate. Returns from nitrate application in-
creased as the rate of phosphate was increased. Economical yields of
potatoes under general insect- amI disease-control conditions were not
obtained from applications ahove 500 potlllds of 16 percent equivalent
superphosphate. The 500-pound rate increased the yield 52 percent over
a 100-pound application on 2 farms. lYlnriate of potash at thc rate of
25 pounds per acre increased the yielll 16 percent. No gain resulted
from higher applications.
Placement of ammonium sulfate up to 400 pounds per acre had no
effect on potato stand or yield. 11ethods of application were simpJifiell
to suit hand planting. Tn lieu of hand application, fertilizer materia b
were applied in the row and bulltongue-mixed once. otherwise row-top-
dressed. Muriate of potash up to 96 pounds per acre in the row did
not affect the stand.
Potato response to rate of application of a 4-10-4 fertilizer was
tested on 2 farms. On one the top rate was 1600 pOllllds per acre, wbich
produced an increased yield of 120 percent over a 400-pound application.
On the other farm, where the rate went to 2Soo pounds per acre,
economical gains were obtained up to 2000 pounds, increasing the yield
from 122 hushels under a SOO-pound application to 2CJObushels under
the 2(XlO-pound rate. The rare clements produced no effect on yield.
Much concern was shown over extreme yellowing of potato plants
in this area during July, a condition commonly thought to be caused by
disease. A hill-spacing yield test with Irish Cobblers served to demon-
strate the physiological cause of this condition through plant competition.
a likely condition on this type of land when new. Plants were spacer1
12, 16, 20, 24, and 2R inches apart in 3-foot rows. Extreme yellowing
was evident on all 12-inch plots, diminishing regularly to complete ahsence
on the 28-inch plots. The acre yield increased with each reduction in
spacing from 177 to 2S8 bushels per acre. The U. S. No. 1 yield in-
creased accordingly, being highest on the closest-spaced and yellowest
plots.
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The erratic appearance of potato-scab disease led to ,'pecial observa-
tions of its occurrence. There seeme,1 to be little relation between
scab appearance and soil pi!. l;nmarketab1c crops due to scab were
produced on new-land soils haying receiyed no lime and where scab-
free seed was planted. :\Iso no scab was found on several crops from
liclds "'hich had received 2 tons of gr0l111d limestone per acre one and two
years before. The relation between date of planting and scab occurrence
appeared signilicant. The liming of Plateau soils is highly desirable for
general crop production and to determine the eHect of rate of lime
appl ication on miscellaneous crops and scab occu rrence. Experiments
\\"('re started on 2 farms in which finely ground limestone was applied
at the rates of 0, I, 2, 3, and 4 tons per acre in March. Irish Cobblers
subj ect to scab were planted on the,e plots in early April. Neither field
had received lime earlier. No scab appeared on one set of plots, while
all plots produced scab approximately equal to the no-lime check, 2:-;
percent, on the other. Scab-free seed was planted. The effect of lime
on scab appearance may be more significant in 1939 and later.
Leaf-rol1 was the most prevalent virus found in al1 potato Jields,
ranging from 3 to 10 percent. Certified seed was planted on all farms.
Three fields planted to "selected" seed from a region heavily infected
with yellow dwarf containe,1 GS percent of the disease. Two fields
planted to seul home-grown for several years contained 15 percent
rugose mosaic besides a higher percentage of milder forms of mosaIc,
.\11 late-spring plantings of potatoes were damaged seriously by lall'
blight.
The usual prevalence of hopperburn seriously limited yielcs on al!
plots. in many cases shortening the life of plants 4 to G weeks. Early
blight also was more severe than usual. The hand sprayer proved in ..
adequate even on smal1 acreages, An attempt to correct this deficiency
"ill be made in 1939 through the usc of a cooperative spray ring.
Potato yields produced under bordeaux spra.\' were 17 percent higher
than those produce,1 under certain commercial coppel' sprays. Pvrethrum
sulfur elust for leafhopper control was ineffective alone, due to the prev-
alence of early and late blight.
The extreme amount of rain at potato-planting time brought out
\'arielal differences in susccptibility to seed-piece rot. The Chippewa
was notably subject to rot in cut seed, and also at harvest, as a result
of mechanical inj my. Several seedlings were similar in this respect. Thc
Bliss Triumph, Irish Cobbler, and certain other seedlings were relatively
resistant. Varietal yields were somewhat impaired by this condition.
The potato crop produced the greatest labor JI1COllWper acre, aYerag-
ini-': $2G.10 on practically ncw land, One acre rcturned $72,00 labor
lIlcome.
TOMATOES, BEANS, BEETS
Tomato yields were largely unmarkctable, due to cracking. \Vhether
this trouble can be cOlltrolled under the high average rainfal1 of July
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and Angust is to be determined. Varying the planting dates, from April
15 to June 9, had no effect upon this condition. Varying the quantities of
nitrogen and potash had little effect on yield. Increasing rates of phosphate
application affected yields markedly. The rate of application of a complete
fertilizer, 4-10-4, had the most pronounced inHuence on yield. Rates of
1000 and 1600 pounds increased the yield of tomatoes 34 and 97 percent
respecti\'ely over an application of 600 pounds per aere. Snap-bean yields
responded to an increasing rate of a 4-10-4 fertilizer up to 1000 pounds
per acre. Sodium nitrate up to 75 pounds per acre increased yields 50
percent over the plots receiving no nitrate. ITe,tvy rates 0 f nitrate ap-
plication produced profItable yields on canning heets. Varying the rates
of phosphate and potash had no effect. Varying the methods of ferti-
lizer placement had no effect on yield. Beet yields were not affected by
any of the rare elements. Crimson clover was seeded on 60 acres of
the experimental crop land.
PRECIPITATION
Rainfall was heavier than usual during the months of :May, J nne,
July, and August. October this year was the driest on record. Exces-
sive rain and cool weather hindered corn and sorghum gro\\'th. but was
favorable for potato production. The high precipitation was conducive
to the development of early and late blight .
.-\dvantage was taken of ravine areas on certain farms for the con-
struction of 5 dams to insure sufficient water ,;upply for high-pressure
spraying of the maximum acreage of potatoes on eaeh farm in 1939.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
M. Jaeob
BEEF CATTLE FEEDING EXPERIMENTS
The beef cattle feeding experiment, begun at the Knoxville Statiou
in 1935, comparing cottonseed meal, cottonseed meal and tankage, pea-
nut-oil meal, and soybean-oil meal, fed with corn silage for fattening
2-year-old steers, was completed in March, 193R. 1\ detailed report co\"
ering this experiment was published and is available as Tennessee Experi-
ment Station Bulletin No. 167.
In November, 1938, a beef cattle feeding experiment was begnn at
the Knoxville Station with 2-year-old steers to compare-
1. Acre yield of beef from corn harvested in various forms and
combinations.
2. Costs and profitableness of acre-beef yields from corn fed in
various forms and combinations.
In this. the lirst year of the experiment. 2:-\nati\'e sll'crs were used \\hich
gradetl good to choice. They were divided into 4 uniform lots of 7
steers each, and fed a finishing ration for ISO days. Lot 1 was fed
corn silage and an average of 4.97 pounds of cottonseed meal per steer
per day. Lot 2 was fed corn silage ant! enough cottonseed meal to
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balance the ration. which was 1.65 pounds per steer per d:JY. Lot 3 was
fed corn silage. legume (lespedeza) hay, and cottOl'seed meal in the
same amount as lot 2. Lot 4 was fed corn stover. and crushed corn-
cob-shuck meal in the same amount as stover. This lot also received
cottonseed meal allll legume (lespedeza) hay in the same proportion as
lot 3.
Accurate cost accouuts were kept on every phase of this experiment,
which showed returns per acre of corn, less cost of processing for feed-
ing, of $137.15 for lot 1, $120.73 for lot 2. $129.43 for lot 3, and $76.56
for lot 4.
This experiment will be coutinued for at least two years more in
order to justify definite couclusions.
STEER FEEDING AND GRAZING l<;XPERIMENT
The steer feeuing anu grazing cxperiment at the Middle Tennessee
Station. begun in 1929, to determine the amount of grain necessary to
feed 2-year-old steers being finished on grass. following winter feeding
on a uni form ration, and reported in the 1936 Station Report, was con-
tinued anotber year with practically the same results.
On .'\ovcmber 30, 1937, an experiment was begun at the :Yliddle Ten-
ncssee Station to determine the most satisfactory ration for wintering
yearling steers that are to be finished on grass tbe following summer.
In this experiment, 30 yearling steers of good grade were selected and
divided into 3 uniform lots of 10 steers each. Lot 1 was fed a winter
ration consisting of 20 pounds of silage and 8 poun<ls of stover or low-
grade hay per stec,- per day. Lot 2 was fed a ration of I % pounds
of cottonseed meal per steer per day, with silage and stover or low-grade
hay in the same amounts as lot L Lot 3 was fed a ration of 1 pound
of cottonseed meal and 4 pounds of corn-coh-shuck meal per steer per
day. with stover or low-grade hay in the same amounts as lots 2 and 3.
On April 5, 1938, following a winter feeding period of 126 days,
when ready to he turned on pasture, 5 average steers out of each winter
lot were placed together for summer gral.ing and (Iesignated as lot 1.
The 15 remaining steers out of winter lots 1, 2, and 3 were placed to-
gether and designated as lot 2. Lot 1 was gral.ed and finishe(l on grass
\vithout grain. Lot 2 also was gTal.ed and finished on grass, but in
addition was fed 5 pounds of corn-cob-shuck meal per steer per day.
The cattle were sold on Augnst 18, 1938, after a grazing period of
135 days.
The rates of gains for the lirst year arc shown in table 11.
These feeding and gr,ving trials will be continned for at least two
more ycars.
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T,lllLE l1~Rates of gains of steers in feeding and gradng expcriJII<'nt,
1937-38
Pa:-;turc and no grain
Pa~tUl"e and 5 vounds
('orn-cob-shuck meal
Lot 1
Wintered
on no
g'l'ain
Lot 2 Lot:l
\\Tintered Wintered
on cot- on C.H.m.
tom:;eed and cOl'n-
meal ~Ob-Hhu('k
rneaI
Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3
Wintered Wintered Wintered
on no on l'ot- on C.H.m.
g"l'ain tOllsced and corn-
meal ~ob-shul'k
meal
AVl~. daily goain, winter.
Ave. daily gain, Hummel' ..
Ave. daily goain, wintcl'
and HUmnl€r.
I
PoundsPounds i Pounds Pounds Pounds PoundH
I
.~1l:1 ! 1,214 1,698 .954 .993 1.;")35
1,:343 I 1,204 1.224 1,568 1,412 1,196
I
1,1:l5 I 1,209 1,453 1.272 1,210 1.3GB
1
BEEF CATTLE COST OF PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT
The final test of feeding baby beeves, as a part of the beef catlle
cost of production experiment at the Middle Tennessee Statiou, was
carried out dnring the winter of 1936-37. The object was to detennine--
1. The comparative values of shelled corn, ground sbelled corn, and
corn-cob-shuck meal in winter-finishing baby beeves.
2, \Vhether winter-finishing baby beeves is profitable under Tennessee
conditions,
Table 12 gives 50111e of the information covering the results for
this year.
'L\I'LF 12-Data Oil bah.\' beef feeding cx/,criJllellt
Lot 1
Shelled ('orB
and cotton-
s,('cd meal
Lot :2
nnllllld f'hlC'lI-
cd (01"11 and
C'ottonseed
meal
Lot 3
Cl'ui"hed l'orn-
cob-shw'k
meal and
cottonseed
meal
Number of (,Cllvcs
Numbel' of days on feEd
Average initial ",veight (Ibs.)
A verage final ·weight (lbs.)
A v€rage gain per calf (Ibfi.)
Average daily g-ain per calf (lh~.).
Co~t per cwt. gain
AveL'age selling price per cwt. 1
Net profit pel' calf 1
I
5
209
402.4
706
:)03
1.452
$ll.flr)
$10,20
$11.47
.--i--- ..------------c---
!
I
I
I
I
.l
209
40:J.6
6i2.2
26S.6
1.2S4
*11.!l:l
~IO,IO
$12,04
G
20!1
404.4
71 fi.2
310.S
l.4SH
$12.07
$10.211
$11.24
These results were in agTeement with those of 1934-35 to the exteut
that all lots showed substantial prolit, However, dnring that year lot 1
made the most profit, lot 2 W,1S second, and lot 3 made the least. This
year, lot 3 made the most profit, lot 1 was second. and lot 2 made the
least. In the test carried out in 1935-36 all lots were fed at a financial
loss, But as the calves were feci at a substantial profit in 2 out of
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3 years, it may be assumed that finishing baby beeves is practical undcr
conditions as they exist at the Middle Tennessee Station.
\Vhile the foregoing experiment was under way, a similar test was.
being conducted at the \Vest Tennessee Station. ] n that experimeut the
calves were a little older and the initial weights somewhat heavier. Pigs
were used with each lot, and credit was givcn for pork produced. The
latter, which is a very practical procedure, especially when whole shelled
corn is fed to cattle, was responsible for the results. which were in
fan)r of lot 1, fed whole shelled corn.
BEEF CATTLE FEEDING EXPERIMENT
In December, 1937, a steer feeding experiment was begun at the
Middle Tennessee Station to determine the comparative values of silage
and alfalfa hay in a finishing ration for yearliug steers. Twenty-six year-
ling steers of g'ood grade were selected and divided into 2 uniform lots
of 13 steers each. Ll;t 1 was fed corn-cab-shuck meal and alfalfa
hay. Lot 2 was fed a j grain mixture of 1 part. by weight. of cotton-
seed meal and 2 parts, hy weig'ht, of corn-cob-shuck meal and silage.
Both lots were marketed at the end of 148 days. with all cattle in the
experiment briuging the same price.
The steers in lot 1 made an average daily gain of 1.6 pounds, and
a uet pro lit of $2)-\4 per head; the steers in lot 2 made an average daily
gaiu of 1.53 pounds, and a net prolit of $1.90 per heal!.
This experiment will be continued for at least two years in order
to justify definite conclusions.
STEER FEEDING EXPERIMENT
In November, 1936, a steer fee(ling experiment \I'as hegun at thc
\Vest Tennessee Station to determine the comparative feeding value of
cottonseed meal alone, a mixture of equal parts of cottonseed meal and
soybean meal, anll a mixture of equal parts of cottonseed meal, soyhean
meal, dud high-glalle (60';'.) tankage. when fed with corn aud sorghum
silage as a winter fattening ration for 2-year-old steel·s. The rations
for the different lots were as follows:
Lot I-Cottonseed meal and silage
Lot 2-Cottonseed meal, soybean meal, and silage
Lot 3-Cottonseed meal, s·oybean meal, tankage, and silagt'
TABLE 13-Cost of feeds alld a<'erage daily ratiolls
of steers 011 experimellt
Feed Cm.:;t pel' ton Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3
Silage
Cottonseed meal i
Soybean meal 1
Tankage (60 }If'!'eent) 1
I
$ 5.50
30.00
40.00
(;0.00
Pounds
44.4
Pounds
44.4
2Ji
2.fi
Pounds
44.4
1.66
1.66
l.fHi
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Lot 1 Lot ~ Lot
S S S
liiO 1,,0 150
818.4 830.6 830.1
1118.~ 1130.9 1127.9
2Hn.~ 300.3 297.:-:
1.999 2.002 1.98:>
~!).86 $10.47 ~11.61
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TABLE 14-TVeights. gains. and cost of gains of steers
I
NUlllhee of ~teen, 1
Number of days in expel'imf·nt _ 1
Averag-e initial weh,ht (IbH.) I
Average ,"veight at end of 150 days (Ibs.) I
A vel'age gain per steer Obi".) I
Average daily gain pel' steel" (lbs.) 1
Cost pel' 100 pounds .Q:ain _ 1
I
TARLE IS-Financial statcmcnt, stcer feeding cxperi111cnt
Lot 3
In this trial, 3 uniform lots of 8 steers each \vere used. The steers
were native cattle of good grade, with a predominance of Hereford
breeding. This experiment 111ust be continued for at least one and
possibly two years more before definite conclusions can 11e dra\\-n.
Tahles 13, 14, and 15 give detailed information cmTring this year's trial.
LAMB STUDIES
The third and final year of an experiment conducted at the l\Iidd1c
Tennessee Station in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Animal In-
dnstry, to determine the valne of feeding grain to breeding e\ves in the
prodnction of early spring lambs, was completed in June, 1937. Each
year the ewes and their lambs were divided into 4 uniform lots, and the
lambs were kept with their mothers until shipped to the U. S. Experi-
ment Farm, Beltsville, :l\Iaryland, which was early in Jnne. for slanghter
and carcass grading. The experiment was carried ont as follO\vs:
Lot I.-The ewes in this lot and their lambs were gra1ed \vithout
grain during the entire experimental period, until the lambs acquired
desirable market weights in the spring of 1935.
Lot 2.- The ewes in this lot were handled and gTa1ed without grain.
similarly to those in lot 1, but the lambs were fed grain in creeps until
the end of the experimental period. The grain mixture consisted of 3
parts, by weight, of cracked shelled corn, 2 of oats, amI 1 of bran, which
was fed ad libitum.
Lot 3.- The ewes in this lot were fed :Ih pound of a similar grain
mixture per ewe per day from November 1, 1934, until 3 days after the
lambs were born, when the grain ration was increased to 1 pound per
I
Initial eost })e1' ~teel" at ~6.00 1
per ewt. 1
FeEd CObt per steer ,
Total cost (ini;jal and feed) per Rteel' ":..-:::Ii
Necessary ReIling price per ('\vt. \-vith I
30/0 shrink to break even 1
Necessary margin I
I
Lot 1 Lot 2
~4!1.Ia
'2B.;)R
7S.(iS
$4\1.8:1
31.·1:>
81.28
$49.80
34.5R
84.38
7.41
1.41
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ewe per day, being continued at this rate uutil the end of the ex-
perimental period. The lambs in this lot did not receiYe grain.
Lot 4.- The ewes in this lot were fed grain the same as in lot 3,
but the lambs also were fed grain in creeps, as were those in lot 2.
All lots had access to uniform pasture, consisting of permanent pasture
of bluegrass and orchard grass for the late summer and fall, rye and
crimson c10yer or barley during the winter, and bluegrass and white and
hop c10yer during the spring and early summer, The 4 lots were rotated
every 2 weeks.
During the 3 years of this experiment, a total of 281 lambs were
shipped to Beltsville for grading. Of these, there were 68 lambs in lot
I, 71 in lot 2, 70 in lot 3, and 72 in lot 4. There were no appreciable
variations in the aye rage grading of the 4 lots for the 3 years. The
grade 011 foot just before slaughter, was "good" and the carcass grade
was "high good" for all lots. From the results obtained, there appearec1
to be no advantage, from the standpoint of grade, in feeding grain in
tbe production of these early spring lambs under conditions as they
existed at tbe Middle Tennessee Station,
PIG FEEDING EXPERIMENT
A pig feeding experiment, which is to be repeated Seyer2.1 years, was
begun at the \Vest Tennessee Station in December, 1937, to determine
tbe comparative yalue of crimson-c1(wer pasture, and crimson-clov"r and
ryegrass pasture, in a fattening ration for pigs when the,' are full-fed a
ration of corn and protein supplement, and barley and protein supple-
ment. The rations for the different lots were as follows:
Lot I-Shelled com and a mixtme of 2 parts, by "'eight, of high-
grade tankage and I part, by "'eight, of cottonseed meal, free choice,
and crimson-clover pasture.
Lot 2-Shelled corn and a mixture of 2 parts, by weigbt, of high-
grade tankage and I part, by weight, of cottonseed meal, free choice,
and crimson-cloyer and ryegrass pasture.
Lot 3-Barley and a mixture of 2 parts, by weight, of high-grade
tankage and I part, by weight, of cottonseed meal, free choice. and
crimson-clover pasture.
Lot 4-Barley and a mixture of 2 parts, by "'eight, of high-grade
tankage and 1 part, by weight, of cottonseed meal. free choice, aud
crimson-clover and ryegrass pasture.
Tables 16 and 17 give detailed information on this experiment for a
period of 120 days (December I, 1937, to March 31, 1938).
TABLE 16-A'ucl'agc dail.\' m/ioll af pigs
Feed Lot 1 Lot ~ Lot 3 Lot 4
Poun<l.", POUllds Pounds Pounds
Shelled corn 6 ') 5.8
Ground barley G.5 5.5
Protein supplement .58 ,f) .i'i .52
Average feed lll'ic('s: Shelled COlon, $~O.OO pel" ton; barley. $20.00 per t.on; 11l'O-
1t-'in SllllI>}pment. $40.00 PCl" ton; pashll'p, $4.00 llpr ~wt't'.
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TABLE 17-TFrights, gail/S, ami othrr itrl!ls iI/ /,ig !rrdillg rX/,rril1!rll!
---- ..._---_.-,--------- ._---
Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3 Lot 4
Number of hOgH
Number of days in experiment I
Average initial weight (lbs.) 1
Average weight at end of 120 days (lbs.)!
Average gain per hog (los.) I
Average daily gain ller hog (lb:-::.)
120
4:')
260
~1i'i
1.7H
120
44
249
~or;
1.7
l~O
45
226
1Xl
1.;")1
120
43
217
174
1.4,;
379
36
Initial cost per hOg"at $3.00 Ilel' cwt ...
Ii'eed cost Der hog 0 __ ••
Total eost (hop: & feed) end of 120 days
Cost per IOn Ibs. gain
~3.tiO
~8.X2
$12.42
$4.10
$3.52
$8.10
$11.71
$4.00
$3.60
$7.86
$11.46
$4.84
~3.44
$7.81
$11.25
$4.49
1
i
i
I
............... .. ". 1 337
···1............. ··1
I
Necessary selling price per 100 Ibo. .[ ~4.78 $4.70 $:;.07 $3.18
-_L ---'_._ . _
Feed for 100 Ibs. gain:
Corn (lbo.) .
Barley (lbs.)
POiein sUPlllement (Ib8.)
840
36,:;
3429
JACK-STOCK AND MULE-PRODUCTION STUDIES
In Novemher, 1936, an area of approximately 1.)0 acres of land im-
mediately adjacent to the l'diddle Tennessee Station was pnrchased as a
suitable location to conduct jack and jennet breeding stndies in co-
operation with two other states and the U, S. Bnreall of Animal Indnstry.
Since then, this farm has been equipped with a house, barns. paddocks.
and other general farm improvements essential for a study of this kind.
Dl1l'ing 1937 and 1938, a fOllndation breeding herd \I'as assembled.
consisting of 1 jack and 11 jennets, all of breeding age. These animals
were selected on the basis of type and hreeding, ,md \\'erc of the hest
that conld be found in Tennessee.
A project of this kind is of necessity a long-time study, and \I'ill
inVOlve many related problems, \\'hich mnst be approached and interpreted
from a regional point of vie\\'. Among the objects of this experiment
are the following;
1. To aid in improving the type and quality of jacks and jennets.
2, To determine the most practical and economical methods of groll'-
ing and managing jacks and jennets.
3. To determine the type of jack most desirahle fm- jack-stock and
mule production.
4. To determine the type of mare most desirahle fm- mule pro-
duction.
5. To study the influence of soil and pasture improvemellt on gro\\'th
and development of jack-stock and mules.
6. To make further studies on the physiology of reproduction.
Mares and additional jacks will be added as facilities perm;t.
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DAIRY CATTLE FEEDING AND GRAZING EXPERIMENT
.\dditional observations on the experiment begun at the \Vest Ten-
ne,;see Station in 1932 to determine the amount of grain necessary for
most economical milk production when cows have access to aU-year
pastnre. arc being reported in the section of the annual report de\'oted
to the \Vest Tennessee Station.
The experiment with the dairy herd. begun at the Middle Tennessee
:-;tation. comparing cows on fnll-grain ratiou with those on limited-grain
ration, with all-year pasture, has been continued. amI resnlts ha\'e been
reported in Tennessee Experiment Station Bulletin No. 163.
BANG'S-DISEASE CONTROL
The work of controlling Bang's disease in the breeding herds of
cattle at the :Midd1e and \V cst Tennessee Stations is still under way.
The agglutination test by both the T-Tucldleson ancl tube methods is con-
ducted every 90 clays. Neither herd, consisting, on an average, of 100
head at the :\Tiddle Tennessee Station and 35 head at the \V cst Tennessee
Station, has had any reactor during the past 2 years.
:\[r. L R Neel, Superintendent of the J\Tidd1e Tennessee Station;
\fr, Ben P. Hazlewood. Snperintendent of the \Vest Tennessee Station;
and Professor II. R, Duncan. of the Kno\:ville Station, have given their
usual willing and valned assistance, and ha\'e made it possible to carry
out the large amount of \\ork involved in the animal husbandry re-
search prugram at the Tennessee Stations.
PHOSPHATE NUTRITION STUDIES
Cooperative with TVA
Dorothy E. Williams and Elise Morrell
Experiments have been under way clnring the past year dealing with
the availability of phosphurus in feeds. The feeds so far studied have
been samples of l.cs!,cdc:::a scricca and alfalfa. Similar experiments with
,;oybean have recently been initiated.
In the study of sericea, the availability of the phosphorus of the
hay to the white rat was compared (I) between stems and leaves, and (2)
hctll'l'en sericea of a low phosphorns content Cln,l sericea of a high phos-
phorus content, A tl'iplicate feeding experiment was set up in which
imimals on a control did were compared with animals on a diet con-
taining' sericea stems low in phosphorus content and with animals on a
,liet containing' sericea leaves low in phosphorns content. Ail conditions
were kept as nearIv identical as possihle as to amounts and kinds of
nntrients and ronghage, except that in the case of the control animals
the sonrce of phosphorus was entirely from Osborne an,1 :\1pnde1 salt
mixtnre; in the case of each of the diets containing sericea stems and
kal'es respecti\'Cly one-half the phosphorus was from salt mixtUIe and
one-half from the hay. In each gronp of 3 animals, food consumptions
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were kept the same by the food intake being limited to tbe '1uantitl'
eaten by the animal which consumed the least, The amount of phos-
phorus in all diets was reduced to what was considered to be the mini-
mum or slightly below the minimum for normal growth and bone de-
velopment under usual dietary procedures.
Experiments were similarly set up 111 comparing control animals
and those fed diets containing sericea stems high in phosphorus and
those fed diets containing sericea leaves high in phosphorus.
Supplementary experiments were set up designed to t!emonstrate thc
efleds on rate of growth and phosphonls retention of (l) food con-
sumption; (2) different ratios of calcium to phosphorus iu the diets:
anti (3) varylllg amounts of phosphorus supnlied in the diet as a
whole.
RESlJLTS
Under the Ctlllditions of the experiments, it seemed reasouable to
~nppose that any differences in rate of growth and phosphorus retention
were due to differences in availahilitl, of phosphorus in the diets undn
lliscussion.
In a comparison of sericea lean's and stems, some evidence appears
for the greater availability of the phosphorns in the stems than of that
111the leaves.
In the case of the diets contal1l1l1g low-phosphorus or high-phosphorus
sc'ricea, the results seem to indicate that the phosphorus in the former
was only slightly available to the animals, whereas that in tl'e latter \I'as
entirely or in considerable part available. It was hypothecated that the
difference in availability was due to lack of assimilation in the case of the
diet containing the low-pho"pborlls sel-icea. Tn this diet, in ordn to mak"
the amount of phosphorus the same as in the other diets, a largTr
al1lount of the sericea of low phosphorus content was necessarily includ-
ed. This, for some reasou, caused an iucreased elimination of feces,
as determined hy the collection and weighing of the feces for all a11lmak
Tn other words, the anima I feeding on the diet containing the low-
pho8phorus sericea not only was receiving 11ar with a smaller amount
of phosphorus per unit weight, hut was unable to make much use of
what was there.
Similar experiments, using alfalfa in place of sence-t, aud in about
the same amounts as were used of sericea, indicate tllat when au alfalfa
hay relativelv low in phosphorus was compared with one hig'h in pho,-
phorus, the phosphorus of the low-pbosphorus alfalfa was not so available
to the animal as that of the high-phosphorus alfalfa.
Experiments have been begun to determine whether or not an
analogous result will he obtained from a comparison of two samples of
soybean hay of fairly divergent phosphorus content.
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GENEHAL CHEMISTHY
G. A. Shuey
LEGUME SILAGE
The practicahility of iltilizing a wide variety of plants, including
legume,; and gra,;,;es, in the making of silage, has heen demonstrated re-
peatedly hy agTicultural experiment stations and hy fanners during
comparati \-ely recent years,
In Tennessee, many 1cguminons crop,-an1<Jng them JA's/1cdc::;a
saicca, r, l'i('olor, hair)' vetch, and crimson clover-grow lu"uriantly,
and pruduce a large total yield. Earh-season rainfail often is heavy,
';0 that early cuttings cannot he utili/ed readily as hay. I'ven if weather
conditions should permit the curing of these crops for hay, there are
peculiar prohlems connected with sericea and crimson clover which put
them at a slight disadvantage as compare,1 with other hay crops, Les-
pede/as, particularly ,eric ea. contain astringent tannins that apparently
render them somewhat ,Iistastdul to livestock. Crimson clover does
not readily yield its water, an,[ therdore is difficult to cure even undel'
the hest of weather conditions.
,\ serics of e"periments were carried out which had as their ob-
ject a ,;tudy oi the ensiling qualities of legume,;, especially crimson
dOH'l", ,;ericc'a, hicu]or, and hairy vetch. Molasses, orthophosphoric acid,
and hydrochloric acid were applied in accordance with recommended
practice,;. :\lonoca1cinm phosphate, and skim milk, except in bicolor,
also were used.
The addition 0 f mola,;,;es, or other form of sugar, provides material
necessary to the iormation of aeetie and lactic acids in the process of
fermentation. The addition of mineral acids in snffieient amounts to
provi,[e a degree of active acidity equal to a pH of 4.0, or slightly
lo\ver, is supposed to preserve the carotene by preventing excessive and
undersirahle types of fermentation. The use of phosphoric acid is ad-
\'ocated now, the argument heing that besides controlling fermentation
it adds phosphorus to the ration.
The crops were cut line (1,4- to I-inch size) anel ensiled with a total
moisture content of approximately 70 percent, except in the case of
hairy vetch, \\'hich had a somewhat higher content of moisture. Suh-
stances use,1 for treating the green crops prior to ensiling were diluted
\\'ith a small amount of wakr and thoroughly hand-mixed with the
cut plant materials. This, of course, reduced tbe dry-matter content to
slightl)· less than 30 percent. Special treatments were applied at the fol-
lowing rates pl't' ton of ensiled crop: :\-lolasses, hO pounds; phosphoric
acid, 24 pounds of 7S percent acid; monocaleium phosphate, 26 pounds;
hydrochloric acid, 90 liters of twice normal; skim milk, 300 pounds, this
amount heing purely arbitrary. Crops thus prepared were packed
tightly in gallon-size containcrs, sealed, and allowed to stand for 5
weeks at approximately 75° F.
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Crimson clover ensiled with molasses and phosphoric acid produced
silage of good odor, taste, and color. Silage treated with phosphoric
acid was somewhat lighter in color than molasses-treated silage of this
crop.
Proximate analyses show that the composition of silage made frolll
sericea and hicolor hy the se"eral treatments is similar w'ith respect
to feeding value, Silage made from hairy vetch is much higher in ash,
somewhat lower in protein, and lower in nitrogen-free extract than
silage made from sericea and hicolor hy the seyeral treatments. The
ash content is considerably increased by the addition of phosplloric acid
and monoca1ciul11 phosphate, as would he expected. In a general wav,
analyses indicate that there is practically no loss of feed nutrients iu
the process of making silage irom these crops. The extent to wllich
carotene, the mother-substance of vitamin A, is retained in silage made
from sericea, hicolor, amI hairy vetch has not beeu determined by' us.
Plaus are beiug made to include carotene studies next year.
The amount of soluble tannin contained in sericea and bicolor is re-
duced by the process of ensiling'. The largest amount of soluble tannin
appears to parallel the stronger acid mater;als used in treating the silage.
\Vith each of the crops studied it was found that molasses, skim milk,
and no treatment show considerable reduction in the amount of tannin
contained in the silage, This is an interesting bct, as an extremely low
result for tannin was obtaine(l when skim milk was used in preparing
the silage. Skim milk being a protein substance, it reacts to ]o\,;er the
tannin content. This may lend support to the postulation that lowering
Fig. lO-Chemical laborator,Y for the study of sorghum sirup, cottonseed, and other
farm products.
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of astringent tannins in silage made from sericea and other tanni1l-
hearing crops is due to the formation of an insoluble protein-tannate
type of substance. Futhermore, it appears that mineral acids. phosphoric
and hydrochloric, exert a solvent action 011 the tannin of sericea and hi-
eolor silage. Silage treated with the recomt11uHled amonnts of mineral
acids show relatively low pI [ values and a correspomlingly high C01l-
tent of soluble tannin.
The foregoing presentation l1lerely tOllches on some chemical phases
of this work--it is only' the heginning. The subject of silage-making
from !espedezas and other legumes, singlv and mixed with the small
grains, corn. sorghums, a\HI other crups. under different conditions and
"arying chemical treatments, presents an imjlortant problem, in which
there is a growing interest in Tennessee. Future ctndie3 should 1",
conducted on a more extensive and practical scale. Large quantities of
the various crop materials ,llOuld he ensiled with appropriate substances
that ha"e been found to enhance qL!ality. Chemie3.1 analyses should be
made of the crops and of the silage prudnced from them. as a l11e,\115of
evaluating the products. Livestock feeding experiments should be con-
ducted in order that something may he learned about the relati','c
nutritive values of silage thus produced, and probable effects, if any.
of mineral acids and phosphorus on the general well-being of animals.
Three crops-crimson clover, sericea, and alfalfa-have been ensiled
in gallon conLainers with a mixture of molasses and phosphoric acid, and
excellent results obtained. Molasses was used at the rate of 60 pounds
per ton of green crop and phosphoric acid at the rate O! 10 pOl1\1ds
per ton. Molasses was diluted with an equal volume of water ,: the aci,l
was then added, .uHl the whole thoroughly mixed. The ,'alue of this
mixture in large-scale silage production remains to be proved.
PROCESSING OF COTTONSEED AND COTTONSEED PRODUCTS
The processing work on cottonseed has been conducted in an inl-
pnwed commercial-size experimental cottonsee,l-oil mill, which is installed
in Estabrook Hall, on the ]..!niversity campus. Chemical phases of the
work are being carried out in laboratories of the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station and the Engineering Experiment Station. To date ap-
proximately 53 tons of delinted cottonseed have heen processed in the
cottonseed pHlcessing lahoratory.
A study for the adaptation of cottonseed hmnidifying equipment to
commercial oil-mill operations has been made, Equipment has heen
designed and built to specilications that were developed III our re-
search. The stuely disclosed the need and desirability for storing humidi-
fied seed for 2 or 3 hours to permit absorption of surface moisture by
the cottonseed kernel. This is opposed to present methods. which con-
template the aerating of hnmidified cottonseed to dissipate sllrface
IlWistllre.
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A study was made of coutrol methods employeel in the cooking' of
cottonseed and the proper processing of cottonseed prior to COOklllP:,
Optimum conditions for processing were established. Tn addition. a
principle of cooking control was developed whereby the degree of super-
heat in cooking under steam pressure may be used to (a) prodl1cC
optimum cooking conditions witl, respect to heat. (h) control the
quantity of moisture remaining in the processed material. and (c) indicate
the optimum point for terminating the process, IIeretofore elapsed time
was useel as a guide in cooking and gO\"l~rne(l the duration of the
process. Cottonseed is a commodity that varies widely in moisture, oii.
and protein compositIOn, Time control of the cooking operation is
generally unsatisfactory,
\Ve have designed and reduced to blueprints. in detail, a new-type
cottonseed pressure cooker, embodying pl'inciples de"eloped in the re-
search. The new-type cooker should be capable of more efficient per-
formance, and shonld admit of simplitied construction that \\"(J\1ld make it
sell at a price approximately 35 percent below the selling price of thc
present type of cooker.
Experiments have been carried out in hydraulic plate press operations
to determine what factors contribute to efficiency in the expressing op-
eration. Studies are being made on the rate of pressure application to
the press, time of drainage, and details of plate 'md box con5trnction
in respect to drainage area. Results to date, while encouraging. arc
inconclusive.
In accordance with objectives outlined in the p,oject. ,,'ork of a
preliminary nature is being conducted on possible ways of ntilizing cotton-
seed lll1lls. The cottonseed hulls arc ground in a hammer mill and thcn
are known as "cottonseed-hull bran." Rather extensive surve.,'s of litera-
ture have been made on the general subjects of prodnction and uses of
furfural and lignin and their application in plastics. A nnmber of
samples of cottonseed-hull bran have been anzc1yzed for both the furfural
and lignin contents, the object being to gain some knowledge of the
amonnts of furfural-yielding substance (pentozans) and lignin contained
in hulls. Thus far, results indicate that furfnral is recoverable to the
extent of 14 to 16 percent, basell on the weight of l11oi,ture-free hulls.
In an effort to increase the yield of furfnral. the hull brau is being
treated by several chemical methods prior to distilling off the fmfmal.
This work is now in progress. Attempts are being made to separate
pentozans by lixiviating, with dilute acids and rotain. without changing
the form of the lignin, which occurs in the hulls to the extent of 43
percent. This phase of the work will require considerable experimenta-
tion. Should these attempts be successful. greatel' cOl11mercial possibilities
in the utilization of hulls may be expected. Proximate analyses of cot-
tonseed-hull bran have been made with the ohiect in view of learning
something concerning its feeding valne.
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SORGHUM SIRUP
Field anrl laboratory work on sorghum sirup was continued during
the past year. The field work was conducted at the Cumberland 1Iome-
steads, near Crossville. A huilding and processing equipment belonging
to the Homesteads Cooperative were used for tbe processing operations.
One additional blending tank of SaO-gallons capacity and one open-style
coil evaporator were installed hy the Station. Otherwise, the equipment
was about as reported last year. Water and electricity were provided
by the Homesteaus Cooperative at nominal rates. The Station provided
fuel and labor for making the steam.
Fi~. 11-Sondllun cane field.
Sorghum cane was grown on the farms operated by the Station in
connection with the study of home production of food supplies. The
process used \Vas the same as reported last year. The object of this
)"ear's operations was to gather some knowledge as to plant capacity
and cost of operations.
Over a period of several years, 15 varieties of sorghum cane hav"e
been grown and processed into sirup in this plant. Of this group, the
Sugar Drip variety has given the highest yields of cane and juice. Un-
favorable weather conditions at planting time in the years 1937 and 1938
resulted in poor stands of cane, and yields were below normal. The
average yield of stripped cane was 5% tons per acre. Sirup was pro-
duced from this cane at the average rate of 13.4 gallons per ton, or
73.7 gallons per acre. A total of 54.8 tons of stripped cane was proc-
esser!. It was found that the cost of making sirup from cane laid
down at the plant was 33.89 cents per gallon. This includes cost of
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l'-'ig. 12-Interior ,'iew of testing laboratory in cxpcrinH'ntal 8org'hum sirup plant.
labor, fucl, containers, lubricating oil, electric PO\HT for grinding, and
miscellancous items.
vVith the addition of one sirup evaporator, costing approximately
$70.00, the plant will havc a capacity of about 10 tons of caul' per day.
with a production of from 130 to 150 gallons of sirup. Careful pianning
and good managcment of plant operations are important if this sort of
undertaking is to be successful. The marketing end of the proj eet ha,
received somc attention. The sirup produced in this plant dming the
past two years has been received with a good deal of favor.
Considerable analytical work on sorghum juice and sirup has lwen
done in the laboratory. It is proposed to give more emphasis to this
phase of the work during the coming year.
UTILIZATION 0.'" FRUITS
Some attention has been gi ven during the past year to the utilizat i"n
of fruits. Several attempts were made to prepare a concentrated stra\v-
berry juice by freezing out the water. Res:dts of this work are in-
conclusive. Interest was maintained in the quick freezing of strawberries
and other fruits that are being studied conperati,,'ly by the LTnin'rsity
and the TVA.
MISCELLANEOUS
Considerable analytical and consulting service nn a wide variety 0 f
subjects has been rendered the Station departments dming the year.
Numerous samples of hay and other feeds have been analyzed. Twenty
samples of soybeans have been analyzed f"r "i1 contcnt. Service l1as
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heen rendered the Ilepartment of Agronomy in connection with experi-
mental germination of cotton jlollen.
At aJl times an interest is maintained :n prohlems related to the
utilization of agricultural products generally. This phase of agricultural
research is timely and important.
PLANT COMPONENTS
E. K. Weathers
The project on plant components was continued during the year
193~. The data coJlected from the beginning of the project in 1932 up to
and including a part of the 1937 data, were published as Station BuJletin
:\0. 166, entitled "j\liueral and Nitrogen Content of Lespedeza and Other
Ilay Crops in Tennessee."
Chemical analyses during the year 1938 included the following
crops: (1) from the Knoxville Station-Austrian peas, Lespede::;a bieolor.
crimson clover. Louisiana white clover, and Crown vetch; (2) from the
Cumherland Plateau-crimson clover, soybeans, corn leaves. and corn
granl.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CROPS ANALYZED
Crimson Clover
Crimson clover was collected from the Knox viJle Station and the
Cumherland Plateau when it \\'as in the bloom stage. The plants were
separate,] into leaves and stems and a separate analysis made of each
part. The analytical data are given in table 1~.
T.\TlLE 18--.h'erage percentage compusitiDn of crimson-clm'er leac'cs. stems.
and whole plant from Kno.r,.'ille Station and Cumberland Plateall. 1938
Moisture-free ba::-;is
Phce
o
'"U
o
~p:l'o\vn
I I I 1iP. et·IP. ct·IP. d..iP. d.IP. cLIP. ct.IP. et·iP. cLIP. et.IP. ct.IP. ct.IP. cL
Knox- L '10.69 I 2.6H i .52 I ~.74 I .0641 .0141 .n I~0.47 I 1.85127.77139.23150.,,1
ville S i 7.7;; I 1.21 I .33 i 3.15 I .02(; 1 .00,,1 .5fl 110.07 I .95 143.28 137.06 149.49Station WI 9.24 I UJ51 4') 1 2.!14 I .0471 .010 I .76 115.76 I 1.41 135.44 138.15 I .
I I I I I i I I i 1 I 1Cumhel'- LI 9.11 I 2.80 i .41 1 1.88 I .0261 .0091 .49 120.26 I 2.36 124.08 144.20 159.62land S I 7.62 I 1.08 I .31l I 1.87 1 .Illa I .1l1l31 .'27 111l."3 I 1.1l!! 1a4.n 14il.81l 14J.asPlateau WI 8.41 I 2.1l9 I .36 I l.86 1 .02ui .0061 .40 11(;.28 1 1.8" 128.56 144.91 ..........
1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 !
L,:,::=leaves. S=stem:-;. W=\vhole plant.
A comparison of the analyses of the samples of crimson clover flom
the two sources, using; the Cumherland Plateau samples as coutrols,
o
180
360
28
38
39
I
1.38 1
1.38 1
1.33 1
I
I
0.17 I
0.14 I
0.14 1
1
.26 'I
.25 1
.27 I
I
I
.58 1
.56 I
.56 1
1
I
.0081
.0161
.0071
i
I
.0021
.0021
.0021
I
I
.58 I
.65 I
.61 1
I
1.55
1.44
1.36
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showed that the Knoxville samples, on the whole-plant basis, contained
9.87 percent more ash, 1.67 percent more magnesia, 58 percent more
potash, 1.35 percent more iron oxide, (l7 percent more manganese oxide,
90 percent more phosphoric acid, 24 percent more crude fiber, 6.7 per-
cent less lime, 3.2 percent less crude protein, 24 percent less fat. and
15 percent less nitrogen-free extract.
The leaf percentage of the crimson clover from the 1\:1-...)x\·i11eSta-
tion \vas 50.5; from the Cumberlan,l Plateau, 59.6.
Corn Leaves and Corn Grain
Table 19 gives analyses of corn leaves and corn grain grown on the
Cumberland Plateau. The corn was grown on 1/70-acre plots and each
fertilizer treatment was used on 4 plots. A sample of the lea\-cs and of
the grain was taken from each plot, and then the samples from the 4
plots of the same treatment were combined to make up the sample
for chemical analysis. Thus, each analysis in the tahle represents the
average of 2 samples, or the composite of material from 8 plots. The
2 farms on which the plots were located received lime-in one instance
in 1935, in the other in 1936. The phosphate treatment is given in
pounds equivalent to 16 percent superphosphate an,1 the applicatiom
ranged from 0 to 360 pounds per acre.
Table 19 indicates that the quality of corn leaves or of corn grain
is not improved appreciably by the application of phosphate. 1100\'e\'er,
it does show that 180 P0l111(ls of phosphate per acre gave a yield of 38
bushels of corn grain, or an increase of 3(l percent O\'er the untreated
plots; and that 3hO jlol111<ls of phosphate per acre gave a yiel,1 of 39
bushels, or an increase of 39 percent O\'er the untreated plots, \I-hich pro-
duced an average of 28 bushels per acre.
T,IBLE 19-Average percentage composition of COI'Jl !ea'i'es and graill
fertili:::ed with varYl1lg rates of phosphate, 1937
MoiHture-fl'ee hafo;is
Phos·
phate
pel' ael'€
Yield
pel' acre
Leavc~
Pound8
o
180
360
BushelH
Not determined
1
P. eLl
11.52 1
9.!ll 1
9.79 1
I
I
P. ct. I
],09 I
1.19 I
1.21 I
1
I
P. eLI
.4:1 I
.37 I
.10 I
I
I
P. ct.1
1.83 1
1.52 I
1.47 1
1
I
P. eLI
.0551
.0531
.0591
1
I
P. et.i
.0271
.0281
.0281
I
I
P. eLI
,23 I
.22 I
.21 1
I
P. ct.
1.40
1.01
.88
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Soybeans
The soybeans were grown on Hartsel1s soil. Cumberland Plateau.
Two samples were obtained from lields which received 200 pounds of
phosphate in 1936, and two samples from fields which received 200
pounds of phosphate in 1936 and 200 pounds in 1937. The average
figures are shown in table 20.
T.\BLE 20-A71erage pereelltage eomposltlOll of so.\'hcall hay from C1I1I1-
herlami ['Iateau gr07(,1l Oil fields phosphated olle year aud fields phos-
plwted /',('0 years.
Moh,tul"e-free hasis
Date cut I No. of I \ CaO I MgO I K,O I Fe'03! Mn,o,! 1',0, I1937 years A~h NphoSIlhated
I I I I 1 1
P. ct.1 P. cl.i P. ct.1 P. ct.: P. ct. i P. ct.1 P. ct.1 P. ct.
Sept. 16 8.95 I 2.15 I .71 I 1.39 I .06,; 1 .0271 .31 I 1.65
I I I 1 I I I
Sept. 16 8.1,; I 1.% I .60 I 1.741 .040 I .0201 .35 I 2.47
I ! I I 1 I I
This table indicates that the content of potash and nitrogen was
increased appreciably after 2 applications of phosphate in consecutin'
years, while the phosphoric acid content was only slightly improved.
In several crops analyzed from IIarts ells soil. where phosphate treat-
ments were made, there has been no apjJrcciable increase in the phos-
phoric acid content in the plants. The pl'Oblem of how to increase the
phosphoric aci(1 content in plants grown 011 Hartsells soil of the Cum-
berland Plateau region is one of considerable importance and probably
will receive some attention in the coming year.
Other Crops from Knoxville Station
Samples were taken of 4 additional hay crops from the Knoxville
Station. The chemical analyses of these crops are given in table 21.
TM1LE 21-Conl,hositioll of Lestede:::a hieolor, Austriall peas, Cro''''1l 7'eteh,
alld !,ouisialw 'white clo',-cr, !\llo.1Tille StatiDll, 1938
Moi:-:;tUt·e-free ha:-;i~~
Stage
I 1
I IInche~ I
Bicolor IMay 231 28 I
I I I
Austl'ian 1 I 1
peas I May 26 1
II!Crown I
vetch IMay 24 44 i
La. white I I 1
('lover IMay241 1
1 1 1
I I I 1 I I I 1
11'. ct"P, "(.,1'. ct. 11'. 1'1.1'. CLIP. ct.lp. ct.lp. ct.
Pre-bloom I 6.17 I 1.53 .30 I 1.7H I .0371 .030 I .55 I 3.01
I I I I I I I I
1 7.51 I 1.33 I .43 I 2.62 I .0291 .0091 .91 I 3.34
18.1511.431 .3613.041 .040 I .0111 .641 3.43
I i I I I I I I
Late-bloom 113.25 I 2.34 I .671 3.33 I ,1661 .0271 ,721 3.89
1 I 1 I 1 1 I 1
Bloom
Bloom
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Tobacco
Tobacco samples 11\!l1\lwring 133 were collected from a rim experi-
ment. Danclridge and Hartsells soils were used. and yarious fertili/er
treatments were made on each soi1.
In addition, 10 samples were taken for analysis from 2 long-time
fertility plots. The samples from each plot included stalks. iirst priming
1caYes, second priming lea Yes, kayes, suckers, an,l tops, making a total
of 5 samples from each plot.
These samples ha ye all been prepared for analysis and the work
which will be concerned mainly with the potash content, is under way.
CHEMISTRY
SOILS AND FERTILIZERS
W. H. MacIntire and W. M. Shaw
Efforts in the soil chemistry laboratories during the year w('rc dev'ote'\
to inyestigations of the fundamental princ'ip!es ,hat goyern the ayaibhility
and conservation of soil fertility elements. Much of the work im'oh'ed
chemical analysis of the rainwater percolates from soils ohtained from
different sections of the State and treated with various fertili/ers and
different calcic, magnesic, and dolomitic liming materials. Outdoor ly-
simeters of Yarying depths admitted of the use of columns of soil a!H1
soil-subsoi1. Progress was made in a study of the cap'lcity of the
soil to absorb hases and in the development of a procedL1re for the de-
termination of the nature and degree of lime satL1ration.
LIME CONSERVATION STUDIES
The experiment as to the variant behavior of 7 liming materials, and
their effects upon other plant nntrients of the soil, was continued, The
losses of calcium, magnesium, potassium, sulfur, and nitrogen frOlIl ;;nil
and from subsoil have been determined and compiled as a contrihution
to the science and the practice of soil liming. The difference between
the amounts of calcium and magnesi:llll from rainwaters and the amounts
present in the soil percolates has given the amonnts of these two hases
actually derived from each soil.
It is important to determine how long the benelicial effects of added
liming materials will continue. The behayior of the economic additioll'
of 4 types of liming materials incorporated in single full 'juantities and
in divided annual treatments in the upper third of the soil were continl1ed
in collaboration with the Virginia FXJwriment Station. The availahility
of calcium, magnesium, and other nutrients was favored by the annual
repetitions of the fractions of the f \111 treatments. The study of the
availability of residues of liming materials after snch material~ had
hecome assimilated by the soil, and the etTeel of the residues uJlon othn
suil constituents, likewise was continne'1.
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In conj unction with the general liming' problem, a stud\' was made of
laboratory methods to determine the reactivities of limestones of
divergent type and of different degrees of fineness. A method is being
proposed to measure the speed of the J"eactivity of any sample of ground
limestone in relation to its total neutrali"ing valne. This laboratory test
can be made within a few minutes, and registers the combined effects
of quality and degree of fineness of the particular ground rock. The
method was undertaken as a collaborative effort for the Association of
Official Agricultural Chemists. Extensi ve experiments have shown that
representative dolomitic limestones are characterized by distinct and de-
terminable differences in the chemical reactivity. The data and conclu-
sions from these studies will be presented for publication in the near
future.
LIME-POTASH EXPERIMENTS
In its tendency to undergo llxation in the soil, potassium occupIes
an intermediate position among the common fertili"er elements. r\ con-
siderable proportion of incorporated soluble potassium salts becomes fixed
in the soil. The fixed potassium resists leaching by the rainwatl'r, and
in some instances it is not removed by relatively active solvents.
The extent to which the applied potash will continue unfixed and
readily leached is governed by the nature of the soil. The relationship
between total quantity of potassium absorbed and the fraction that will
be in the more available state is determined only by more speofic
knowledge of the individual soil. The potash problem arises as a
corollary of liming. Through the lysimeter studies at this StatlOn it
was tirst established that liming tends til conserve potash. both native
and applied. This effect of lime upon aVililability of soil potassium has
been observed also in lie1d studies in various parts of the country.
In one lime-potash experiment with 3 Tennessee soils, with and
without lime, it appears that liming conserved the added potassium ill
soils that were acidic at the beginning of the experiment. On the con-
trary, a suil inherently and slightly alkaline at the beginning of the
experiment did not demonstrate a fixation of potassium as an effect of
liming. Periodicity of rainfall influences the alternate drying and wetting
of the soil and is a factor in the behavior registered by the additive
putassic treatments.
In anotber phase of the Iime-potash experiment a build-up ()f putash
has been attempted in 5 Tennessee soils, which have received annual
additions of :-illO pounds of K.,O as a preliminary step to later liming-.
The soils have shown a marke;1 difference in their capacity to lix added
potassium, and correspondingly great differences in the release of the
absorbed potash to the drainage waters. The soils that had shown the
luw-absorption capacity for potash continue to yield the absorbed potash
readily to their drainage waters. The lysimeter findings as to fixa-
tion of potash in variable form and degree are in full harmony with
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the behaviors registered in related laboratory experiments with the same
soils.
The original studies to determine the capacity of the soil to
transform solid forms of sulfnr into sulfates that can be utili~ed by
plants, as measured by sulfate outgo 111 rainwater Ieacbing-s, has be('n
supplemented by studies to show the effect of limestone amI dolomite on
the cons('!'vation of added calcium, magn('sinm, and potassium snlfatcs. Thus
far the results show that practically all of the sulfate radical of each
of the sulfates was leached from the limed soils, but only in the casc of
magnesium sulfate was there a complet(' reco\,('ry of the added snlfate.
In some of the unlim('d soils, how('vC'r, thC're appeared to b(' a slig'ht
retention, or build-up, of the sulfur supplied by the wHate addition to
the acidic soil. The sulfur requirement of some plants is as great as the
phosphorus requirement, or even greater, and the supply of nutrient
sulfur is an importaut fertility consideration.
MIGRATION OF PHOSPHATE
Different phosphates have markedly different degrees of solubility
and behave differently toward soils before and after the addition of
liming materials. The effect of limestone and of dolomite upon the
mobility of soluble phosphates and their ultimate degr('e of al'ailability
in 3 Tennessee soils was studied by means of lysimelers. An annual
incorporation of 600 pounds of ](i percent superphw;phate has been made
for 8 years. The 'Cumberland loam an,1 Ford clay loam have suffered
only meager losses of phosphates. In contrast, there was a definite
loss of the soluble phosphate that had been incorporated with 'the J ack-
son silt loam. The cumulative loss of P })" from the Jackson soil was
as much as 12 pounds per acre for the 8-year period. Information as
to nature of the phosphates retained by the several soils will be obtained
after the lysimeter phase of the problem has been completed, and the
residnal soils can be utilized in laboratory studies.
FLUORINE·PHOSPHAn; RELATIONSHIP
The potency of fluoride to effect "reversion," or ,Iecreased
solubility, of processed phosphatic fertilizers has been proved by ex-
periments conducted in these laboratories. The capacity of the tluo:-ine
content of the soil, of tluorides hrought by rainwaters, and of those
added in fertilizers, to effect reversion of the basic types of phosphates
into Huorphosphate in the soil is not known. A Iysimeter experiment
to throw light on this point was begnn in 1936. The study includes
various types of standard phosphatic materials and also those developed
recently. Analyses of the leachates for the past two years shows some
increases in the Jluorine content of the drainage waters from the ex-
periments in which tluorides were added. The relation of type of
phosphate and the influence of variable liming supplements upon fluorine
outgo have not been registered by capacity of the phosphates to tie
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up with the fluorides in the soil. Because Df the meager solubility of
the phosphates in the leaehings, no attempt has been made to correlate
the phosphate and Hllorine conteut in the drainage waters. The avail-
ahility of the accumulated phosphates in the soil will be studied by
chemical analyses, or by plant response, after completion of the lysimeter
phase of the experiment.
NITROGEN CONSERVATION
c\dditional data were obtained in the agronomy-chemistry stIH1y of
the economy of different nitrogenous fertilizers. Two Tennessee soils,
with and without supplements of limestone, were lltilized in this study.
Several of the nitrogen carriers are not initially soluble, and unclergo
oxidation in the soil before eugendered nitrates appear in the leachings.
:\'itrogen from those organies, therefore, is stored up in the soils, and
in some favorable seasons may yield an outgo of nitrogen in excess of
the annlla1 application. Most of the leached nitrogen is accounted for
by nitrates, but at times appreciable quantities of nitrites am] some am-
monillm compounds OCCllr in the leachiugs. Although the ammoniacal
salts are readily soluble, their nitrogen is lixed chemically in the soil in
forms from which nitrogen subsequently is released through oxidation to
the readily leached nitrates. A single year's results, therefore. cannot
be taken as an index of the behavior and the actual character of the
properties of a nitrogenous fertilizer without due consideration of the
cumtllati\~e effects during seasons when the soil nora is dorm aut, in
contrast to the biological activities during warm periods. Some striking
features may he noted in the Jindiugs for the period from Janllary,
1937, to January, 1935. Uniformity in the nitrate releases from the con-
trol soils indicates that the initial effect of the single liming at the begin-
ning of the experiment has becn spcnt, a1thOlll,dl thc larger nart of the
added calcium remains in the soil. The unusually low nitrate rccoveries
from the sodium nitrate additions of the limed eXJlcriment are in marked
contrast to the much higher recovery from the same treatments, without
supplemental liming. This is interesting in connection with field observa-
tions as to response from nitrate of soda and liming treatments m
comparison with ammoniacal salts and supplemental limiug.
The conservation of ammoniacal forms of nitrogen has been sttH1ieci
with 3 Tennessee soils, to which helve been applied 6 different ammoniu11l
cotllpot11lds in annual winter addttions of .33 pounds of nitrogen. 1n
general, the nitrogen recoveries arc lowest from the Jackson soil, bt~t the
highest recoveries from the Cumberland anc! the Crossville soils were
only about CJO percent of the annual additions. The am.monium phos-
phates gave the lowest nitrogen recoveries. This was especially true
of the cliammonium salt. Apparently. the ammonium part of the phos-
phatic salts is held tenacions1y h,' the soils in forms resistant to the
action of bacterial !lora <luring the periods when leaching occurs.
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Capacity of subsoil strata to preveut losses of the basic au,l acidic
radicals of ammonium salts by leaching has been studied. In tlw;
experiment the effect of 5-foot clay subsoil on the outgo of nitrogen from
3 ammonium salts was observed for the fifth year. This experiment is
in parallel to a study in which the outgo of nitrogen from the samc
addition of nitrogen as nitrates of sodium, calcium. and magnesium was
determined over a lO-year period. The 1937-38 results show considerable
diminution in nitrogen outgo from the heavy treatments of phosphatc,
chloride, and sulfate of ammonium. The total outgo of nitrogeu for
the past year dropped from the 400-pound outgo of the previous year
to about 100 pounds. The amounts of calcium, magnesillm, and potassium
in the rainwater leachings decreased also, and in corresponding propor-
tions. The cumulative results from this experiment demonstrate diver-
gence in the behavior of the ammonium radical of the different carriers
toward soil bases. The amounts of calcium and of magnesium forced
out of the 6-foot columns of soil-subsoil by the additions of ammonium
phosphate were only about one-half as much as those displaced hy the
equivalent amounts of ammonium carried by the added ammonium
chloride. This relationship indicates that the radical of the ammonium
phosphate induced no migration of bases. Practically all of the sulfate
part of the ammonium sulfate additions has been retained by the soil
and subsoil. From an addition of 3430 pounds of sulfate, in terms of
CaCO,,-equivalence, the ammonium sulfate treatment induced an outgo
of oni~ 200 pounds above that from the 6-foot control soil-subsoil over
a period of 4 years. The nature of the sulfate retention is still proh-
lematical. In contradistinction, the chlorine of the ammonium chloride
addition was leached rapidly and completely. This divergence in behavior
of the chloride and sulfate of ammonium may have" definite practical
bearing in fertilizer usage, since the chlorine ion is liable to be toxic.
whereas the sulfate ion is not.
COOPERATIVE FERTILIZER STUDIES
In studies of the composition amI properties cof new types of
fertilizer material, it is essential to assure acIellllo.cy of analytical
technic. Methods admissible for estahlished materi8ls may require modi-
tication and adaptation for the analysis of new products, or it lllay he
necessary to evolve new procedures. The original methods for the
analysis of phosphatic matcrials were of German origin and were in-
tended for acidic products. The proCeSSilH!; of fertilizer" by ammoniatioll
and by inclusion of liming materials, has resulted in materials that cannot
be evaluated fairly from analyses made by the original methods. PI e-
vious studies had shown the need for a dependable a1ll] simplilled method
for the analysis of all types of phosphatic fertilizers. .As a result of
many trials and much study, a single solvent was proposed and a rapid
technic was evolved for the analysis of all types of phosphatic materials.
This method has been presented in both briefed alHl amplified form and
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is now being studied by the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists.
Its adoption would prove a definite economy to state control officials, to
station chemists, and to laboratories of the fertilizer industry.
Because of its ready reactivity with water-soluble phosphates and the
high availability of its p.,O. content, the recently developed calcine of
rock phosphate would be- e:;'pected to be preferable to raw rock as a
corrective P O. addition to superphosphates. Beeson and Jacob found,
however, an 2un~xpected development of citrate-insolubility in mixtures of
the calcine with superphosphate. The same undesirable result was obtain-
ed in these laboratories when triple superphosphate was similarly used.
It was brought out that the tricalcium phosphate of the defluorinated
rock phosphate calcine reacted with the fluorides of the superphosphates
with resultant formation of a very insoluble phosphate-fluoride com-
pound similar to the one that is present in the raw rock. Essentially.
the diminution in phosphate availability represents a return of a con-
siderable portion of the calcine to its original raw-rock condition.
Tn studies as to the fate of added phosphates and fluoride compounds
in the soil, it was necessary to develop analytical procedures to assure
full recovery of the fluoride residues. It was found that a pre-ignition
of soil with calcium peroxide afforded a complete release of fluorine in
subsequent distillation, whereas a corresponding pre-ignition with mag-
nesium peroxide caused an unrecoverable fixation of the fluorine. In
the preparation of plant ash for fluorine distillation it was found, how-
ever, that the magnesium peroxide was preferable to the peroxide of
calcium. which reacted too violcntly with organics. In hath cases. it
was found that the distillation and fluorine recovery were greatl)' ex-
pedited by passage of a current of steam through the boiling perch loric
acid digestion, instead of the ordinary hoi ling and replacemcnt of
water removed as distillate.
In the cooperative work, the experimental products and by-product
materials hom \Vilson Dam have hcen studicd in the Iahoratory and in
pot cultures. Information so obtained is primarily of pilot nature
for "semi-works" operations, rather than of general interest. Included in
these studies is an attempt to segregate the components of the calcium
silicate slag that has proved to be a heneficial liming material, equal or
even superior to limestone on the basis of equivalent CaO content.
During the past year W. lVI.Shaw and \V. I L MacIntire have served
collaboratively as Associate Referee for Liming Materials and as
General Referee for Soils and Liming lVIateirals respcctively for the
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists.
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
C. E. Allred
FARM TAXATION
The study of the relation of assessments and tax delinquency to soil
class in Jefferson County was completed and analyzed, and the follow-
TYPES OF FARMING
The study of types of farming in Tennessee was continued, and
preliminary publications were issued:
"Factors Determining Types of Farming." :\f onograph 79. 37 pages.
"Types of Tenant Areas in Tennessee." Mouograph 73. 46 pages.
A bulletin on "Types of Farming in Tennessee" has been completed
111 cooperation with the Federal Bureau of Agricultmal Economics and
IS now being edited for pnblication.
An analysis is being made of the place of livestock in cotton farming
areas of Tennessee.
A 325-page typewritten report on a farm-management
Overton County has been completed. This stndy covers
organization in type-of-fanning area II.
A 216-page typewritten report on "Farm
Land Use, Soil Conservation, anc! Soil Type,
survey of
the farm
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ing preliminary publication issued: "Economic and Social Factors As-
sociated with Land Class in Jefferson County, Tennessee." ~fonograph
76. 75 pages.
Using data collected by the Tennessee Agricultmal Experiment Sta-
tion under two cooperative projects with the Federal Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics, FCvVA, and WPA, a preliminary analysis was made
of 7 Tennessee counties, and a publication issued: "AcCjuisition of Farm
Land by Credit Corporations in Tennessee." Monograph 77. 49 pages.
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
In cooperation with three divisions of the United States Department
of Agriculture, studies of agricultmal adj ustment in the State were con-
tinued. Surveys arc under way in representative counties to determine
the relationship existing between the quality of soil and the status of
farm families living on the various soil classes. Analysis of one county,
so far made, indicates that the quality of the soil inl1uences tax delin-
Cjuency,farm bankruptcies, farm mortgage financing, farm income, proper-
ty insurance, and rural relief. This study should be of value in agri-
cultural plauning and land-use classilication. A preliminary publication
of results secured in Jefferson County was issued.
Analysis was made of some other aspects of the data seemed 111
Crockett County, and a publication issued: "Land Use Problems 111
Crockett County, Tennessee." Monograph 72. 43 pages.
Dming the year a study was published entitled, "Economic Strategy
of the Tennessee Location as Shown by Statistical Studies"-a part of
the report prepared by The University of Tennessee on "The Qualifica-
tions of Tennessee as the Proper Location for a Federal Regional Farm
Products Laboratory." This report covers the permanence of types of
agriculture in Tennessee, types of farming areas in the State with major
farm crops and livestock, the manufacturing and transportation facilities
of the State, and other factors useful in agricultmal planniug.
Managment in Relation to
Crockett County, Tenne5-
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see," was completed. This manuscript covers, for type-of-farming area
3, the characteristics of present farming conditions, land use and its
problems, fertilizers, recommended soil conservation practices, land-
usc recommendations, farm organizations in relation to farm tenure.
relation of various factors to farm income, and profitable fanning com-
hinations.
COOPERATIVE MARKETING
Tn cooperation with the Division of Cooperative Research, Tennes-
see Valley Authority, a survey is being planned on farmers cooperative
associations in Tennessee.
COTTON MARKETING
Tn cooperation with the Federal Division of Cotton Marketing, work
\"as continued on cotton projects. During the past season, 2S ginners i:l
Tennessee cooperated by furnishing samples used as a basis for the
semi-monthly cotton grade and staple repOl'ts issued by the Bnreau of
Agricultural Economics in cooperation with the Tennessee Agricultural
Experimeut Station. Cotton classification cards, indicating the quality of
cotton grown by individual farmers, were sent to growers having their
cotton ginned at these cooperating gins. Semi-monthly reports for this
season indicate an improvement in cotton staple over the pre\·ious season.
A report was issued on "Cotton Compressing in Tennessee and
United States" n[onograph 71. 41 pages. Significant findings of this
study indicate the number and growth of cotton compresses in Ten-
nessee and the 'United States, compress opcration and o\\"llership, shipping
destination, compressing facilities and costs, and sernces rendered by
the 14 plants in the State.
During the season, data were g'athered on ginning e(]nipment and
machinery in the State.
Cooperation with the Federal Bureau of Agricultural Economics was
continued on the study of selling cotton in the seed, and a publication
prepared on "Cotton Sold in the Seee! in the lTnited States." This
1lt1I1etin was puhlished during the year by the Bureau. Additional
data on cotton sold in the seed and other cottou-price data were gather-
ed at Newbern, Tennessee.
Some work was done with 9 one-variety-cotton communities in \Vcst
Tennessee during the season. These commllllities were organized under
the Smith-Doxey Act, which provides classification and market news
service to groups of cotton producers organized to promote cotton im-
provement.
SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN STUDY
The Southern Appalachian project was continued, the following
publications being issued under the general title, "IT uman and Physical
Resources of Tennessee":
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"Construction, Hotels, Tourist Homes, anr! Conventions." :Monograph
69. 22 pages.
"Homes." Monograph 70. 24 pages.
"Organizations, Recreation, and Culture." :Monograph 74. 35 pages.
"Churches and Church Auxiliaries." Monograph 7~. 27 pages.
"Education: Public and Private; and Illiteracy. Reading 1\ abits and
Libraries." Monograph 81. 41 pages.
"Hea!th and Health Facilities: and \Velfare \Vork: Public aud
Private." Monograph 83. 44 pages.
"State Government and Federal Activities." Monograph 84. 36 pages.
"County and JVlunicipal Government." Monograph 86. 35 pages.
A study of Knoxville as a regional market for farm products has
been initiated, including an analysis of the Knoxville produce markets.
OTHER RESEARCH
Prices of Farm Produds.-In cooperation with the Federal Di-
vision of Crop and Livestock Estimates, which maintains Tennessee
headquarters at The University of Tennessee. this Department has
published a monthly index of prices receiver! by Tennessee farmers. and
price indexes for various farm products in the State. These pttblica-
tions were begun last year.
Additional data were tabulated and analyzed on farm prices in
various sections of the State, the following studies being published:
"Regional Differences in Farm Price of ITorses and l\Tu1cs,Tennes-
see antI United States." Monograph 67. 18 pages.
"Regional Differences in Farm Price of :'\Tilk Cm\'s and Dair,'
Products, Tennessee and l:nited States." 'Monograph 68. 41 pages.
"Price Areas of Farm Products in Tennessee." ,Monograph 75
31 pages.
"Factors Affecting Farm Prices." Monograph 80. 33 pages.
Significant findings of these price studies indicate that prices re
ceived by fanners in Tennessee, in general. average higher than prices ill
the United States; that dming the periods stndied, prices received by
fanners in the State varied widely between regions. Corn, for ex-
ample, varied 12.6 cents per lmshc1 between regions. wheat varied 25
cents per bushel, rye 6 cents per hushel, and barley 17 cents per bushel.
In cooperation with the Federal Divisiou of Crop and Linstock
Estimates, an analysis is now in progress of regional variations Il1
prices paid by farmers in Tennessee. Monthly data arc obtained from
business establishments to furnish information concerning prices paid
by farmers in different areas.
Farm Gredit.-Some previous data relating to farm credit were
analyzed and published in a preliminary report: "Rmal Credit in Ten-
nessee." Monograph 82. 42 pages.
This Department cooperated with the Production Credit Corporation
of Louisville in making a survey of the use of farm credit hy 200
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fanns in \Villiamson and Marshall Counties. Findings of this survey are
being summarized awl analyzed for pttblication.
Data secttred 111 a stttdy of the farm mortgage situation 111 7
representative cottnties, begun in 1937, in cooperation with the \VPA,
FC\Vc\' and Federal Httreatt of Agrictt1tttral Economics, were analyzed,
attd a typewritten manuscript of 177 pages was prepared on the "Acqui-
sition. Operation, ami Sale of Tennessee Farm Land by Credit Corpora-
tions in Tennessee." One section of this report has been published.
Rttral credit corporations, inchllling commercial banks and trust
companies, hcld 8 farms in 1922 and 297 in 1936, in these 7 counties.
[nsttrance companies and commercial banks have consistently held over
one-half of the total corporate-owned land; the Federal Land Bank
and trttst companies, one-third; while mortgage companies, joint stock
land banks, and merchant credit corporations have held comparatively
little land.
Rural Relief Problems.-Research on rural relief problems, started
in cooperation with the \VPA in 1934, was continued. Analysis of public
relief received by rural families on variotts qualities of soil in Jefferson
County shows that work relief. old-age assistance. and aid for dependent
children are three times as great on the poorest as on the best soils.
\Vork has been started on similar stttdies in other counties.
Several of the monographs isstted under the general heading of
"r Ittman and Physical Resources of Tennessee" have a bearing on dif-
ferent phases of rttral relief.
Standard of Living.-Tn cooperation with the State Land Planning
Specialist. Federal Bureatt of Agricttltttral Economics, family schedules
\\Tre secttred on 136 farm families in Overton Cottnty. These
schedtt1es were analyzed, and a 2m~-page typewritten report, "Standard of
Living and Migration of 136 Farm Families in O"erton County," was
prepared. This report covers composition and characteristics of
families, hottsing conditions. home sttHottndings, household conveniences,
ctt1tural facilities, value of living from the farm. standard of living,
migration of sons and daughters, and mobility of farm operators.
Farm Tenancy.-A sttrvey of renting and cropping arrangements
\Vas made in 9 cotton cottnties of the State, in cooperation with the
Agricttltural Adj ttstment Administration. Data from this survey are
being analyzed for publication.
Three pttblications relating to farm tenure were isstted;
"Types of Tenant Areas in Tennessee," 1\Tonograph 73. 46 pages.
"Tenure by Type-of-Farming Areas and Color in Tennessee." Mono-
graph 85. 21 pages.
"Bttsiness Cycles
Tennessee Farmers."
and Age of Operators as Factors 111 the Progress of
Monograph 87. 30 pages.
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ENTOMOLOGY
S. Marcovitch
PLUM CURCULIO
The plum curculio is a native American insect attacking the plum,
peach, and other stone fruits. One of the first control measures advocated
was paris green. This was used as a spray as early as 1870. Since the
appearance of lead arsenate, in 1893, the latter material has come into
general use because it is much safer on foliage. Even lead arsenate,
however, will defoliate peach trees in many orchards of Tennessee when
3 or more applications are made.
During the past several seasons, cryolite sprays have been tried and
found safe on foliage, even to the extent of 7 applications. They have given
good control of the curculio, being' on a par with lead arsenate. In 1936
the cryolite sprays on the .Machado variety, in the \Vallace orchard, near
Knoxville, caused a tip-end injury on the fruits. Some of the peaches
had a concave surface at one end instead of the normal convex tip.
This particular type of injury was not observed on other varieties or in
other years.
In former trials it was found that magesium oxide acts as a correc-
tive for fluorine injury. An attempt was made to prevent this tip-end
injury by the use of a combination of 1 pound of cryolite and 1 pounel
of magnesium oxide to SO gallous of water. Unfortunately, the past
season's peach crop in the experimental orchard was destroyed by frost,
so that it was not possible to carry out these tests. For the present
it seems that 2 early sprays of lead arsenate followed by 2 sprays of
cryolite should control the curculio with the least possible effect on the
foliage or the fruit. A split schedule of lea,l arsenate and cryolite is used
now by many apple-growers in \Vashington State for the control of the
codling moth. Finishing the spray schedule with cryolite will prevent
ubjectionable lead residues where late spraying is practiced. \Vhere a
fungicide is necessary, t1otation sulfur or a wettable sulfur will be
found compatible with cryolite, but a lime fungicide will not. In years
of clll"Culio abundance, or brown rot in rainy seasons, additional sprays
of cryolite and sulfur could be used to advantage against the second
brood in July without danger of defoliation.
MAGNESIUM OXIDE AS A CORRECTIVE FOR CRYOLITE INJURY OF FRUIT
The wOl"k of the United States Public Health Service showed that
magnesium oxide is an excellent material for the removal of fluorine
from water supplies.
\Vith this as a clue, a few tests have been carried out to determine
lww the magnesium oxide would work with cryolite and barium fluosili-
cate on smartweed, which is llighly susceptible to fluorine injury. Cryo-
lite could not be tested directly in this way, since it does not inj ure
smartweed; hence, Dutox, or barium fluosilicate, which does injure
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smartweed, was substituted. \Vhen a dust of 50 percent Dutox and 50
perceut magnesium oxide was applied, practically no injury was obtained.
Since lime is not compatible with cryolite, it follows that neither
lime-sulfur nor bordeaux arc compatible with cryolite. Tn many instances
lime-sulfur is beiug replaced by wettable sulfur, which is compatible with
cryolite. ]n the Station's work with bordeaux on apples, a modified
fot'ln was used which was foun,l to work well with cryolite. This modi-
lieu form consisted of-
Copper sulfate ---__________________________ 4 pounds
Hydrated lime 114 "
Magnesium oxide 6
Cryolite ---_________________________________ 4
W;ter --------------------------------- 100 gallons
Chemically speaking, only 114 pounds of lime is necessary to pre-
cipitate all the copper in 4 pounds of copper sulfate. Any excess above
1% pounds merely helps to reduce copper injury. The above combination
with magnesium oxide was found to reduce copper lIlJury and to be
compatible with cryolite.
CONTROL OF THl<; TOBACCO HORNWORM
The application of lead arsenate on tobacco for control of the
hornw01"m 'Jften leaves objectionable residues of lead and arsenic. For
this reason, the extensive use of lead arsenate is not being recommended.
Tests with cryolite show that this material will control not only the
hornworm but also the tobacco Ilea beetle, and leave no objectionable
residues. The cryolite dusts do not kill the hornworm as rapidly, how-
e\'er, as the lead arsenate. j\n attempt was made to determine, as
accurately as possible, the comparative toxicity of several standard in-
secticides. The comparison was based on the median lethal dose which
kills '=;0 percent of the worms and is expressed as the :Vr. L D. in
milligrams per grain of body weight. Known quantities of chemicals were
fed to the worms amI the J\J.LD. was found to be as follows at the
enu of 96 hours:
Material M. L. D.
Paris green .......... - ............... .015 mg. per gram of body weightLead arsenate .085 " " " " " "Alorco cryolite .110 " " " " "Calcium arsenate 1.350 " " " " "
INSECT CONDITIONS IN 1938
The army worm (Cirjohis 1111ijollllcta) appeared, in outbreak propor-
tiOIlS, at Knoxville and Dandridge, in rye and wheat. The variegated
cutworm (/.ycojohotia margaritosa) was also present.
The corn car worm (lIrliothis o/lsolcta) was less abundant than usual
in tomatoes, due probably to the extremely wet weather prevailing at
the time of oviposition.
The bean beetle (/<;joilachllll <'arivcstis), which thrives in cool, wet
weather, was more than normally abundant and destructive.
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HOME ECONOMICS
Florence L. MacLeod and Evelyn Utley
VITAMIN A VALUES
Experiments dealing with the effects of cooking an,l storage on
the vitamin A values of Porto Rico s\\'eetpotatoes, Chantenay carrots,
Amber Globe turnips, and rntabagas h<we been completed.
The vitamin A value of Porto Rico sweetpotatoes increases upon
storage over a perio<l of R months. The raw potato at harvest had a
value of about 40 U.S.P. XI units per gram; after 4 months of storage,
55; and after R months, about 95. At harvest the cooked potato had a
vitamin A value of approximately 90 U.S.P. XI units per gram; after
4 months of storage, 140; and after R months, at least 185. Cooking,
therefore, at all periods of storage studied, increased the vitamin A
value,
The Chantenay variety of carrots decreased in vitamin A value upon
storage, At harvest the raw carrot had a value of somewhat less than 80
C.S.P, XI units per gram. After 5 months of storage the value was
at least 2R. Cooking at harvest increased very slightly the vitamin .\
valtle of the carrot, while after storage there was a decrease of approxi-
mately 34 percent due to cooking,
Amber Globe tnrnips were dlOwn to have a low vitamin A value,
Storage for 5 months, or cooking either at harvest or after 5 months,
produced little change in this value.
Rutabagas at harvest, whether raw or cooked, had a vitamin A
value of at least 0.5 of a U.S,P. XI unit per gram, Cooking at this
time had only a very slight effect on the vitamin A valne of the ruta-
bagas, After 5 months of storage the raw rutabaga had a valne of ap-
pro,imately 0.4 of a unit per gram, indicating a decrease of abont 25
percent. Cooking increased the value of the stored rutabaga about 15
percent.
Nancy Hall sweetpotatoes also were studied during the year. Con-
trary to previous findings, the vitamin A value remained unchauged aiter
storage, Cooking increased the A valne, Since these potatoes were ex-
posed to an unseasonably low temperature hefore they were dug, it is
possible that some change took place in them due to the cold. The
Nancy Hall variety will be further investigated next year. Potatoes ex-
posed to a low temperature and others held under normal temperature
conditions are being assayed for their A value.
J n the course of this work, U.S.P. reference cod-liver oil has heen
used as a standard. J t has been foun,l that the growth responses of rats
to the same number of U,S,P. XI units of cod-liver oil fed at different
seasons are not always the same. Such results indicate that it is im-
possible to establish one factor for the conversion of U,S.P, or Inter-
national units into Sherman growth units as has frequently been at-
tempted.
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HORTICULTURE
Brooks D. Drain
GARDEN BEAN IMPROVEMENT
A study of inheritance in garden beans was stat-ted July 1. This
includes resistance to insect injury, discascs. and nematodes, as well as
southern adaptation and commercial quality. Certain strains of Phaseolm
(ligure 13) importe,! from ]ndia were used as parents to secure seedlings
resistant to Mexican bean beetle 111.1 my. ML .\. n. Strand is the leader
of this project.
Fig. 13-ColUmon gardell beans in the middle foreground. showing- ~everc Mexican
bean-beetIe damage. Asiatic beans' on each side haH~ almost no injury.
By Ct"ossing thesf' bvo kinds of beans, it is hoped 10 S('('UI'e vadcties fot' this
State that will eS('}llle bean-beetle injury.
RED RASPBERRY IMPROVEMENT
:\ numhet· of the Station's best red raspberry seedlings \vere snccess-
fully propagated by root cuttings. These plants were grO\nl iu a nursery
row during the summer and sent out for grower-tests in NovembeL
The reports from the selected growers will aid us in choosing the best
varieties to introduce. The usual population of hybrid seedlings were set
out anc! fruited. Figure 14 shows how well these new varieties gTO\V
under Tennessee conditions compared with th"'e formerly a\'ailabIe.
FIRE BLIGHT-RESISTANT PEARS
Late freezes and frosts again destroyed the larger part of the pear
crop in the Station orchard, but orchard heaters enabled us to save
many of our crosses, and a few of the hybrid seedlings fruited. None
of these fruits were wperior to KietTer, but some approached it in quality.
About 2000 hybrid seeds were saved and now are growing in plant beds.
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More than 100 scedlings that had failed to devclop fire blight
years developed the disease this ycar and were destroyed.
spot was unusually destructi ve, as is shown in figure 15.
111 previol1s
Pear leaf
Fig. 14-Left: A typical plant of a more nonhern variety of red raspberry (Taylor).
Right: A seedling from the Station's breeding work.
Note the loss of foliage in late summel' on the northern variety. as ('ompal'f'd
with the apparent health, vigor, and IH'odudive cavaeity of the :-;eedling. New
varieties such a:.:;the latter retain their foliage ~lntil late autumn and }",eClll to he
adapted to Tennessee soil and climate.
Fig. I5-Left: One of the new pear varieties developed in the Station's breeding
work. Right: A tree representative of surrounding varieties.
The tree of the new variety i::- two years old, and is free from leaf spot and
fire bli2'ht. Trees of surrounding varieties lost their leaves in late August.
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LEAF SPOT-RESISTANT TOMATOES
About 232 imported tomatoes fruited in the Station's planting and 32
failed to fruit uneler field conditions. Several selections were made for
breeding work, as shown in figure 16.
Fig. 16-Left: Marglobe. the leading variety of tomato in Tennessee. Right: An
imported tomato from Peru.
Note lhat the lower leaves of Marglobe are dying, vvhile the imported variety
shows health and vigor. This variety, however, is voody adapted to 'l'enness<>e
climate. Tennessee growers need varieties that are free £1'0111 defoliation and
will thrive in our climate.
IMPROYED STRAINS OF PYRETHRUM
A survey of growers who made trial plantings
chemically selected strains in 1937 showed that in
plantings had grown successfully, Some indicated
pand their planting to profitable size.
of the Station's
many cases their
a desire to e,,-
IMPORTED ORNAMENTALS
The Station's collection of flowering plants imported from foreign
countries continued to attract attention. A considerable number appear
well adapted to Tencessee soil and climate. Samples of the following
were propagated and distribute(l at the Farm \Nomeu' s Short COllrse:
Dianthus ,,,illferi (two varieties), Car.\'o/'feris fallgufica, Nepefa graudi/lora,
Hypericum pafllillm hCllr.\lii, Illdigo/era hirilowii, Salix mafsildalla, and an
unidcntified white-flowcriug spccies of jasminc. A SllrVCYof results
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secured hy persons reeei"ing- samples in past years indicated a hig-h per-
centage ()f Sl1ccess.
BOYSENBERRY
Plantings of Boysenherry at this Station and Young-herry 111 \Vest
Tennessee continued to thrive an(1 g-in' large yields. This type of dew-
berry promises to find a prominent place as a home frnit and for local
markets, hut the fruit is too so ft for distant shipping.
IRISH POTATOES
An application of 20 tons of sawdust per acre decreased irish
potato yields for two seasons. e,'en when accompanied hy an application
of 720 pounds pel' acre 0 f a S-IO-S fertilizer. Chippewa continued to
g-ive ahont the same yield as Cohhler. :\fichig-an certilied seed did
exceptionally well in the source-of-seed triaL
Further work with the Jersey Redskin fall-crop irish potato was
carried on to determine the most suitahk period for planting-. Indications
are that the period frc.m J ul~- 1 to J ul~' 10 is favorable for the Knox-
ville area, Plantings later than In!y 20 are suhject to early frost
datnage.
A stndy was madc of fcrtilizcr placements. Results of the past
season do not show differences in yields whether the fertilizer '''as
place(1 heneath the seed piece or on hoth sides of the seed, The im-
portant thing is to haH~ the fertilizer mixed well ,,,ith the soil and not
han' the seed piece 111 direct contact ,,,ith fertilizer.
SWEETPOTATOES
A bnnch, or hush, strain of Porto Rico sweetpotato continue(1 to gIn'
somewhat larger yields than the vining type and is more convenient to
grow. This ))epartment has trie(1 out Yellow Jersey. hoth hunch and
,'ining strains. for many years. Satisfactory yields nsually can he secur-
ed on fertile soiL The comparison of manure and ekctric heat for g-row-
ing sweetpotato slips was continued, 1t shonl(1 he carried on for sen'ral
years hefore an attempt is made to draw' conclusions. Two ekctrically
heated sweetpotato storage houses were operated, one at E:nox"ille and
one at Clarks"ille. The electrical method of heating gin's \"l'ry uniform
temperatnres when the equipment incllH1cs a good thermostat.
SWEEf CORN
A numher of varieties of white and yellow sw"Cet corn ,,,ere tested.
The white hybrid varieties, such as Ilyhrid Country Centkman, Top-
Cross Country Gentleman, amI Stowell Ilyhrid. were more producti\"l'
than Country Gentleman an(l Stowell F,·ergreen.
Results of a questionnaire show that Xc, percent of the patmns of
the University cafeteria preferre(l white hyhrid sweet corn to the white
field corn. Bloomsdale Golden and Colden Cmss Bantam, two yellow
varieties, yielded as man~' cars as the white sweet corn. hut the total
w('ight was less.
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TREE FRUITS
Cold damage late in the spring resulted 111 a small crop of frnit ex-
ccpt where the trees were protected hy orchard heaters. The apple
and peach orchards were loaned to the Department of Entomology for
spray experiments. The plnm crop was a complete failnre.
ASPARAGUS
Shallow plantings of asparagns, ;) inches and ()
larger yields than plantings set 12 inches deep, hnt
years all plots were yielding approximately the same.
a clay soil.
inches deep,
at the end
These plots
gave
of 7
have
TUHNIPS AND RUTABAGAS
Ten \'arieties of tnrnips and one variety of rntabaga, or Swede
tnrnip, were planted in Angnst. I(ecords and tests indicate that Purple
Top \Vhite Glohe, Shogoin, and .\mher Glohe tnrnips are more desirahle
than \Vhite Egg and Purple Top Strap Leaf tnrnips and American Pnrplc
Top rntahaga. Preliminary resnlts show that Amher Glohe turnip, which
is a yellow-fleshed variety, is preferred to the American Purple Top
rutahaga, which has an orange-tlesh-colorcd root.
WEED ERADICATION IN LAWNS
\Veed coni rol, with an oil or fatty trade componnd, was tried the
past season. The area treated was a Bermnda lawn that was heavily in-
fested with erahgrass. Ten days after the application, practically all of
the crahgrass was killed and Ikrmnda grass and ]cspedeza had taken
its place. Some of the material was sprayed on hlnegrass withont any
ill effects. Fnrther study should he made as to its desirahility for hlue-
grass lawns. The material is specilic for dandelions, crahgrass, and
plantain.
WAX COVERING }<'OR VEGETABLES
Tomatoes and sqnash were dipped in a wax emulsion and allowed
to dry, and then were stored for varying periods of time. Tomatoes so
treated appeared to keep hetter than tomatoes that were not treated,
Care must be taken not to allow drops of the material to collect on the
frnit. as they will canse hrown spots. Squash that was treated kept
hetter than sqnash that was not treated. I(otting occnrred around the
stem where the wax did not penetrate,
AFRICAN SQUASH
,\ new and very promising sqnash was grown this snmmer. This
sqnash a\'erages ahont the size of the small sngar-pie pnmpkin. It is
a hright golden-yellow color when ripe. The Hesh is very thick and
sweet, and would seem to he well snited for pies. It is a little soft
for cooking. The fruits appear to lle very resistant to pickle-worm
damage and may he stored for a long' period of time.
COOPERATION WITH TVA
Sweetp'otato Storage
Two sweetpotato storage honses were operall'd with electric heat.
Records uf electric cnrrent consnmed, temperature, amI humidity were
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taken. Circular No. 63 gives a morc dctailed discussion of the work
on this proj ed.
HORTICULTURE AT MERICOURT EXPERIMENT STATION
BI'ooks D. DrHin
Tom,atoes
Newport 4, and Certified Marglobc tomatoes continucd to lead in
yicld and quality of the crop producccl for canning. A summary of the
elate-of-planting data for the past two seasons with Ccrtified J\[arglobe
IS givcn in table 22.
T,\BLE 22~hcld of U. S. Nos. 1 and 2 culJI/iined, per <lae
Date of setting in the field 1937 1938
Ton~ Ton~
April 30 lx.77
May 14-15 Hl.24 If-.R7
June 1 12.48 S.~O
June 16 2.19 3.46
Thcse records indicatc that early planting of tomatoes is very
important uncler Tennessec conditions.
Sweetpotatoes
This Station has bccn trying ont various strains of Yel10w Jersey
swectpotatoes for a numbcr of years. Thc \'incless, or bunch, strain
is morc convenicnt to grow an(! has gi vcn as good yields as the usual
Fig. 17-The Station's bunch, or bush. strain of Porto Rico swpetpotato.
Th{} internod(~s of the vines an~ VPl"Y :-;hOl't. Note that su('h growth habits arc
H~l'Y L'ollvpnient in digging and ('ultivaling.
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yining strain, or somewhat better. In general, Yellow Jersey strains
haye been failures on poor soils, but often equal Nancy Hall both in
(juantity and quality on fertile sites. Maryland Golden, a golden-colored
sport strain of Yellow Jersey, has been discarded because it has not
kept well in storage.
Figurc 17 shows a plot of the Station's bunch strain of Porto Rico
sweetpotato. This strain is being tried out by certain growers and ap-
pears to be superior to the usual vining strain.
Fire Blight-Resistant Pears
A block of PJrus caller:\'aJla seedling-stock trees were planted in
Lcs/'cde:::a sericea sod land in the winter of 1935-36. This soc! was plowed
in 1936, anc! since then has been cultivated each spring. A good stand of
sericea remains. Growth of the sericea has been controlled by cutting.
Fig. 18-Two-year-old pear trees grown under sedcca culture.
This Dicture was taken in rnid~umnwl'. ju.~t before a cutting' was made to
cheek moiBture loss. Cultivations al'C made during- the dOl'mant period. AU
sericca hay is left as a mulch.
(;rowth of the pear trees has been \·ery satisfactory, as illustrated in
figure 18. TIybrid \"arieties from the Jlear breeding work at Knoxville
ha\·e been top-budded into these trees. It is hoped that a high-quality
and disease-resistant '"aricty will be found among these hybrid selections.
Irish Potatoes
:\ trial of various dates for planting late irish potatoes indicates
that the first week in July probably is best for the Jersey Redskin variety
at tl1is Station.
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Apple Orchard
The soil-management plans ior the apple orchard were change,l to a
cumparison of Korean an,l sericea lcspedeza. ~[ost of the cultivation
will be given during the dormant period. Scricea ami weed growth will
be controlle,l by cutting. By autumn there was a good stand on all
plots.
Boysenberry and Red Raspberries
.\ planting' of red raspberry selections irom the Knoxville breeding
wurk was set ont in the spring oi ]9.1~. .\ small plot of Boysenlwrry also
was started. Only a medinm st,lIld \vas secnred. Iloysenberry has been
fruited at Knoxville and appears very pr01ll1sing for home nse and local
markets.
Rhubarb
Crown rot, a suil disease, is \'erv destrnctive in rhnbarb plantings
111 this State. The Station's planting has been managed nnder milleh
for many years. Cruwll rut has been present, bnt spreads sluwly nnder
these conditions.
Pyrethrum
This Statiun distribnteel plants of high-test, chemically selected
strains uf pyrethrnm in the spring uf ]')37. Since that time sume parent
stuck has been maintain ell at :\[ericunrt.
Asparagus
Shalluw plantings uf asparagns, 3 tu 4 inchcs deep, have made a
mnch better gruwth than deejler plantings un c1a~' am[ loam soils.
:\[ounding the suil over the ruws for pruducing white asparagus smuth-
ers winter weeds and gives a guud-length shuut. It has been the practice
uf the Station to munn,l sume sui I U\Tr the rill'" tu lengthen the shouts
\\"hcn cntting green asparagns.
HORTICULTURE AT WEST TENNESSEE STATION
Louis A, Fister and Brooks D, Drain
Strawberry Improvement
.\ large I1llmber ui the more promising strawberry selections at the
\Vest Tennessee Experiment Statiun ha\'e been given cardul trials iur
shipping, freezing, yields, (juality of irnit, and bealth and vigor of the
plants. Six uf the bighest-rating seedlings hal'e been selecte,l fur further
trial by the best strawberry growers in variuns parts uf the State. Va-
rieties favorably repurted by these gruwers will be named and released
for general planting.
The 3 outstanding varieties in the strawberry varietal trials arc
Culver, Catskill, and Blakemure. The first 2 have large, rungh, and
highly flavored fruits. The yields of tllCse 3 \arieties were: Catskill,
_X)O crates per acre; Cnh'er, 270; Blakemore, 215.
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Peaches
Oriole is a remarkably high-flavored peach among the many new
varieties fruiting at this Station. The fruits of this variety ripen early,
have yellow flesh, and are freestones. The yield from Oriole has been
disappointingly low. Golden Jubilee matures its fruit about one month
before Elberta. This peach has very good flavor, is of large size, but
bruises easily in shipping and handling". South Haven and Eclipse are
two of the best midseason varieties in this planting. Both are yellow
freestones with high quality and flavor, hut the latter does not size up
\I"ell. They ripen about 2 weeks hefore Elberta. Georgia Belle, an old
standard white-fleshed variety, leads in yield and is well liked for
local markets.
Red Raspberries
Latham and Chief again showed that they are the best varieties
tested here for earliness, yield, size of fruit, and flavor. Chief ripened a
few days ahead of Latham, but is not quite as large as the latter.
Latham produced at the rate of 3150 pints per acre without any spraying
the pre\'ious year, and Chief 3100 pints. A small planting of the more
promising seedlings from the breeding work at Knoxville was made.
Irish Pot.atoes
The early part of the season of 1938 \vas unusually favorable for
irish potatoes. White Warba. Chippewa, and Cobbler all produced
slightly over 200 bushels of U. S. No. 1 per acre, and Triumph 160
bushels. The seed of Red \Varba was shri\'eled and in poor condition.
but yielded 131 bushels of No.1 per acre. This new strain of \Varba is
attracting attention for the early crop. All of the ahove varieties were
planted March 14 and dug June 6.
A good stand of Jersey Redskin was obtained with a July 16 plant-
ing, green-sprouted. cold-stored seed being used. The month of October
was very dry, and yields were disappointingly 10\\".
Cucumbers
Imperator led 111 yield in the varietal trials with cUClllllbers. The
soil was of a gray type.
Irrigation For Vegetables
The autumn of 1938 was dry and favorable for irrigation. mack
Valentine snap beans were planted August 9, and harvesting began
October 3. The equivalent of ahout 9.2 inches of water was applied by
IrrIgation. The irrigated beans yielded 293 bushels per acre, non-
irrigated 162 bushels. In a similar trial with Asgrow Stringless Green-
pod the yields were: irrigated, 188 bushels; non-irrigated, 136. Snap
beans at that time were selling at an average price of $1.00 per bushel.
MARKETS
Harry Carlton
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Sweet potatoes
The Station's strain of Hunch Porto Rico sweetpotato yielded 250
bushels of U. S. No. 1 per acre. These roots were of nice. marketable
size. Mameyita is an attractive variety of the Porto Rico type. hut in
several years' trials has gi\"en disappointingly 10\\" yields. Nancy Hall
has ontyieldecl Porto Rico and all the newer varieties for a number
of years.
A comprehensil'e survey of the entire frozen~foods imlustry. started
III 1937, was completed in 1935. All the important food processing and
distributing centers in the country were visited. an(l growers, proc-
essors, experiment station workers. co1<l~storage warehouse operators,
and fooe! brokers, distributors, ancl retailers were inten"iewe(l. The in-
formation collected covers huying methods and prices paid to growers.
packing and freezing methods. standards. sales methods and policies.
storage and transportation, distrihntion. retailers' and consnmers re-
actions. prices and profIt margins. general growth amI progress of the
industry. normal packing seasons, suitahle varieties for freezing. amI
freezer-locker storage for farm and garden prodncts.
The data and opinions ohtained have heen coonlinatecl and stndied
and are heing assembled into a detailed report, which will cover the
general progress of the frozen-food industry since its beginning and a
detailed study of the operations, methods, and equipment of the industry
for the past two years. The report is to he condensed into a Station
publication that will make the information a\'ailahle to all persons interest-
ed in the subject. During the preparation of this report the subject
matter is heing kept up to date hy correspondence, attendance at trade
conventions, and short ilwestigation trips into nearhy marketing anc!
processing areas.
Special attention IS heing given to the "qnick-frozen" fruit and
vegetable situation. Although at the present prevailing prices it IS
rated a luxury food in many localities, this type of pack has increasecl
in volume at the rate of approximately 60 percent a year throughout a
period of poor husiness conditions and low buying power. The growth
of this husiness since the 1935-36 snney, cO\'erecl hy Bulletin 1\0. 161,
indicates that the estimated future division of fruit and vegetahles sales-
1/3 fresh, 1/3 frozen, and 1/3 canned-may prove correct. Fr07.en
fruits and vegetahles grown in New York, :vraine. New Jersey, Oregon,
Texas, and other states are now heing sold in Tennessee the year round
in competition with Tennessee fresh produce. \Vith the exception of
strawberries and a few Y oungberries. practically no Tennessee products are
heing quick-frozen commercially.
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Based on our
of the production
Fruits
Vegetables
Seafoods
Poultry
Meats
marketing studies, the following estimates were made
volume of quick-frozen foods in 1937:
..25.000,000 pounds
............70,000,000 "
....35,000,000
........10,000,000
5,500,000 "
Total ...........................145,500,000
A.pproximately 5000 of the (lOO,OOO retail food stores in the country
were equipped to sell quick-frozen food in 1937.
The appearance of quick-frozen poultry in this tabulation and its
growing popularity suggest a threat to the Tennessee poultry business
unless plans are made to meet the competition by marketing part of our
poultry in this form.
The suney paid special attention to methods of contracting, grad-
ing, and paying for agricultural products for processing. Processor
trade associations and growers' cooperati\'es were visited and interviewed
regarding their organization, contract forms. anel marketing methods. A
separate report is being prepared on this snbject.
Freezer-locker installations were visited and studied in the Northwest,
\\,hich claims to haH' originated the freezer-locker idea, and in other
sections of the country, Operated by farmer cooperatives and by private
owners, they enable farm and town families to qnick-freeze and store,
for their own use, home-grown frnits and \'egetables, as well as meats.
fish, and poultry. By this means fresh food becomes a\'ailab1c the year
round at slightly above the home-production costs, \Vhen properly con-
structed and operated, they have pro\'ed successful and their nse has
spread rapidly throughout the country. Se\'eral han been bnilt in Ten-
nessee and more are contemplateel,
Tennessee Agricultnral Experiment Station Bulletin No. 168. "Home-
Preparation of Frnits and Vegetables for the Freezer-Locker," has been
compiled and will be pnblished early in 1939. This 11l11Ietin, based on onr
survey of the frozen-fooel industry, gi\'es general and detailed instructions
for the proper selection and preparation of frnits and "egetables for
freezing and storing in the freezer-locker.
A paper, "Some Commercial Aspects of the Frozen Food Industry,"
was presented at the Food Preservation Conference held in Knoxville,
October 21, 1938, and was pnblished in Ncfrigcmtillg Ellgillccrillg, No-
\'ember, 1938. This paper summarized the statns of the sale and distribu-
tion of frozen food. based on our 1937-38 suney.
Advantage was taken, during the survey. of opportunities to secure
information on other subjects, such as /lax production for seed and for
tiber; the production and use of starch made from sweetpotatoes; and
dry ice, especially in conuection with its use in the food industry.
The survey included a check on consumer reaction to the experimental
pack of quick-frozen Tennessee lHakemore strawberries, Young-berries,
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and peaches made by the Tennessee Engineering Experiment Station in
cooperation with the Tennessee Valley i\ uthority. Distributors and users
of the product generally considered it of excellent qnality, and the indica-
tions are that the public would give a similar pack ready acceptance.
PHYSICS
K. L. Hertel
MEASUREMENT OF FIBER PROPERTIES
Fibrograph.- This instrument has heen tested under actual lahora-
tory conditions and has been compared with other instruments. 1'\\0
operators working with one instrument make at least 100 analyses per
day. Each analysis consists of sampling the raw eotton, preparing the
sample, tracing the length-distribution cun'e, measuring the cune, and
recording the mean length amI tbe upper-half mean length. The upper-
half mean length has been found to he very nearly equal to the staple
length. The standanl deviation of the measurements has remained con-
stantly below 1/32 inch.
One ftbrograph has been used contiuuously on a cooperative project
with the Bureau of Plant Industry of tbe Fnited States Department of
Agriculture. ]\iIost of the samples analyzed were from the regional variety
test. Another has heen used intermittently on Experiment Station proj-
ects; 200 samples from Jackson, Tiptonville. and Knox\'ille having' been
analFed with the 1ihrograph and hy an expert classer. The upper-hali
mean length of tbelihrograph lI'as found to he approximate],' the same
as the c1asser's staple length. The ins,rument lI'as med also to analyze
4,000 samples from open-pol1inate(1 and inhred plants. .\ Jibrograph to
analyze a sample consisting of ahout 130.000 1ihers has heen completed
and is ready for ro,ltine tests.
Fineness.-The investigation on the macroscopic method for measur-
ing Jiber Jineness, based upon hydrodynamic principles. has been con-
tinued. Plans are under way for huilding a lahoratory imtrument hased
on the results of this investigation. The method also gi\'es the density 0 i
the Jiber, which may he a signilicant property, and appears to he applicahle
to the determination of the si!.e of other particles thau lihers.
PLANT PATHOLOGY
C. D. Sherbukoff
WHEAT
Practical control of head blight (scah) anll root rot of wheat, under
our conditions, evidently can be attained only by the use of resistant
varieties. Hence, the breeding of such varieties has heen continued this
year, with special emphasis on the selection of promising segregates from
our old and new hybrids. In June, just before harvest, about 2000 heads
were selected from the hybrids. Only 806 were finally saved. These
were planted in 4-foot he;:"d rows late in October.
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Uniform yield tests of the most promising selections-T2, 1'64, and
T612-and of some of the best standard "arieties-Fultz, Trumbull,
Forward, and Fulcaster-- grown in different parts of the State have been
continued, The results are similar to those of former years-the selections
gi,-ing better yields than the best standard ,'arieties. However, owing to
the general occurrence of stem rust, which caused considerable damage
the past season, the difference in yield between the selections and the
standard varieties was comparatively small-the selections for all plots
in all of the 6 locations giving an anrage of 23.76 bushels per acre, and
the standard varieties, 23.01 bushels per acre. \Vhile the yield differences
in fann' of the new selections duriug previous years were considerably
higher than during the past season, it was found that some of the
selections are rather low in milling qualit}" especially when grown on
comparatively poor soil. Of the selections. 1'2 seems to be doing
especially well, on good soil. from Knoxville westward, and '1'612 in the
northeast corner of the State. The two selections are being increased
by a few acres in the two respective sections,
Yield tests of the standard wheats and of the Station's selections
during the past 14 years show definitely that no material progress in
\\'heat improvement can be made by simple selection. Such improvement
seems to depend entirely on selections from sufficiently segregated popu-
lations of hybrids made by the crossing of wheats which carry desirable
characters supplementary to each other. Such crosses have been made
during the past 9 years. From these crosses some very promising
segregates are now being' obtaiucd. Other hybrids have been made
recent I}', and will be made during the next few seasons, by crossing the
a,'ailable lines with the new ,'arieties which appear to be immune from
<11' highly resistant to different stcm and leaf rusts, covered smut, and
scab, These new wheats were obtained through the cooperation of
\\'orkers in the U. S, Departmcnt of Agricultnre and in several state
cxperiment stations. The wheats arc excellent breeding material, but
are not suitable for local culture_
FUSARIUM WILT OJ' ECONOMIC CROPS
Cotton Wilt
During 1938. field tests of Fusarimll wilt of cotton, in cooperation
with the U. S, Department of Agriculture, Division of Cotton and
Other Fiber Crops and Diseases, were made at Martin and Tiptonville,
The results obtained arc about the same as those of 1937: on land where
wilt practically destroys cotton of very susceptible varieties, such as
Half and Half, a normal crop is obtained with the more resistant
,'arieties, such as Dixie Triumph 12. The yield of all varieties tested
seems to be definitely improved by the use of a fertilizer containing
enough potash.
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Considerable attention has been gIven to the breeding of wilt-resistant
varieties of cotton adapted to local culture. This phase of the work was
initiated in 1937.
The studies of the existence of specialize(1 forms of the fungus caus-
ing cotton wilt, I'llsarill/Il -"(!.l·llIfcell/lil. invo1w'd a large amount of
cultural work in the laboratory. In addition, cl'1'tain greeuhotJ>;e-infection
experiments with 7 pure lines of the fungus were comluded, which indicate
that the pure lines apparently (litter in their ability to penetrate and
cause inj ury to the host. This work also is carried on in cooperation
with the Division of Cotton aud Other Fiber Crops an(1 Diseases.
Tomato Wilt
'I'he l110re pr01l11s111g segregates of \\'ilt-r('~i::;tat1t tOl11atOl'S \Yl'n~ tested
for other characters, especially for their resistance to the leaf-spot
diseases. None of the tomatoes were foun(1 to be sufficiently resistant,
and efforts arc therefore being made to increase the resistance by
crossing the seledions that appear to be more resistant to leaf-spot
diseases.
Tobacco Wilt
A small-scale test was made of the burley strain of wilt-resistant
tobacco furnished by Dr. 'vV. D. Valleau. of the Kentucky .\gricultnral
Experiment Station. The indications arc that the strain possesses con-
siderable resistance to Fusarium wilt and shouhl form excel1ent material
for further studies.
STRAWBERRY BLACK ROOT
The work with strawberries has been eonlined to the grO\ving of (lif-
ferent hybrids and segregates obtained during recent years. There were
80 small lots of crosses of 193(1, amI 59 lots of crosses and 17 se]fed
seedlings of 1937. All these arc grown at the Knoxvil1e Station. .\t
Portland, a number of oldl'1' hyllrids and segregates, which proved to be
more promising, are lleing cOlllpare(l with several of the best standard
varieties. All the material is being (leveloped primarily from the point
of view of its resistance to black root.
RED.CLOVER BREEDING
The primary aim of the red-clover projed IS to prtl(l!1l'e strains
resistant to several diseases prevalent in the South. The mdhod employ-
ed is that of "brother-an(l-sister" bree(ling. At present the progenies of
some of the lines appear to be very promising, especially as regards their
resistance to anthracnose and powdery mildew. For next year's test,
259 hanel-crossed lines have been obtained.
ROOT-KNOT NEMATODES
The matter of host speciali7.ation unquestionably IS of great impor-
tance in the problem of control of root-knot nemas. The project at
present is concerned with the question whether thc specialization is due
to a graelual1y acquired ability of the nemas to locate anel feed on the
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hO:it. as some investigators helieve, or wholly or largely to the segregation
and sunival of favored geuetic races, as suggested by others.
,-\n opportunity was sought for starting work that might con-
tribnte to a solution of the question. Last year an experimental tomato
plot. abont !OO x 120 feet, at the Knoxville Station. had to be abandoned
because of extremely heavy infestation with root-knot nemas. It was
decided. therdore. to use this lot for cotton breeding. ,ince previous
observations indicated that common nematodes on tomatoes probably
would not be injurious to cotton. A number of cotton varieties and
l't'osses were grown on the plot in 1938. None of the cotton plants showed
any above-ground symptoms of root-knot injury. Late in the fall, all
cotton plants were pulled up and the roots examined for the galls. None
were found. Tomatoes had been grown on this plot every year except
one since 1924.
This is dear evidence that the nema population which severely in-
jured tomato plants was not able to affect any of the varieties of cotton
grown. even though the nemas were being starved. No cotton had been
grown previously either on or near the plot, so far as could be learned.
The cotton nematode is present in Tennessee, however, in places where
the soil is favorable and where cotton has been grown for a long time.
It was found in a severe form in the plot which last yeat' was selected
for the Station's regional cotton-wilt variety studies. at Tiptonville. The
soil is sandy, and cotton had been grown there continuously for many
years.
The two locations are extremely interesting from the point of view
of host specialication of the nemas and \\'ill be used in this study. Other
cases where the root-knot injury is couspicuous. and where one crop
has lleen grown continuonsly for a 1ll1mber of years, shonld likewise
be utiliced.
The itl\'estigatiolls under the l\ ew Fungicides. Tomato Leaf-Spot
Iliseases, and Apple lllack Root Rot projects were supervised by ]. O .
.\m1es, Associate Plant Pathologist.
NEW FUNGICIDES
Dnring tbis yeat' there was an opportnnity to test several new
fungicides. These were the so-called "insoluble" copper compounds. To
determine their effectiveness. tests were made with apples, cberries,
grapes, raspberries. an,l tomatoes. The principal constituent of the ma-
terials used was basic copper sulfate. \Vith these materials foliage mJury
was obtained only in the ease of cherries. despite the fact that the season
was extremely favorable for bordeaux injury.
r t appears that cherry leaf spot and raspberry leaf spot were con-
trolled by these "insoluble" compounds. as well as by bonleaux of the
same copper content.
The apple experiment included blocks of the mack Hen and Colden
Delicious. These varidies are very susceptible to bitter rot, and the
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weather was unusually f,Lvorable for the development of the disease.
Practically no control of bitter rot was obtained with any of the fungi-
cides tested except bordeaux mixture 4-6-50, which gave an average of
~8 percent disease-free fruit. The addition of 1 pound of zinc sulfate to
50 gallons of bordeaux mixture lowered the control slightly. On thc
nther hand, the damage to the foliage of the Golden Delicious from
spraying with bordeaux mixture was extreme, resulting in defoliation
by the middle nf August.
Eight forms of "insnluble" copper cnmpounds and bordeaux mixture
wcrL' applied to tomatocs with no appreciable benefit.
TOMATO LEAF-SPOT DISEASES
Fiehl tests for leaf-spot resistance were made with 424 lines of
tomatnes. Three plants were use(l of each line except the fe\\' more
prnmlsmg, of which 50 plants each were tested. Usually ]\[aerosporiu111
lea f spnt is the coml11nn and important disease here. \V cather conditions
this year, however, were extremely favorable for Septoria leaf spot.
There \\'as considerable variation among the selections in their suscepti·
hility to the leaf spot. Only one showe(1 sufficient resistance to he of
value. One plant of this selection \\'as particularly productive, amI re-
taine(1 its foliage until fros!. \\'bile the rcmaining plants w'ere defoliated
by midsummer. Creenhouse tests \\'ere made for resistance tn ;,[acro-
sporium leaf spnt because of the se\'ere attack by Septoria before the
:\lacrosporium had an oppnrtunity to infect the plants.
APPLE BLACK ROOT ROT
,\bout 1200 black root rot-free nursery trees of stanclanl varieties of
apples were produce(1 during the year. Preparation was made for setting
a test nrchard in which (Iisease-free trees will be interplanted with a
cnnsiderable J1lul1bcr of lots of the trees o],taine(1 from various SO\1rces.
fpr cpmparative studies of development of the disease on different lots
of the trees.
MIDDLE TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT STATION
at Columbia
L. R. Nee1, Superintendent
WEATHER CONDITIONS
In the spring and summer of 1938. weather conditions at Cplumhia
\\'ere more favorable than usual for the growth of crops, while in the
fall they were less fa,·orable. The rainfall of 46.45 inches for the
year was slightly bclpw normal. During the spring and early summer,
rains came mainly as showers, so that there was no very serious runoff,
and no drouth until fall.
VISITORS
The number of farm people who made use of the ,\riddle Tennessee
Experiment Station in 193~ was larger than eYer before. The visiting
started in January with the annual meeting of the Tennessee Jack,
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Jennet and iVIuleBreeders' Association, In April there was a meeting- of
students of vocational agriculture for the elimination contests in live-
stock judging and public speaking. The Fanners' Institute in May drew
a record crowd. In June and early July, 6 girls' and boys' 4-H-club
camps were held during 6 successive weeks. The latter part of July
there was a well-attended livestock field day. Tn October and Nm'ember,
on three successive Saturdays, Future Farmers from over central Ten-
nessee met for their annual field day. Tn addition to these, there were a
number of smaller meetings of agricultural extension groups, farmer
picnics, and other gatherings. Throughout the year the Station IS con-
stantly visited by individuals and by carloads of farm people.
PASTURE MANAGEMENT
The pasture sods which were damaged badly by the drouth of 19;)6
made a line recovery, and by the fall of 19;)8 were back to normal.
Grass made exeellent growth, so that there was a great deal of surplus
to be made into hay, harvested for seed, or mowed and left lying on the
ground,
Pastures enriehed with manure from the barns and from cattle feed-
ing on them, and by the growth of legumes in favorable seasons, pro-
duce such an excess of forage in the early part of the season that a
normal number of farm animals cannot keep the growth down. I-jence,
the making of hay or grass silage on a portion of the lIelds must be
resorted to in order to avoid waste and at times the smothering of
tender grass, Again, in the latter part of the grazing season, if there
are abundant midsummer or late-summer rains, fertile pastures produce
an excessive growth, At this time, generally it is wild grasses (crab-
grass and other grasses, and weeds), \Vhere stock cannot hold dO\\'ll the
growth, it may need to be mowed, It will make a very good hay if
cut early anel saved bright. Early cutting will also prevent. the smoth-
ering of the bluegrass that starts growing at that time or a little later.
Clipping of pa5tures and the proper utilization of surpluses, therefore, is
an important part of pasture management.
It was to study the possibility of all-year pasture maintenance that
the :'IIcFall pasture, a 45-aere liekl of bluegrass and hop clover. ,,'as set
aside for an experiment. Surplus grass and clover is made into ha\' or
silage in spring and fall, if there is a surplus at both seasons. '
All year the cattle have access to pasture unless the ground happens
to be covered with snow, Through the winter season, when they need it.
they are fed hay or grass silage and hay, produced on the pastll1'e.
Lately they have been allowed to run to the stacks of lla\', but this
practice is proving so wasteful of feed that it may be aband01;ed. About
the first of February the gate in the partition fence that divides the
pasture into two parts is closed and the cattle are maintained on one
side until grass is good enough where it is reSited to maintain them with-
out any feed; then they are cbanged over, and the side that they are
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taken off is allowed to grow up to make hay. i\ fter hay is ma,k in
June and a new growth has started, the cattle are again given access to
the enti re pasture.
At the beginuing, the experiment was started the first of November
with 10 steer calves an,l 10 yearling' steers, l\ow the numbers h,n'e been
increased to 12 of each, or a total of 24 head. The yearlings of Novem-
ber are sold off as fat cattle in late July or .\ ugust and the cah'es are
carried until time of the summer market of the second year, when they
are past two years of age. The average gain of the yearling steers for
the past two years, from ='J ,wember 1 to market time, in midsummer, has
been 267 pounds; an,l the average yearly gain for the calves has been 371
pounds. Handled in this way, the steers have gotten into market con-
dition and been sold at a profit when all costs were accounted for. T\ 0
shelter is provided for the cattle.
ALFALFA-BLUEGRASS BEEF-PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT
In 1935, an experiment was started to determine how good a grade
of market cattle coul,l be produced on bluegrass pasture supplemented by
alfalfa pasture at times in late summer, aml alfalfa hay whenever needed.
summer or winter. Eight acres of medium bluegrass, hop-cl'l\'er, and
white-clover pasture and 4 acres of alfalfa were set aside at flrst for 3
calves am] 3 yearling steers. The number has been increased to a total
of 7 hea,1. The bluegrass pastnre is divided so that in the spring- one
part can be rested while the cattle are being fed alfalfa ha~' on the
other part.
These cattle g-et no grain and are ne\'er shelterec1. The a \'erage
gain on the yearlings from Xcwember I to midsummer for the past
2 years has been 278 pounds, and the average gain on the cah'es has
been 483 poumls. These cattle get fatter than any other grass-tinished
cattle ever seen iu this part of the country, The alfalfa hay keeps them
gaining very nicely al1 through the \v'inter, and the alfalfa pasture as
needed in late summer or early fal1 prc\'l'nts any let-down in the growth
of the calves at any time during the year. Cost accounts have been
kept on this experiment, and thus far this method of producing- cattle
has paid.
NITRATE TEST ON PASTURE
The i\Iiddle Tennessee Experiment Station has conductecl a nitrate
test ou pasture for 8 years, For 4 of the years the nitrate plots gave
the higher yields. and, due to the beneficial action of legumes, for 4
years the no-nitrate, or check, plots gave the higher yields. The average
yield of the nitrate plots is higher, howev'cr. heing 202 steer-pasture days
per acre, against 182 days for the check plots.
PASTURE-SHADE EXPERIMENT
Of all tbe pasture work under way at the ]\[iddle Tennessee Station,
the pasture-shade experiment probably is of greatest interest. The trees
were "tarted in 1926, bm were not large enough to stake for protection
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so that the lots could be pastured until 1932. Each lot contains three-
fourths of aE acre. One !ot is planted to black walnuts anc! one to black
locusts, a third lot with no trees serving as a check. \Vhile the
trees were still small, in 1932 and 1933, the carrying capacity of all lots
was established. and with this as a base, progress is determined. Com-
paring the carrying capacity of the 3 lots in 1937 and 193:-\ with
that of the base period, tIle walnut lot has gained 01'('1' the check 39
percent and the locust lot 43 percent.
STAGE OF MATURITY AND PASTURE VALUE OF LESPEDEZA
For several years the Experiment Station has started pasturing
Korean 1cspedeza in July, weighing the cattle each 2 weeks. Pastur-
ing has been continued until the cattle began to lose weight in the fall.
Hest gains han' uni iorm]y been made in July, .\ugust, and early Sep-
tember. The cattle seck for other pasturage as the lespedeza starts ma-
turiug. and always begin losing weight when the 1cspedeza dies. Dead
lespedeza. although full of seed, is not a good pasture.
THE DAIRY CATTLE
\Vinter pastures I'ersus silage.-I n the fall of 1937, an experi-
ment was started to determine in winter the comparatil'e valne of rye
pasture, rye and bluegrass, and corn-sorghum silage. All comparisons
arc made on a strictly cost basis. C;roup 1 is maintained on a normal
ration of silage, as mnch alfalfa hay as the cm\'s wil1 cat, and the usual
grain ration. These cows hal'e the run of the lot on all fair days.
Croup 2 has what a] ialfa hay the COIl'S will eat, the usual grain ration.
and rye and crimson clover pasture \\'henever the ground is I1nn enough
for them to be on it. On other days these cows run with group 1.
Croup 3 has I\'hat alfalfa hay the cows I\'ill cat, the usual grain ration.
the same rye and clol'er pasture that group 2 has when the ground
is !inn. and on other days a blnegrass pasture that was sal'eel for them .
.\'et profits above feed cost the iirst year arc relatin,ly close together, and
of conrse cannot be regarded as conclusil'e of anything but that it is a
II'orth-II'hilc experiment. Croup 1 showed a prolit of $30.79: gronp 2,
$34.95; and group 3, $34,27.
Irrigation experiment.-In the spring an experiment Ivas started in
cooperation with the Tennessee VaHey 1\nthority to determine the value
of irrigation of pastures for COIl'S prodncing milk for I\'holesale factory
market. One gronp of cm\'s is nm on a check Jot that is not irrigated
anel another group is run on a lot that is irrigated as needed. 1\11
costs, of course, are charged to each gronp of COIl'S. As rains wer~
generally very wel1 distrilmted in 193:-\, there was less irrigation than
usual.
LEGUME AND GRASS SILAGE
In 1\lay, alfalfa, unttTated and treated with molasses; crtmson-
clover, untreated and treated with molasses; and hop clover and
hluegrass, untreated and treated with molasses, lITre put into one of the
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silos. One hatch of crimson clover was ]lut up without cutting: the
rest of the silage was run through the cutter. Loss in weight of each
kind of silage will he determined, as will keeping quality. palatahility.
and general suitability for use. No feeding' experiment \yill be rim the
first year, as all of the silage is in one silo.
SOURCES OF ALFALFA SEED
An experiment has been in progress for 2 years to compare
Oklahoma alfalfa seed wi,h other seed. Only a progress report can
he made at this time. Average yields per acre for the 2 years are:
from Kansas seed, 6.32 tons; Oklahoma seed. 5.95 tons: Grimm seed.
5.45 tons; Dakota seed, 5.27 tons: Ftah seed, 5.2Ci tons: and .\riwna
seed, 4.87 tons, In the past, stands secured \\'ith .\rizona seed ha \'e not
lasted as well as those secured with seed from other sources.
LESPEDEZA
Varieties and date-of-cutting experiment.-.\nrage yields of the
four annual varieties of lespedeza for 4 years are as follows: Kobe, !.:i
tons; Korean, 1.4 tons; Tennessee 76, 1.4 tons: common, 1.3 tons.
Average yields of lespedeza the latter part of ]l1I,' were approximately
93 percent of those made the early part of Septemher. The percentage
of weeds and grass was larger in the September cutting. and the percent-
age of lespedeza leaves was smaller, so that the net feeding value of the
July cutting of hay was doubtless higher.
SMALL GRAINS
vVheat.-Eight-year average yields of 9 varieties of wheat are as follow;;:
Nittany (hearded), 32.5 bushels per acre: FOr\\'anl (smooth), 32.3
bushels; Gladden (hearded), 31.4; Leap Proli lic (smooth), 29: l\f am moth
Red (bearded) 29; Fulhio (smooth), 29; Poole (smooth), 27.5: Trum-
bull (smooth), 27.5; Early May (smooth), 2Ci.3. No one of these varieties
made the highest yield every year. Nittany, the highest-yielding', went
as low as jjfth place once, third once, second twice, and first four times.
Spring oats.-As a result of a 5-year test, the Columbia oat, a
Missouri variety, went to the head of the list, hut e"ceeded Kanota
so little that the two varieties, thus far, might be said to he in the same
class. Five-year average yields were: Columhia, 49.7 bnshels: Kanota.
48.4; Fulghum, 48.4; Emt, 46.4: Fould 11 ulless, 3Ci.1: Tllinois 11u]less, 3Ci.1.
Tennessee selections of winter oats.-ln the fall of 1937, severa]
Tennessee selections of winter oats were tried out. Results were very
promising. One of the selections, seeded September 17, slightly exceed-
ed in yield one of the best standard varieties of winter oats, and se\'era!
of the selections greatly exceeded Fulgrain and vVinter Tllrf when seeel-
ed October 17 after corn.
Rye.-Ealbo continues to he the best rye, both for production of
grain and for pasture, although in gram production it surpasses only
slightly some kinds of rye secured from farmers. These latter ryes,
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doubtless, are mixed to a considerable extent, and may not be very
stable.
Tn a .~-year rate-of-seeding test. yields from 1. 2, ami 3 llllshels of
seed per acre, respectively, were 16.4, 16.6, and 16.2 11l1shels. Five-year
a\'erages for dates of seeding were as follows: September 1, 11.4 bushels;
September IS, 11.8 bushels; October 1, 15.3 bushels; October IS, 19
bushels; November 1, 19.6 bushels; Xovember 15, 17.5 bushels; Decem-
ber 1, 13 bushels.
CORN
Tn 1938, some of the best hybrid corns from the Corn Relt were com-
pared with tbe Tennessee corns, including :'-Jeal Paymaster, Jellicorse,
amI Jan-is Golden Prolific. The Corn-Belt hybrids made good yields,
but were exceeded by both J ellicorse and Neal Paymaster, with Jarvis
dropping slightly behind the best hybrids. Some of the hybrids produced
at the Uni\'ersity of Kentucky and the University of Tennessee have
slightly surpassed field-selected 1\cal Paymaster, but differences have
not been great.
WEST TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT STATION
at Ja,ckson
Ben P. Hazlewood, Superintendent
WEATHER CONDITIONS
\Vcather conditions at the \Vest Tennessee Experiment Station were
fa\'orable for the production and harvesting of summer crops. The late-
summer and early-fall months were much too dry for general success
with seedings of ,,;rasses, clovers, and small grains. The total rainfall
for the year was 53.21 inches.
VISITATION
The two annual meetings at the Experiment Station were well at-
tended. Approximately 2000 farmers were present at the spring- meeting
for the study of cattle-feeding and winter-crops experiments. About
6000 were in attendance at the 3-day Farmers' Institute, which was
held, as usual, in July. The mornings of the Institute were devoted to
the study of experiments in progress at the Station.
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
Only the most urgent repairs have been made to the property since
the completion of the \V 1'A projects in 1934. The mmt pressing needs
at the present time are, a hot asphalt coating for 300 squares of built-
up roof; aluminum paint for 200 squares of tin roof; approximately 250
gallons of outside white paint for the walls and trim of all the build-
ings. Two hundred rods of woven-wire fence, which has heen in
service since 1909, should be replaced. These are the largest items
calling for attention at present.
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COTTON
Experiments with cotton represent the m()s[ extensi\'e field-crop
work at the Station. They indnde tests of \'aricties and new strains.
breeding. soil preparation, seed treatment, tillage, fertilizers, and the
effects of cropping practices on yields. Cooperative cotton-spinning tests
were conducted.
Varieties.-Results of varietal and lW\\'-strains tcsts are reported
in the Cnlp Improvemcnt section 0 f this :\nnnal Report.
\Vinter cover crops.- \Vinter cover crops in continuous COlton have
proved successful for the past 3 years when planted immediately
following the fIrst picking of cotton. Even though the winter crops have
to be turned from the first to the fIfteenth of April, crimson dO\'er, vetch,
Austrian winter peas, and bur clover have given an averagc increase of
500 pounds of see(1 cotton per acre. \Vinter cover crops planted under
such conditions furnish only fair cO\'er for the soil and no winter
grazing. Considerable grazing; would bc available from the middle of
"larch until the crop was turned under.
CORN AFTER SERICEA
Parts of an arca seeded to sericca in 1930 havc bcen turned each
year, beginning in 1933, and planted to corn. A fter turning. each area
is planted continuously to corn. The an'rage yields of corn after turn-
ing sericea are as follows:
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth year.
......... 69
............63
.................. 57
................._ 51
.. _ A5
. 37
bushels
"
Corn yields averaged approximately 30 bushels per acrc before the
area was plantcd to sericea.
Jc1licorse seed corn.-Cln rich land J ellicorse has yielded an a\'Crage
of 3 bushels per acre more than Neal Paymaster, over a period of 18
years. This corn is already grown extellSivel~' in the Tennessee Ri"er
bottoms. Arrangements have been made to gi\'c it \vide distribntion
throughout \Vest Tennessee during the year of 1939.
CLOVER AND GRASS
A planting of approximately 100 clovers and grasses is maintained
for the study of their adaptability to conditions in this section of the
State. New kinds that may becomc available from year to year will re-
place those discarded.
Reed canary grass.-A seeding madc in August, 1936, produced
1.8 tons of air-dried hay per acre 111 !\ugust, 1937. The stand was
practically lost hy the spring of 1938. The area was reseeded in October.
DalJis grass.-Three years of spI'ing and fall seeding have failed to
gIve a satisfactory stand. Commercial seed haH: been used. Seed
produced by plants on the Station fal'111 will be tried in 1939.
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]{yegrass.-C;oo,! stands on fertile land gal'e n11tlsually high yields.
The hest plots yielded as much as 20 tons green weight, or 4.75 tons
of dry hay, per acre.
l'el'ennial ryegrass.-Sel'l-ral strains have been nsed, hu~ none have
gil"l'n I'ery satisfactory results.
\\'hite clover.-Lonisiana white elol'l-r and northern-grown white
elol'l-r, seeded in Augnst, 193iJ, have maintained perfect stands. The
ha}' yields of the former were 3.08 and 1.44 tons per acre for the }'ears
of 1937 and 1938, respectivel}" The yields from northern-grown seed
wen,' 2.iJ5 and 1.31 tons. Ladino white clover has given practically the
same yields as white clol'er from northern-grown seed, but has been
damaged more hy the heat of ]ul}' and ,\ugust than the other two
clm'ers mentioned.
LIVESTOCK
The all-year pasture for dairy cattle and beef cattle was continued.
I t consists of a permanent pasture for summer grazing and winter cover
crops for winter grazing. vVintcr cover crops arc seeded in August or
earl}' Septemher in order that early and abundant winter pasture may be
al·ailahk. The permanent pasture consists of BermtH!a gt'ass, lespedeza,
white clover, hop clOlTr, and small amounts of bluegrass, orchard grass,
and redtop, \Vhen sufficient grazing is supplied from winter cover
crops, far more growth is available during the months of April and
.\fay than the livestock will consume. Dming the spring of 1938 the
surplus crimson clo\'lT was placed in a silo for feeding during a possihle
summer drouth or the folloll'ing winter. The winter pastnres that were
grazed cOlltinuousll', with one animal unit to the acre, yielded approxi-
mately 5 tOilS of crill1"on-cloITr silage to the acre.
Crimson-clover silage.-Feeding trials comparing crimson-clover
silage and corn-and-sorghum silage were begun with beef cattle and clairy
cattk. The crimson-clover silage was consume,l fully as well as the
nlrlt-and-sorghum silage, and the indications are that it will have about
the same value as the latter for the pro,!nction of beef and mill-::. This
experiment will be continued for sel'eral years to determine conclusively
the value of this surplus pasture crop as a silage,
All-year pasture for sbcep.-A Hock of pme-bred sheep has been
maintained without grain feeding for (j years Severa! fomth-generation
animal., now in the flock appear normal in every way. It is the plan to
maintain this flock on a no-grain feeding' basis for some years longer.
\Vinter pastnre for swine-ling's fed barley grazed less crimson
clOl'Cr than hogs fed shelkd COl'll. Self-fceding was practiced in both
cases. Cost of gain was slightly in favor of corn feeding for hogs .
. \ll-year pasture for dairy catt!e.-])'liry cattle fed all-year pasture,
alialfa hay, and silage arc producing R5 percent of the production of
COIl'S hal'ing the same pasture and roughage with the addition of flllI-
gram feeding. Sel'eral cows in the no-grain group have milked 5 can.
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tinuous lactations without grain feeding. Xo ill effects hom the no-
gram ration have been noticed. Two of the cows have been fe,l a no-
grain ration since they were G-months-old callTs.
TOBACCO EXPERIMENT STATION
at Greeneville!
Frank S. Chanee, Superintendent
The rainfall at the Tobacco Experiment Station during this year
amonnted to less than 40 inches, bnt the rains were so distributed that
the growing- season was favorable,
TOBACCO
l<ertilizer tests are being condu('ted ou ;) types of soil. These tests
have run for 7 years on the Decatur silt loam, 4 years on Shackleton,
and 2 years on Nolichucky, The Shackleton is not in a high state of
cultivation, and rarely produces good-quality tobacco, except where at
least 10 tons of manure is used, with as much as GOOpounds of a 3-8-5
fertilizer, per acre, Good results were obtained also where 4000 pounds
of a 5-8-6 mixture was used pel' acre, Profitable crops may be grown
with less fertilizer, but up to these amounts there is improvement in
both quality anel qnantity, and the retnrns in dollars pay big dividends
on the cost of fertilizer.
A compilation of results of 12 replications over a period of 6
years on Decatur soils show that where 10 tons of manure is nsed an
application of GOOponnds of a 3-8-5 fertilizer gives best resnlts. \Vhen
the potash content was raisecl from 5 percent to 10 percent, the returns
in pounds pel' acre decreased, This was true also on the plots where 15
tons of mannre was applied, It appears that where a snrplus of potash
is used in connection with mannre, plant growth is retarded, but the
quality of leaf remains about the same or is slightly improved. Sulphate
of potash was used in these tests.
l<ertilizer tests for tobacco on Nolichucky soil have been conducted
for only 2 years. The qnality of leaf grown on this type of soil has
been consistently better than the quality of that grown on Decatur or
Shackleton soil.
The tobacco rotation tests have rlm for 5 years, and some striking
differences were evident this year. The plots in the 2-year tests that
ha\'e grown crimson clover, and also those having hairy vetch on them,
proeluced about one-third more pounds pel' acre than the average of the
other plots in the group, and the quality also was better. Differences are
hecoming evident in the 3-ycar-rotation tests, but arc not as striking as
were those in the shorter-rotation plots,
lThe work at Greeneville iH conducted in cooperation with the United States
Department of Agriculture.
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The yarietal trials are being continued, in order to determine the
quality of many of the strains of burley tobacco on soils not affeete(1 with
black root rot, and also to lind out which of these strains will produce
a satisfactory crop in the presence of the di'ease. In addition to tests
of the commoul,' known strains, many crosses are being made. Some of
them are yery promising.
Tests were started this year on hoth Decatur aud Shackleton soils
to determine the amount of potash that tobacco will take from the soil
when an abundance of it is supplier!. These applications were made in
duplicate on hoth types of soil. Sulphate of potash was used at the fol-
100\'ing- rates of K.,O per acre: Plot I, 30 pounds: plot 2, 60 pounds:
plot 3, 120 pounds-: plot 4, 180 pounds: and plot 5, 240 pounds. A
uniform application of 18 pounds of nitrogen and 48 pounds of P"O, was
used on all of these plots. No manure was used. This test has run for
only one year, and the results of burning- tests have not been secured,
hl1t no appreciable differences in weight and quality were e\'ident from
applications of more than 60 pounds of KeO per acre.
PASTURE PROGRAM
The winter gra,ing trials were continued, and during the winter only
22 days were lost because of unfavorahle weather. Fight yearling steers
boughe locally and ;;; steer calves raisc(1 on the farm gra,ed 14 acres of
crimson clover. The pasture was good, and when heavy growth started
in .\[arch, some digesti\'e trouhles were experienced. One of the young
steers died from bloat. The clover furnished more growth than the
steers cOl1ld eat, and when it began blooming heavily they were mewed
to another pasture, and a seed crop was harvested.
The steers use(1 in this grazing experiment were divided into 2
age-groups when they went on test. One half of each group was fed
aHalia hay and the ,,)ther half sericea hay. The gains of all g-roups were
satisfactory, but those of the alfalfa groups were highest.
A field that was sown in the late summer of 1936 to bluegrass and
white clover was gr,ved for a period of 159 days this year by yearling
stccrs and heifers of the beef type. It furnished a little more than one
cow unit of grazing per acre and returned 300 pounds of heef per acre.
The held contains 12 acres, and has a good sod of white clover and
bluegrass. The rainfall was not abundant, but it was so distributed
that the field furnished good g-razing over a long period.
BUIJ"DING
One lahorer's house was changed from a 4-room hoxed-and-stripped
cabin, with no inside wall finish, into a eomfortahle 4-room house with
hath, front poreh, sereened back porch. and good basement. The outside
was veneered with hrick and the inside was ceiled and cOY('l"ecl with
sheet rock, and then papered. This makes a total of 6 good houses for
the men who have full-time work on the farm.
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MERICOURT EXPERIMENT STATION
at Clarksville
AGRONOMY
H. P. Ogden
Field-crop experiments at Mericourt. consisting chiefly of yarieta!
trials, fertili7.er tests, amI comparisons of rotations, haye been continned
without much change through 5 years. Continning these tests for a perio'!
of years wi1l tend to neutralize the effects of t1llnsual seasons.
Corn
Neal Paymaster an,1 Jellicorse, both \yhite Yanetles, haye led in
yields at Mericot1rt on latHI of goo,! textt1re but only fair fertility.
Thompson Prolillc has done well as an early white Yariet~'. Of the
yellow varieties, Jarvis Golden I'rolillc has led until 1938. when YellO\\'
Paymaster was introduced into the test and appreeiably surpassed it.
Yields of Yellow Paymaster were only slightly below those of the \\'hite
Neal Paymaster.
Three rates of planting were used with all Yarieties-4200, 5400, and
6600 stalks per acre. The season of 1938 was favorable for corn and
most varieties gave the best yields at the thickest rate. But in dry years
and on poorer parts of the farm, the thinner rates han: been better.
Sweetpotatoes
Fertilizer tests were made on two varieties of s\\'eetpotatoes- Ye1low
Jersey and NanC)' Hall. \Vhile Nancy Hall out yielded Yellow Jersey
in each of the fertilizer treatments, the response to fertilizer was great-
er with the Yellow Jersey. For example, when 600 pounds of 4-10-8
fertili7.er was used the yield of Naney Hall was 301 bushels per acre of
U. S. No.1, while the yield of Ye1low Jersey was only 228 bl1shels; and
on the unfertili7.ed plots, Nancy I1all yielded 193 bushels per acre and
Yellow Jersey 76 bushels.
Lespedeza
Varietal trials of annual and perennial lespede7.as were continued.
Dates of seeding scarilled and unscarifled sericea were continued, also
fertilizer and liming tests.
Rotations
Five different crop rotations were begun in 1933. They differ from
each other chiefly in the kind of legmnes used. There are different lime
and fertilizer treatments in these rotations, involving over 200 plots.
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LIBRARY
Sarah C. Currell
The Experiment Station library has a collection of 11,068 volumes.
195 volumes having- been added during the year 1938. This increase
represents the total number of books accessioned: namely, the volumes
recei\-ed by purchase, gift, and exchange, plus the volumes sent to the
bindery. and minus withdrawals. The library of the College of Agriculture
has a collection of 6,651, making a total of 17,719 for both libraries.
These two libraries are housed in the same room. They are ad-
ministered as separate collections as to shelving and ownership, but as a
unit if! respect to catalog and other records and to service. In effect,
the Station books form the reference collection and the College books
the circulating collection of the unit. Together they constitute a branch
of the University library.
The Station library in 1938 subscribed for 45 scientIfIC and technical
journals. In addition to these, 119 journals were received through gift
and exchange. Through these journals the members of the staff are enabled
to keep abreast of current scientiflc thought.
The interest in agricultural research is demonstrated by the fre-
quent use that is made of the publications received from the 47 other
state experiment stations; the experiment stations located in Alaska.
Guam, Hawaii, and the Virgin Islands; the state extension services:
foreign experiment stations; the United States Department of Agriculture:
and the various state departments of agriculture.
During the year, 116 volumes have been prepared for the binder~-.
bound, and catalogued. The cost of the binding was $198.77.
Accurate record is kept of material loaned. The two libraries CIr-
culated 4,756 books, 281 periodicals, and 2,766 pamphlets. It has not
been considered feasible to record books used within the library.
The inter-library loan service is still used by the Station staff.
This courtesy on the part of other libraries enables the librarian to
secure with little expense the major amount of material needed.
The NYA appropriation has been continued. Two students were
assigned to the Station and College libraries for 50 hours per month.
In addition to this, the Station employs a student for 15 hours per week
to assist in routine work.
The library is opened one night a week from six to ten o'clock. This
has been made possible through the employment by the University of
another student assistant.
The Station library serves tIJe staffs of the Experiment Station and
tIJe Agricultural Extension Service, and the faculty of the College of
Agriculture. The agricultural students are given the privilege of using
books from the Station collection within the reading room. The library
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is used by the Tennessee Valley Authority and by many workers other
than those connected with the lTuiversity, as well as extensively by mem-
bers of the general faculty and the student body.
The librarian attended the meeting of the Southeastern Lihrary .\s-
sociation, at Atlanta, in Odobe!". She is a memher of the ,-\merican
Library Association. the Southeastern .\ssociation, and the Teunessee
Library Association.
RESIGNATIONS
RECENT CHANGES IN STAFF
NEW MEMBERS
H. A. Arnold*- Assistant Agricnltural EngineeL -------J uly IG, 1938
] I. F. Butler, Assistant Ilorticulturist Sept. 1, 1938
Beth Cheney, Assistant in Physics -------------------------July 1, I93G
\V. A. Chriesman*, Plot Assistant Feh. 1, 1936
Elizabeth H, Cotter, Assistant in Physics Dee. 10, 1937
llarry Cupp, Assistant in Physics Sept. 1, 1938
l\lartha J. Kemmer, Assistant llome Ecunomist Jan. 1. 1938
O. ] I. Long"', Assistant in Agronomy :\Iar. 13, 1936
R. L. Long*, Plot Assistant :\Iar. 15. 1936
Elise lVIorrell*, j\ssistant Nutrition Chemist :\Iar. 15, 1938
Emily Louise l\IcCamy, Assistant in Physics ---------------J nlo' 1. 1937
lVi. A, Sharp, Agricl1ltmal Engineer Sept. 1. 1937
N. O. Sjolander, Assistant Bacteriologist and
Animal] lusbandman Sept. I, 1938
A. B. Strand, Associate Horticulturist --------- July 1, 1938
R R. Sullivan, Assistant Physicist Jnly 1. 1938
R. Brooks Taylor, Industrial Engineer Sept. I, 1938
R. A. Sutherland, Assistant Chemist Oct. 10, 1938
S. H. Winterbmg"', Associate in Soil Chemistry Ikc. 15, 1936
R. K. Znck, Assistant Plant Pathologist July I, 1938
';'Coopel'ative ,vith Tenne~scc Valley Authority.
Arthm Meyer, Assistant Horticulturist Aug. 31, 1938
IL B. Kerr, Assistant Bacteriologist aud
Animal llusbamlman Ang. 31. 1938
G. i\T. Stone, Assistant Plant Pathologist __---- Se)lt. 21. 1938
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